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PREFACE

This paper has been prepared in respOnse bo a request frdm the Director of the
Division of Higher Education and, of Training ofEducational Personnel at UNESCO
(ref. circular-ED/HEP/BE/631), for ingormation on the activities of the Open
University of the-United Kingdom as an innovative inStitution with a concern for
the democratisation of higher education.

Inevitably, a study of an'institution complex as the Open University, written
by a single author, can never refl. tciaal the facets of the organisation.
Fortunately, there Is now a la4ge body àf literature on the Open.University, and
I have included a Short bibliographiC61 essay Which, it is hoped, can be
followed up by those Whose-interests have not been met in the present work, or
who wish to pursue the sUbject further. Even so, I am conscious that there are
aspects of the University's development and system Which I have dealt wit'h only
cursorily or not at all.

In the end, and in spite of my great debt bo those whose Work i havetused or
whose knowledge I have sought out in preparing this study, responsibility for
the accuracy of Ihe material and for fhe interpretations I have drawn must
remain mine. I would, however, like bo thank MS Barbara Green who collected and
collated inuch of the statistical information in advance of the publication of
the 1981 .Edition of the-University's Statistical Digest; Mr Peter Thorntorr-Pett,
who Painstakingly checked the draft for factual errors andlapses of grammar;
and the many colleagues in the Aaministration and elseWhere Who kindly answered
specific queries.

.Greville Rumble
The Cpen University.
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'1 INTRODUCTION: THE INNUVATIVE NATURE OF THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

1. Of all innovations in higher education in the laSt ten to twenty years, the
British Open University is, perhaps the best known. 'It therefore seems
fitting that it, Should be one of the institutions studied by the uNEscp
project on the democratization of higher education.

4

2. The'guidelines for the project make clear that democratization' of higher
education cannot be considefed in isolation from the_overall context of
educational innovation and Change. An innovative brganiSation is described
as one which, by at least one major characteristic'pr a combination of
them, notably differs from the traditionaf.twes of' institution. 'Such

establishments may, we are told, belong to any one of the following

categories:

(a) Those which enable a new and sizeable group of student population to
enter higher education. The term "new student poOlation" ''id
understiood to mean groups other than the traditional one composed (A'
young people between. the ages of 18 and 24, who have caMpleted
secondary education and are not employed.

(b) Those which enable students to spend their period of study in a

different, more flexible way than in 'cohventional types of

institutions, thus permitting parallel or part-time engagement in

activities other than higher studies whether or not these activities
are linked with their chosen field.

(ö) Those Which maintain Close ties with industrial enterprises, 'public
services and other institutions using personnel with higher education.

(d) Vocationally-oriented'establishments'which concentrate on practical
courses to a greater or lesser degree and which award diplomas or
certificates after providing short courses.

(e) Those offering various possibilities to upgrade profesSional.
qualifications and/or providing refresher courses for those engaged in
industrial or other professional activities.

(f) Those making extensive use of new educational 'technology Such as
radio, television, telephone, computers, etc., so as, AO Modify
significantly the traditidha4 pattern of organization or bo reach new
groups.

3. It seems clear that the British Open University does meet these criteria.
The vast Majority of its studepts are adults, many of whom would,not be
allowed to, study at traditional. ,institutions of higher education because
they Lack the normal academic iequirements for entry While m.anS, others,
even if qualified, could not do'so because of.the constraints-of time and
place imposed by traditional educational institutions, besides the

financial problems that stem fram,family or,timilar commitments that most
of them will have. The Open University teaches at a distance, using a
combination of correspondence beaching and the new edbcational technology:,
to provide Students with flexibility to study in 4eir own homes and, tp

, same extent (within the limits imposed by particular systems), at their own'

pace.
.

1
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4. It is less clear, that the Open University is providing vocatio or
Professionally orientated refresher. courses.- although same of its courses
can be &scribed in these terms (sae paragrap6 63 to 71). NOr is it as a
matter of course closely allied with industrial, public service or other
enterpfises, although such ties do exist. NeVertheless, the British Open
University clearly is an ianovative organization, as defined in paragraph 2
above.

5. The rest of this paper (sections 2 to 9) is laid out according to the
following scheme. Figures, in brackets are those of the parageaphs
concerned.

Section 2 (10-25)
.

This section,describes the origins of the University, and the intentions of
its early planners.'

Section 3 (26-38)

'This section- describes the- development.of the University's objectives in
the Advisory and Planning Cammittee stages.

Section 4 (39-117)
This section describes the major academic programmes (undergraduate,
continuing-education/associate student, and higher degree), as they have
evolved since 1969 (41-87). Related programes, such as academic research,
institutional evaluation and research, international activities, and
marketing', are also covered (88-117).,'"

Section 5 (118-165)
, .

The University's multi-media distance-teaching approach is described, with
a brief note (152-160) on assessment and certification.

'

Section 6 (166-228)
This section contains information on the student population. -The following
aspects are considered:.

(a)

(b)

The main, adMinistratively-based procedural, aspeetrbich determine
student progress within the University (166-171);

Demand for the three academic programmes listed-above (172-179);

(c) Discussion of 'student fees
demand (180-188);

(d) The main Characteristics
Undergraduate (189-198),
(204-205);

and financial hardship as a deterrentto

\\

of the student population, as follows:
associate (199-203), and higher degree'

(O. Student progress _and drop-out:. Undergraduate (206-221), associate!
(222-223), and hi4her degree (224-225)

(f) The status of Open University graduates (226 228)

6: The functions uadertaken by distance.teachingsystems are rather different
from those that obtain in conventional educational systems. At the same

1- time, the founders of the University recognised the virtue of having a
govtrninental and decision-making structure that mirrore as far as could
be possible, that. found. ih traditional British universities. Section 7
(paragraphs 229-284) discusses the University's organisational,Ndecision-
making, and participat,iye structures.,



' .

7. A particular concern, at least nutsidevdf the Open University, has been its

relative.cpst -efficiency in comparison with orhers.in Britain.- ?Section 8
(paragraphs 285-294) provides a resume of published inforpation on this
aspect. ". 4'

`r.

8. SectiOn 9 (paragraphs 295-312) stempts' An overall evaluatiOn nf, the
institutions succest, and the extent to which the British OPer*University'
system can he generalised Rlsewhere.

4

9. Finally, the concluding Section 10 (paragraphs 313 -32)'provides 'tzt brief

bibliognaphicai essay.on sources about the mhole subject.

la

1.

1)
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1

2 ORIGINS'OF' THE OPEN UNIVERSITY
111

EARLYvHISTORY: THE PERIOD.PRIOR TO TH.EAUTUMN OF 1963

OF
10 On 8 September 1963 the then Labour Party Opposition Leader, Harold Wilson,

1.announced that' his party was making plans for a "University of the Air"
which Would- offer correspondence courses. He envisaged% an edUcational
trust that would bring bogether representatives of the universities,
broadcasting organisations, Publishers, public and private bodies. The
origins of his proposals lay in his ,-rception (for the proposal was'at
this stage Wilson's own, and not- 9 e, Labour Party's) that broadcasting
could be used both, to alleviate essure on the educational system (as
reflected in the' increasing for places, then being experienced); to
improve industrial and techno ..i6a1 traihi .; arid to prevent the wastage
of talent arising fram unequal educational ot..rtunities.

11. Theincreasing demand for plac in higher eiaducation arose firstly as a
: result of the increase in births towardvthe en1 of the Second WOrld War

and after it had ended, reaulting in a massive increase in eighteen year
oWs in the early 1960s; arkesecondly, frani the increase in the proportion

schoolJeavers ,obtaining good school leaving qualifications and.wishing
to go on'to higher educatiOn.4These. pressures wer reflected in the
Robbins Report (1963), which proposed that demand in tIis sector Was"tb
met: by an increase in the,niaber and size ofiomentio universities.

12. Another factor was the need to 'improve industrial training facilities and
adjust occupational training more closely to future diemandifor skills, a

' point made by,the 1959 RePdqt on Scientific al Engineering ManpoWer in
Great Britain (The Zuckerman Report, 1959):

13. However, there was an increasing awareness that the existing educational,
system was elitist and that, as a.direct result, there weremahy adults
Whose abilities were not as gully Used as they might be. This concern was
:reflected in, for example, the 1959 Crowther Committee Report, in the
Robbins Report, and in an influential book, by Jackson' and Marsden (1962):

:

At the smme time, there was a growing' recognition that the existing
provision for the education of adults was deficient: firstly, in the lack
of opportUnities available to adults 'who wished'to embark on vocational
.courses at the higher educational level; and secondly, in the failure of
existing providers of adult education courses to attract those whose
initial education had been underprivileged and deprived (Perry, 1976: 2-4).
There.were, aimittedly, exceptions to the general rule. TheUhiversity of
London offered external degrees - but it was a system of examination o
and adults had to make their own arrangements for tuition. Universi y
extra-mural departments, where they existed', _were created primarily to
:extend the.cultural influence of the universities to the adult population
in their imnediate locality, and their clientele were primarily middle
class. This was also true of the WOrkers' Educational Association, whose
courses were primarily.non-vocational. Moreover, in the climate Of the
1960s, it seemed unlikely that conventional universities would have
extended their activities to cater for adultS on a part-time basis -
although the RoWns Committee Report had urged them, as short term
.measu,res, to offer first degree courses in the evenings and to establish
correspondence oourses.

14. In this respect, Britain lagged behind a number of countries. Universities
in the United States, Australia, Canada, the US4R and elsewhere had
instituted correspondence basedsexternai studies programmes, ahd Harold
Wilson was later to say that it was his c6servation of Anierican and Russian

o developments that first le Jiim to propose the establishment of a
University of the Air (Wilson, 1969).

-5-
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15. It is debatable uhether Wilson's imagination would have been so fired if
the ideat thus triggered had been restricted to the use of correspondence
teaching methods. However, by the early 1960s there was a, growing

appreciation of the potential value ofr educational broadcasting and

particularly of'the use Of television. Matters were particularly well
advanced in America, Wilson-Vas aware of these through his contacts.
with Senator lenton, /col:rdner of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 'who at that
time invited 4ilson-to make a regular annual lecture tour of the United,
States (Hall et al., 11.975: 245-7).

16 n ,perallel with Wilsoh's growing interest, others were also teing
attYacted to the possibilities of educational broadcasting. The period
coincided with a nuMber of developments in the.media (particularly the
increased availability of'.timebands improved coverage and quality,of
service, and the growth' in the.number of radió and television sets in use).
The BBC had a long history of ccmmitment to educational broadcasting.
There was considerable interest in :its television aspects, which centred
Laround the work of the Pilkington CoMMittee (1962). Although the latter
rejected proposals for an educational television channel, a number of
people were pressing for the increased use of eelevision in support of
tertiary level education. Professor. Sir George Catlin uggested a

'University of the Air' in 1960 (Catlin, 1960). Williams, Chairman
of the EleCtronics anIS Communications Section of the Institute of

EleCtrical Engineers, pressed -for the establishment of a 'Televarsity'

(Williams, 1962a and 1962b). And Michael Young and Brian Jackson, Chairman
and Director respectively of the Advisory -Cemtre for Education, saw an
'Cpen University' as a means of increasing participation rates in higher
education. They decided *.to test ,their ideas through a study of
correspOndence education;, a week of televised lectures by Cambridge
thiversity academics ('The Dawn University' project) and the launching of a
pilot body known_as the National Extension College (which still operates)
to begin'tbMbining correspondence and television with residential schooling
(Hall et al., 1975: 239-40, 243-5).

17. Nevertheless, is unlikely ,that these Ideas would have" progressed,
particularly in the light of later widespread scepticism about the Cpen
University project (Perry, 1976: 27-8), it the ideas involved had not been
taken up by Wilson: As ,a result, 'the often prolonged process of
persuading authorities to accept 'a fairly radical innovation Was
foreshortened' (Hall et al., 1975: .24).

\

FROM THEFAUTUMN OF 1963 TO SEPTEMBER:1967

18. The- creation of the Cpen University gained great impetus from the victory
of the Labour Party in the general election of October 1964. The klea of a
.'Univetsity,of the Air was c/early ased -to provide electoral capital in
both October 1964 and subsequently in the 1966 teneral Election, Thus
;4ilson first.expanded the idea at the rally to Mark the launching of the
Labour 'Par..t's pre-election campaign in Scotland (8 September 1963) Aria -..

'again in a speech entitled 'Labour and the Scientific Revolution', given a
few weeks jater at the Labour Party Conference. Wilson himself described
the idea as 'inchoate'. It was not official Labour Party policy. Just
what kind of institution' was 'to be established, ,was. nOt clear'. Wilson
himself referred to an 'educational trust' which would link broadcasts and
.educators, although exactly how thisriruld operate-was not spelt out.

Nevertheless, the purposeOT the University of the Air was clear eveh at
' this stage to provide a varietTof courses mainly leading to reCognised

qualifications and examinations. Then, in February 1965, Wilson asked Miss
Jennie Lee to take over special responsibility as Secretary of State for
the Arts within the.,Eepertment of Edwation and Science (DES), and to steer

...,d)he University of the Pit project through. Lee's appointment was vital.

-6- -
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She. was tio prove a, powerful advocate of the project in the face of
continuing"attacks. She overcame civil service opposition within_ the DEa
although'it is notable that the project was considered largely in'isolation

, from policy in other higher education sectors, Lee (unusually for a
Minister) chaired the 1965 AdVisory Cemmktee on the'UniversitY of"the Air.
Moreover', the Advisory CamAttee's terms, of reference, by referring to
Nilson's 8 September 1963 speech, made it clear that tbe policy decision
had already been taken. .,They4Were to concentrate on ways'amd means, not on
whether it was .a good aD'ted idea. Also, and unusually, the Advisory
Committee's membertOlid not rpresent interests:, they were basically
appointed in an individual capacity.

.

19-. The Advisory Committee Report (1966) emphasised the important* of achieving
academie standards camparable.with those in4IIK,conventional universities.
Theeprple of the media, particularly television was emphaSized, but the
University's ,structure was to be as close At 'possible ba those 'of
traditional' universities. The idea of ah 'educational truat' put forwardi,
by Wi4son in 1963 had disappeared. Degree courses would be of aw
professional,.technical, refresher and conversion nature:

20. Reactions to the Nhite Paper were on the whole 'unfavourable, 'Nevertheless,
the basic frameWork for.the- institution was now laid down. Three features,
should, be.,, noted In., particular. Firstly, the .idea was being developed ;

"entirely,separate 'from educational policy-making in general"; secondly,'
"the extent and nature of expert opiniOn brought.to bear at this stage was
carefully controlled"; and thirdly,' "before apy advice from interestedb
individuals was sought, it had,been,decided thatfthe pew institution would
be nothing less Chan a degree-awarding hody' (Hall et al., '1975: 259)::

:-
21. Between Februar7 1966 and, September 1967 progress was .s1tV and precise

details of the scheme's development are difficult to trace. 0 During the
early part of this period the tern Open University replaced that of
University of 'the

th
Air'. Discussions took place between the DES, the

111%Treasury, e BBC and th Post Office, 'and various alternative costings
were prepared. Nevertheless, other issues dominated the Government
particularly 'the economiet situation i4hich did not favour progress on cost-
intensive projecta. Particular concern c4ntre5 on the cOSts of the
broadcast element and the delicate nature of tailed discussions with the
BBC (which by March 1966 has agreed in princf4 e to act as agent for the
Open University). It is difficult to know when/the project finally gained
GoVernment approval - but the appointment of az-Planning Cammittee signalled
their coihmitment ito the project.. Once:again, it. was Lee's drive that

g, pushed the whole project through. TO do-this she used 'skill and single-
mindedness' and achieved a 'productive working environment', in the face of
hostility, by 'detaching herself and her advisers and,by maintaining direct
contact with the Prime MInister (Wilson)' (Hall et al., 1975: 264).
Certainly, Wilson's backing was a vital ingredient in her success.
However, the policy of'detachment through the exclusion of wider discussion

, on the proposals,,helped to build pp considerable ill-feeling on the part
of certain interested groups and this was to persist into the future.
Particularly suspicious of the proposed University were various adult
education agencies, the Local Educational Authorities,, and the National

,,...25e1sion College (Hall et al., 1975: 266-3).

-7-



22.- Hdll Ot a1. (1975: 265) ouggeot that Lao conntrained the University'o
develepAent, by. refusing 'to cdnpromise on hor' Vioion of tho now
'inntitution; adhering bo the view that it should have the'bighoot academic
statue; providing degreeo, being staffedAN Univeraity toachern and being
_termed a Univeraity'. However, the Univeroity's firot Vice-Chancellor,
Lord Derry9 arguer: that 1.0010 attitude-was right: 'Had ohe given waYr, had

she attempted ba start with a-ocheme offering education through the media

bo al-atb, at _echool or pro-university level, I think the concept would
have dinappeared' (Perry, 1976: 24). In any cam, with the ben6fit of
greater hindsight, ono .can aay that the development of non-degree

programmes wao pootponed rather than dropped.

FPOM SEPTEMBER 1967 TO JANUARY 1969

23. By the autumn of 1967, the moot important decisions concerning the Open
Univeroity had already been taken. However, many detailed anpects had
still to be aattled. . Tb do this, Planning Committee was appointed in

September 1967 by'the Setretary of State for Education, under the Cnairman-
ahip of Sir Peter VOnables, the diotinguished Vice-Chancellor 'of Aaton
University. Ihe metberahip of thia (Ommittee (which included come who were
aceptical of the proponal) did much to endow the project with academic
respectability. Ihe Committee wart aoked to build on the ideaa contained in
the.Advisory Canmittee Report - a atrategy which ensured that their idea:::

were safeguarded. How/or, the project was nclt wholly oafe. Ike fixed the
starting date for January 1971 - which would be before the May 1971 date by
which the Labour Government had to go to the country in a General Election.
This 'indicates the extent to which the project wan ntill a party,political
iosue' (Hall ot al., 1975: 270).

24. The Planning Committee Report of January 1969 clarified certain animas -
particularly in respect of aims and organination. The University wan to
concentrate on adult otudento, offering opportunitieo for dogreen at
general and honouro leve1a. Alpo, it woo to be open. No formal oducational
qualifications were bo bo' required of applicants who (subject to quotas)
would be admitted on a 'firot cane, firot servea' banis. However, there
wore those who voiced their concern that the Planning Committee had .not
given enough connideration to educationally disadvantaged groupn. Ihe

Director of the National Extennion College wrote in Me Timm (25 November
1969): "I fear that we aro fin considerable danger of creating yet another

university institution for the middle-clana, and especially for that

middle-clans housewife socking a liberal arta courser ir (the open

university) is centrally to reconnect adult education with a major working-
.

class audience then it must go and get them".

25. In spite of those doubts, the Government accepted the Planning Cornmittoo'n
Report - and the University received its-Royal Charter on 23 July 1969.

-8-



3 THE DEVELOPNENT OF TBE'OPEN UNIVERSITY'S OBJECTIVES, 1963-1969

KEMAL OBJECTIVES 4

The previous section discussed the development of the proposal for an Open
University from 1963 through bp/the acceptance of the Planning Committee
Report in Jam:wry 1969. It indicated theikey role .of political decision
makers (Wilson, Lee) in the development of the idea and in its
implementation; the factort (population trends, technological change, and
increases in expectations) which.made the idea opportune; and the way in
which opposition bp the project was.effectively muzzled by a process of
consciously not involving such groups in the work of the Advisory
Committee:

k 27. This section looks at the development of ideas about the objectives of the
Open University. Aireny few higher educational reforms have achieved their
original objectives fully. In most cases one can only speak of partial
achieveAents, soMetimes.even of a dissolution of initial aims or of their
distortion or abandonment.

28. Wilson's 1963 speeches envisaged an 'educational trUse or consortium using
correspondence and broadcast teaching ,materials to cater for "a.wide
varietyof potential students". He referred to particular groups:

There are technicians and technologists who perhaps left school at 16
or 17 and who, after two or three years in imdustry, feel that they
could qualify as graduate scientists or technologists. There are many
others, perhaps in clerical occupations, who would like to acquire new
skills and qualifications. There are many at all levels in industry
who would desire to become qualified in their own or other fields,
including those who had no facilities for taking GCE at 0 or A level,
or other required qualifications, or housewives who might like to
secure qualifications in Engrish literature or geography or hisbOTY
whose motivations would vary from a desire for career-related
qualifications to those whd wished to study for non-vocational reasons
(for example, to learn a foreign language preparatory to holidaying
Abroad).

Tt.';e Advisory Committee (1966) felt the University would serve three
purposes:

it will contribute to the improvement of educational, cultUral and
professional standards generally, by making available to all who care
to look and listen', scholarship of a high order. Secondly, a minority
of those Showing general interest will want to accept the full
disciplines of study and make use of all the facilities offered ...'
Thirdly, it will have much to contribute to students in many other
parts of the world as well as those studying in the United Kingdom.

30. It also emphasised academic standards: "it must be made clear that there
can be no question of offering to students a_make-shift project, inferior
in quality to other universities". It would primarilyloffer degree courses
which would include "subjects of contemporary social, industrial and
commercial importance; basic subjects like English, Mathematics and Ehe
foundations of science; and 'a range of cultural subjects". It was
anticipted that science and technology courses would be more difficult to

'provide. Professional, technical, refresher and conversion courses would
also be offered, Open aamission, irrespective of academic qualifications,
was accepted as a basic principle. The Labour Party Manifesto for the
March 1966 General Election made great play of this fact - stating that the
University would mean "genuine equality of opportunity for millions of
people for the Eirst tine". Finally, study which would be part-time could
be combined with full-time employment.

-9-
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31. The Planning Committ4e (1969) summarises *the aims of the University aa
being:

to provide Opportunities'at both undergraduate and postgraduate level,
Of higher education ba all those who, for any reason, have been or are
befhg precluded frem achieving their /limn through ,an exinting

inntitution of higher education.

32. Thin wad taken ba includot

(a) thope previouely deprived of higher education throUgh, lock of
opportunitiontather than lack of ability;

(b) thoae qualified school leavers who, deppite pont-Robbilie exponsion of
conventional univeraities, could not ,gain a place in such

universitieal

(c) thooe who had left school eatly (without gaining normaa academic

requirements) but who later reolised they -wanted or needed higher
education;

(d) the many thodaands of certificated non-graduate teachera who would-
wish bo acquire graduato-status,

(e) other significant groupa of proteaaional atudents interented in the
Univeraity's CoUrOcal

(f) the univeraity's "unrivalled opportunity to rectify" the "long-

continuing imbalance" in the number of women in furthor and* higher

education.

33. Hbwever, persona aged under 21 were not to be allowed b3 rogiotor (dere
paragraph 175 below). 7hinpolicy meant that the University would hot be
in oompetition with other institutions for students,of eighteen.

14. Social clasp was mat referred to directly. tiowever, referring to the

"backlog" of adulto deprived of opportunities in the past,it did observe
that:

The University will provide firat and higher degreeccournen for nuch
adult students, but its work would not ceane if the problem of pant
deficiencies were adequately dealt with. Social inequalities will not
suddenly vantah, nor will all hydividuals nuddenly Mature at the amne
age in the name environment. lbe recent book "hil our Future"
by'd. W. B. Douglaa otd., providen timely evidence in this regard of
the lo'rge number 0 boyn and girls who hove the obility to booaae
scientints but who leave school every year at the age of fifteen.

Thin suggested acceptance of tine view that differences in educational

opportunities are rooted in eocial inequalities.

15. The Oniveraity's Charter (1969) specified the objects or the University nu
being "the advancement and diasemination of learning and knowledge by
teaching and renearch .... to provide education of univorsity and
professional ntandardn for ite students and to promote the educotional
well-heing,of the community generally".

36. The Planning Cbumittee Report made A number or detailed proposals with
regard h) the Univeraitl:s degree ntructure. Woodloy (1981 : 15-17)

LuMmlarines these proponala ea follown:

-10-
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(a) Tho degree would be a "general degree" in the sense that it would
embrace studies over a wide range.-of subjects.

(b) Students, would be allowed a great deal of choice from among the&courses fared.

(c) No tormal academic qualifications would be required for registration
as a atudent.

(d) "Foundation Courses" would be offered in Mathematics, Understanding
Science, Literature and Culture, and Understanding Society (a fifth
course might be added later)*. These courses would be as
ttellectually demanding as any normal first year university course
t they would.also have tt) bo appropriate for students with limited

educational experience. (* A fifth foUndation course, in lbchnology,
was indeed added in 1972.)

(e) The degree Would be obtained by the accumulation of "credits" in
individual courses, which would loot for one academic year: Each
foundation course would 'count as one credit and all students would
normally.be required tO obtain two such credits in foundation courses
before proceeding tt) further study.

(f) The foundation courses were seen as representing "lines" of study.
"The subsequent prcgramme of study would be based on the breakdown of
each'line into a number of components. There Would be about four in

each line and each component would be made the subject of two courses,
the aecond being more advanced than the first. Ibis gave a total of
name thirty-six courses, or forty-five if a fifth line of 'study waa
added.

(g) Six credits would be required for an Ordinary Degree and eight credits
for an.Honours Degree.

(h) Credits'could be acquired over any number of years of study, which
need not be continuous. Exceptional students could therefore, on this
basis, complete, their degree intrpree years of study, but four nhould
be more normal and five"the medial period in practice.

(1) A student's success woul,d be atermined by a combination of-continuoun
asseasment and final examination. t In accordance with normal
university practice, external examiners would be, appointed for the
final examinations of each course to ensure that proper academic
standards were maintained.

(j) A note was made of the pressing need for degree courses for practining
certified teachers and proposals concerning this would be made later.

37. In the post-graduate area, the' Committee stressed the need for"post-
experience' Retirees of an "updating" or "refreaher" nature for those who
are called to make a significant change in their activities. Post-graduate
courses leading bo a higher degree might also be developed at a later
stage. In panning, it should be noted that the Committee's assignment of
"post-exrerience" courses bo the post-graduate programme never
materialised. The latter area was, from the start, concerned only with
higher degrees, while the post-experience courses became a programme in
their own right, as described in paragraphs 58 b40 80.

ti



INFORMAL OBJECTTVES

38. As mentioned in paragraph 30, the Labour Party's 1966 Manifesto said that
the Open University would mean "genuine equality of opportunity to millions
ef people for Ehe first time". Many people felt that this had to haply
greater participation by persons from groups traditionally under-

represented in higher education - and particularly from the working class.
In 1962- JaCkEbn and Masden in their book Education and the Wbrking Class
said that "the concept of Ehe Open University entails a large new working
class intake" (1962 : 229). In 1969, as we saw in paragraph 24, Jackson
(in, his capacity as Director of the National Extension College) was warning
that Ehe University was likely to be "yot _another university institution
for Ehe middle-close._ But Jennie Lee, in 1971, rounded on such critics:,
"It is not a workingliclass university. It web paver intended to be'a
working Z71813 university, It was planned as a university. It is an Open
University". ODU Admidsiens,Committee paper AD/47/8 quoting-Lae at b

public meeting fin Cardiff, Juno 1971). She made it clear that she was in
favour of werking class students, but argued that "the last thing we
wanted was a proletarian ghetto" (Lee interviewed fin Ehe Open University
(1979) a The First Ten Years). The Planning Committee itself never
specified- fin aetail tike and of target audience Which Ehe Univeraity woo bo
aim at. This was left bo Ehe University to decide.
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4 THE 12VELORIENT OF THE OPEN UNIVERSITY'S OBJECTIVES THROUGH rrs
ACAB11C PROGRAMES, 1970 - 1981

INTRODUCTION

39. While the charter has renained the formal basis for the University's
Objectives and activities,'developments 41 its policy over the last decade
can be examined' in terms of changes tS. its objectives; strategies; ang
quantitative targets as these relate to both inputs and outputs.

40. The 1976, University Plan began to talk in tenns of various acadenic
programmes - and It is most convenient to discuss the institution's
development in these tenns since they are generally regarded as the focal
points around sAhich its development is centred. The main programmes are
listed below:

(a) the Undergraduate Programme. Students registered ,in this' are
normally 'assumed to be studying for the Bachelor of Arts degree,
which is offered at general or at hondurs levels.

(b) the Continuing-Education Programme. In this programme, Associate
Students (as,they are called) take a variety of Post-experience and
Community Edycftion courses', either singly, or in a stipulated
conjunction with each other for a Diploma. As well as.the latter,
qualifications include var4ous Course CertPLcates and Letters of
Course Completion-'(see paragraph 223). Some of the ,.cOurses are
specially written, whilOotherb are derived from the post-foundation
levels of the -undergraduate-programme. There is one 'Diploma at
present (in Reading Development), but more are. planned.

(c) the Higher begree programme. Most students in this programme are
registered part-time for one of the University's three research
degrees of Bachelor of Philosophy, Master"of Philosophy or Doctor
of Philosophy. There are same full-time research students as well.
The University currently plans to offer a BPhil by course work; and
other "taught" higher degrees are being considered.

(d) the Research Programme.

(e) the Institutional Research and Development Programme.

(f) ;International activities programme.

(9) Marketing of University materials (since 1976 the responsibilitY of
a separate company, Open University Educational Enterprises Ltd.).

THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRANNE

41. The University's undergraduate programme was the first to develop. From
the start, it was deemed necessary that it,phould set out to offer a degree
programme as quickly as possible, if onlyTo coUnteract the suggestion that
it was not a 'proper' university.: The question was - what kind of degree
should it offer?

-13-



42. One of the most .crucial decisions taken y thè sity was not to
develop specialist first degrees. It recog from the start that its
fAst year (foundation) courses would have to meet the needs of. studehts
'who did not necessarily have any prior educational qualifications. As a
direct result, it decided that its initial undergraduate coursesshould be
multidisciplinary in scopewithin certain specified 'lines of study' (see

paragraph 36).' These courses would help to'reintroduce adults to serious
-study, and to familiarise them with solhe of the concepts and methodologies
agtociated with each ditcipline. On'the other hand, the foundation comses
had to be of recognisable university standard and appeal to students with
varied educational backgrounds. The University, though producing same
preparatory or refresher booklets Ln science and matheTatics, decided not
to qffer any,preparatory courses.as such on the grounds that to do so would
unde/Imine its status qua univensity, aid be tantamount to an admission that
the 'open entry' policy was untenable (terry, 1976: 58).*.

437 The structure of 'the degree itself is based on the notion of a credit.
Courset are rated as being full-Credit'ochalf-credit courses. Both are
taught over 32 to 34 weeks (originally 36 weeks), with'the full-credit
course requiring from 12 to 15 hours work per, week on the part of the
student, and a half-credit course one half this amount.. In.line with the
coneept of a general degree'the University, after some debate, decided to
offer only one title, Bachelor of Arts (BA) at o?dinary and honours levels.
The BA (Honours) degree is classified Ln four levels --first class, upper
second Class, lower second class and third class, these classificaions
reflecting the overall quality of the students' work. There is a

quantitative distinction between the BA (Honoun4)._ degfee, which is awarded
on the basis of 8 credits, and the BA degree Which is unclassified and is
awarded to students whd have gained 6 credits, irrespective of the quality
of their work above a minimum (and appropriate) sass mark.

44. There was great pressure, at least ikn the early days, for the University to
off& specialisto honours degrees Which would attrade professional
recognition. The Lord Chancellor's-Cffice proposed that the, University
offer a Law degree,-and there was some pressure for it to institute.a
Bachelor of Commerce degree. However, by ,the time these proposals were
made, the University had already embarked on its existing 'lines of
studies' centred on the six faculties of Arts, Educational Studies,
Mathematics, Science, Social Sciences and Technology. Resources available
were fully committed in these fields, and-the University's proposals that
these other areas be developed in the 1974-6 triennial planning period did
not find favourNith the Department of Education and Science.

45. At an ea y stage, the University defined its courses in terms Df levels -
foundation, second, third and fourth level courses. While the foundation
courses Were all interdisciplinary in nature, the various faculties evolved
different- approaches towards those at second and higher Levels. The
University itself decided that students would have to gain a minimum of two
credits at either third or fourth levels if they were to be eligible for an
honours degree (whereas the BA degree could be obtained on the basis of
foundation and second_level courses only). It also required that a student
had to gain a pass at foundation level before he went on to second level
courses; there were similar provisions in regard to proceeding to third,

( and then to fourth, level, but these have now been dropped. Finally, it
was laid down that students should nonmally take-two foundation courses,
and this requirement still holds, '

-14-
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46. witon this overall structure, the Arts Faculty decided that its secon'3
level courses would .in general 'be interdiSciplinary, with specialist
discipline -based courses at third and fourth levels. The Faculty of Social
Sciences was mor,Nucilzely concerned with the question of pnefessional
recognition, partic ly in Psychology. AccQrdingly, in this faculty,
specialist discipline based oourses developed frcm second level. on. Ther
Faculty of Educational Studies was initially primarily concerned with
tha training nseds of the large number olrnon-gtadUate certificated
teachers lAho ent6red the University.- It did not offer a foundation course
itself. The Faculty of Technology decided that specialised honours degrees
in engineering would be beyond the capabilities of the Opgn University
system and that, accordingly, its graltates should be trained in the broad
area of engineering science rather than in any particular branch.
Mathematics, too, aimed to,teach a broad understanding of the nature of
mathematics rather than particular applications of the disciplipe. In
Science, however, there'was from the start a much more clearcut discipline-
based dpproach tt3 the development of the Faculty's'curriculum and courses.

47. Clisiplines currently recognise0 lwithin the University for academic. purposes
Pare listed in Table 1. below. Broadly speaking there has been little change
since the original structure emerged J211970/71. ,s1

Table 1. Recognised disciplines within the Cpen University

Faculty Disciplines

0
'APTS* Literature, Philosophy, History,

Fine-Arts, Music, History of Science,

z

EDUCATIONAL Psychology of Education, Sociology of
STUDIES Cducation, airriculum

Educational Administration.

-VIATHFAATICS** Pure Mathematics, Applied Mathematics,
Computer Science, Statistics, Maths
Education.

SCiENCE Physics, Chemistry, Earth Sciences,
Biology.

SOCIAL Psychology, Sociology, Government,
SCIENCES Economics, Geography.

TECHNOIDGY Electronics, Materials Science, Design,
Systems, Engineering Mechanics.

* ,plus some coverage of Religious Studies and_Classics.
** defined as 'interest groups' rather than disciplines.
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48. Linked to the'evestion of diseiOlines, was that of how'many courses tbe
University oould afford to present at any one time. The Advisory Committee
had suggested that the 'University of the Air' raght be dEie bo offer about.

20 oourses in all fin 10 subject areas (including langutiges Which, :

however, soon disappeared). The Planning Committee auggested that 16

dbursea mdght te offered IA tour 'lines of study' (Arts, Social Sciences,

Science, and Mathematics and Technology). By the ttme the first staff of

the University were being appointed, 17 disciplines had been riddntified

within those 4 lines of study, and recruitment was geared towards their
needs. ) At this way stage,- Technplogy was.accorded. the stattis of- a

separatlit 'line of study', and Educational Studies was brought in bo respond
to pressure from those interest groups that were urgihg the provision of
professionally orientated opportunities for non-graduate teachers. As a

c, result 4a further 9 disciplines' were added to the totals irnd an early'

1
academic plan prepared Which proposed Chat the University should offer a
total of 75 credits worth.of courses as follows:

5 foundation courses
18 full credit courses at second level (3 for each line.of sCudy)

52 full credit courses et third and fourth levels (two for each of
the twenty six disciplines).

49. lbe first tour foundation courses were presented' in 1971'. j191 1972 the

first second-level courses were presented /plus, the nut Technology,'
foundation course) and, as the University developed, and the faCalties

began to plan their °curses for 0973 and 1974, so pressure aroae ba

increas6 the University's academic profile. A revjew of the l'aher in

1971/2 led the University to propose an expanded undergradtiate prorile of

ljl credits to moot student demand and 'to provide a viable range, Of

courses in particular academdc areas'. Even so, 'it was mid, this ingrease

would eequire ho s students 'to draw their post-foundation cOurses from

misimum of two (b probably three) disciplines" (Triennial Stibmission.

for 1974-1976).

50: within a very short space or time, however, the 111, Credittv plan was

challenged as* it became clear that academic staffing levels would be

Insufficient, given existing pnoduction rates, 0 both maintpin the eves;
. expanding number of courses on,offer (see Figure 1) and at the mime tinier

//develop new courses 'fin sufficient numbers to meet the target. ft was dloo

suggested that the 111 credit target was an attempt .to evade one of the
basic purposes of the Open University 'to provide a more general education

in order to try to provide an honourn degree of the classical

specialised kind' and that 'We were in danger or abandoning soMething we

could do very well for something we could do only poorly, if at all'

(Perry, 1976 : 74). A revised academic programme was therePore developed
which proposed an 87 credit profile, subsequently amended to 88 credits,

which aro apportioned between the six faculties as-shown tn Table 2. ibe

principle of a generalised interdisciplinary approach was reinforced by

allocating 4 credis to the 'University' to develop multi-faculty multi-
disciplinary, courses, and by the requirement- placed on faculties to

develop a varying ,proportion of courses which would explore subjects or
fairly wide general interest.

Table 2 Number of credits apportioned bp each faculty

1

Arts: Educational
Studies

4

mathemattcs : Science: Social Technology
1

1
Science

univernity
Co'counwto

4

17 10 : 15 : 17 . 15 : 4
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FIGURE -1 : THE OPEN'UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADBATE COURSE PRESENTATION.
NUMBER OF CREDITS PRESENTED EACH-YEAR, 1971 1982
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51. From its incbption the University imposed very few .restrictions on
qtudents'xhoice of course. Those who objected to this policy argued that
same students would,pass a miscellaneous "rag-bag" of courses to obtain a
second rate 8egree lacking internal coherence; However, the University's
attitude was that the adult is the best judge of what he should learn, and
that he Should be given maximum freedom of course choice (Perry, 1976: 61).
This freedom was subject to very few restrictions, and students were from
the very beginning-Able to register on 'courses from any one of the

--"IR,University's six faculties. 'Initially the University also designated same
courses as required pre-requiLtesfor,other.usually higher level courses,
but this policy was later relaxed with courses being designated as NI

'recommended' rather than dalidatory pre-requisites,. Finally a few courses
are designated 'excluded combinations'. if they significantly overlap in
their academic Oopten.

0

52. Within this general framework however, the University has sought to achieve,
profdssional recognition for its graduates or those who have acquired a
number of Open University course credits.. Thus Open University 'graduates
are eligible for entry to one 'year _postgraduate courses for teacher -

training, While a number of graduates,haVe entered full-time and part-time
higher education courses at other :institutions. OU graduates are in, Wm&
cases (depending on their choice Of .courses) exempted from same of the
..requirements laid down by other institutions; they may be' eligible for
:shortened programmes of study, or be given advanced standing in others. .

Students with specified course credits are eligible for graddate membership
of the British Psychological Society. The overall picture is one of .
cautious but widening acceptance of Open University qualifications.

53. The University itself wascammitted from the start to a policy whereby a
student's existing qualifications, or past study, mdght be recogniseQ as
:exempting him or_her from same of the requirements of the Univerity's
degree. At the time there was no system in the United Kingdom whereby
credit transfer or advanced standing waS recognised as a right and indeed
this is still the case in general. The Qpen University, by accepting
credit transfer and giving students with appropriate qualifications
advanced standing towards its own degree, found itself in the forefront of
educational innovation within the United Kingdam. Indeed Perry (1976: 153)
makes it clear that the Open University was "determined to act as a
catalyst for credit transfer in Britain". However, "while the Open
UnOersity was still prawing itself, it was manifestly hopeless to expect
to do this by securing agreements with individual' institutions for the
mutual recognition of credit ... (it had) to act unilaterally ih awarding
credit to (its) students" (Perry 1976:153).

54. Accordingly the University introduced a.policy of General Credit Exemption,
whereby the number of Open University credits a student was required to
take for a degree could be reduced in recognition of previous studies at
"the.higher educational level. General Credit Exemptions were awarded on
the basis of one credit per full year of study (or-equivalent) at tertiary
level, subject to a maximum of two but soon (late in 1971) raised to three.
The initial task of evaluating and deciding on the level of award to be
made in respect of particular qualifications was eriormous. In 1971, the
University's first teaching Oar, about one in two of the.25,000 initially
regittered students applied qor credit eiemptions. Table 3 provides
information on the levels of awards made since then,,by cohort.
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Table 3

NUmbet of hew claims for credit exeMptfOn assessed-each year (i.e. fee paying
claithents, taken from statistics available) analysed by student cohort.

Cohort-1 A B 1 ,C D 1 E F G K .1 M Tcte1

i
I

Year of: 1971 1 1972: 1973 1974: 1975 1976: 1977: 1978;-1979 1980 1981:
entry

i

t

. i . lic . 1, I-. if 01

'

k 1 1
1

Total :128301 9610110640 9680111380 9310 9260 7970: 99391 8272117413 106304
1 1 1 1

1._ i
1 1 I I I

55. During the Oast decade the 'Open Universit4y has cOncluded agreements with
several British universities a?d with the Council:for National Academic
Awards by Which students who hav sUccessfully completed one or two'years
of fiall-time study with-these ins itutions but who have not .completed their
degree stadies, or who have successfully completed the7Pal1e or a pert of
the two-year Diploma in Higher Education, may be eligible for the award or
directly transferred credits upon.application for Oplace as an-under-
graduate student with Ehe OPen University. Similarly, it is possible for
Open University students to transfer to full-time courses, Sometimes with
advanced standing, at fourteen British universities, and there are cases
where similar fOrmal agreements apply in respect of various colleges. .The
maximum number of credits whiCh can be transferred under this scheme is
four.

56. Many features of the Open University's undergr te programme were)bighlY
innovative, but in one important respect it 4 epsen ially traditional.
As Perry (1976 : 66) oamalbnts: "We made a clear decis on not to innovate
but to stick- to the traditional fields of y typical of conventional
universities". This decision was, he says, rmined by the "Over-riding
need do achieve academic respectability".

57, Ibis is not to deny the existence of same courses that are in theniselves
innovative, lout the general tenor of the programme remains traditional.
Moreover, it is clear that the general nature of the univeraiity's
undergraduate programme is unlikely to cOnge radically because ot the
level of investment of manpower and other resources n the design and
production of oourses, and because, While the minimum n r of years over
which a course is offered 4s normally four, in practic31 often tends to
be much longer, up to ten and now, in same cases, planned for twelve. The
University is still trying to complete its existing 88 credit profile (see
Figure 1) And it has not got the academic manpower or resources to itpose
rapid and Ear-reaching changes to its current prograMme.

THE POST-EXPERIENCE COURSES)CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGNANNE

58. As
4

we-have see (paragraphs 31 and 37), the Planning Committee report
referred to the, need for "post-experience" courses of an "updatina" or
"refresher" nature, and as eariy as 1970/71 the University. begah to
consider what kfnd of provision it might make in- this area. The
Oniversity's Charter, which lists amongst others the objective of promoting
"the eduational well-being of ,the cammunity°generally" confers almost%
unlimited authority op the University to develop courses. From the start,
it was assumed Chat such courses might be at any academic level. There was
also no intrinsic reason why-courses in this area had to be similar (in
format, length and Use of media) to the University's undergraduate courses.
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59. -In one respect, hbwever, the Universi was .heavily constrained in
developing its tivitiee. , The Mo.,- 'rant provided. to it -tali% the.
Department of ucation and Science 'could be used only . to suppoet its
undergraduate, research and, to same extent, higher degrees programmes:, As
& result,. the costs of developing 2post705cper_ience'coursesl, and.:of
presenting them, had to be covered either by special grants from sphisoring
'boclies, or by.income from' student fees. since it had in effect to be self-
financing. This had two results... In this field, it was to make the
University more open to, and receptive of, collaborative ventures with
other agencies in the joint' preparation and presentatioh of courses.

-Secondly, it meant that the Univeesity, had to be constrained by market
forces.,Not only had there to be a 'market for each course, but it also had
to be large enough to enable the University to Charge a reasonably ecdnamic
fee, given the financial circumstances of the target ppulation. Even so,
fees were higher than' for comparable courses in the undergraduate
programme, and the University faced cash.flow problems since income fraM
fees would only accrue over a three or four years period, while the costs
ofdesign and production had to be thet immediately.]

66. The University's initial efforts in this field Were, as Perry (1976 : 286)
acknowledges, not particularly successful. However, in same respects, the
first few courses Which were offer4.in 1973 did point towards the future,
for 'they included one Of 16 weeks -(requiring aboUt 200 hours of student
work) which had been specially developed as.an ih-service training course
for teachers; some of the University',s second level undergraduate courses
which were'now offered (at a higher fee) to students Who had not prwiously
done a foundation course (1); and a part of one of the 'undergraduate
courses Which was modified to last for.8 weeks and presented as a separate
entity.

61. In view of this disappointing start, the Universiti..initiated, in 1975 a
thorough-going review of its role in the.field of continuing educalion.
The Committee charged with this review was chaired by Sir Peter Venables,
who had not only chaired th original Planning Committee for the Open
University but, as its first Pro-Chancellor, had also teen Chairman, of its

University, 1976). In. this' wide- ing' doeument it made a e2ries of
Council. The Committee issu.- final report in November-197t (Open'

recommendations not ohly about the future role of the Open University but
also about policies Which it mightadou in relation to developments at the
national level.

COURSESr ORIGINATING WITHIN THE CONTINUING EDUCATION IDROGRAFTE

62. In the light of the Venables Report, the Continuing .Fducation progr 1 e has
developed in a number of 'areas, discussed below.

'(a) In-service education of teachers (INSET)

63. The emPhasis of the Open University's INSET progranue is 'school-focused'.
The oourses are aimed at professional development and, %ignifieahtly,
require students tY'be in-service with ready access to learning groups 66
that they can carry out the action research activities Which_ are an
integral part of hhe design of the courses.

Footnote

,(1) A half-credit, undergraduate course, was fii.st offered to "occasional"
students in 1972 on a pilot baeis.



64. The University offers a Diploma in Reading Development, consisting of four
courses, which aims to develop practical teaching skills based on a sound
theoretical foundation. The Diploma is essentially a professional qualifi-
cation. Each course involves,160 to 180 hours of study. One of them has a
one week's residential summer school requirement, so the whole 2 year part-
time programme is equivalent to one-year of full-time study.. The rNSET
programme also includes a course Technology for Teachers which is intended
for those in secondary schools concerned with developing an appreciation of
technology in their pupils; one on Mathematics across the Curriculum, aimed
at making expaicit the mathematical content used in arriving at solutions
in everyday life; and one .on Curriculum in action : an approach ta
evaluation, designed to help teachers develop 'the professional skills
neCessary for evaluating the learning activity experienced'by every pupil.
In addition, a number of packs of learning materials have also been
prepared.

65. These 'courses have been developed in response to particular needs. The
Diplama in Reading Development reflected recommendations made in the
Bullock Report, A Language for Life. The course on Curriculum in action
was produced in conjunction with the Schools Council.

66. It is worth noting that even*the most popular of the ENSET courses, with an
annual enrolment of 2,000 students, reaches appreciably less than one per
cent.of the UK teaching population. Collaboration with Local Edcuation
Authorities (LEAs) is crucial if course materials are to give effective
support to LEA activity.

67. The INSET programme reflects on the belief that the future of in-service
education lies in enabling teachers to cope better with their professional
work by helping the individual teacher to do his or her own theorising
first, by helping them as individuals to make a systematic appraisal of
their current activities, and then to invite a more rigorous review by
providing material organised in such a way as to make this passible (Ashton
and Merritt, 1979: 158). The approach assumes Chat teachers probObly know
more than they think they do, and Chat the job of ENSET is tO'provide
guidance in sorting, clarifying and extending personal thinking free from
the pressures, of the group situation (Ashton and Merritt, 1979: 159).
Recently, Merritt (1981) has argued Chat there has been a tendency ko
provlde teachers with too much material, and that rNSET should concentrate
on bientifying a very small number of clearly presented important .issues,
with teachers being left to sort out the rest for themselves. The approach
has led the INSET group at the Open University to produce a small number of
packs of resource material's, each section of which provides a basis for the
teacher to review his or her own current practices in a particular area of
concern. The problems thus identified can then be aired in group
discussion and the whole group can formulate same plans which can be put
into effect, and which it can evaluate. Clearly if this approach is to
have the best chances of success, the teachers need to work in school-based
groups with the active support of their headteacher or discipline. head.
This is an aspect which the INSET group has tried to encourage by obtaining
LEA support for teachers taking Open University ENSET courses.
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(b) Courses in Health and Social Welfare

68. The Open University at present offers three courses in this category The
Handicayped Person in the CoMmunity, Conflict in the Family and An Ageing
Population. Nbne of.these courses are aimed at members of any particular
profession, although they could contribute to the in-service training of
many students. Those who take them are expected, however, to have an
interest and concern for the health and social welfare of these sections of
the community. The courses are topic based, so giving the student,

whatever his previous training or experience, an opportunity to explore the
whole field of problems and services associated with disability, ageing and
family conflict. Each course focuses particularly on the integration of
the services, assisting the student to improve his ability to plan,

4 communicate, and cooperate ,both with clients and with other 'people

concerned with their welfare.

(c) Commercial and Industrial Education

69. New trends in management education in the United Kingdom have been towards
increased personalised training, 'Iplith courses being tailored to. particular
company or organisational needs, and with emphasis on self-development,
action-learning and joint-development activities. Directed private study,
supplemented by occasional group work, is becomdng increasingly accepted as
an appropriate mode of study for management.education, both by the Business-
Education Council and by bodies such as the Manchester Business School and
London Regional ManagemenLCentre. In spite of this, it seems unlikely
that there will ,be significant demand from larger organisations for Open
University courses in management education. The prevailing view is that
management development is sometHing that the "firm" provides in the

"firm's" time. The main potential source of demand for Open University
courses seems to be individual .(managers, enrolling and studying

independently on their own initiative: At the mcment,4he University'has
identified 'middle management' as the most appropriable group for its

courses, with priority being given to Short courses based on the general
theme 'creating and coping witI change'.

70. Ln the light of this approa h the University has recentlyImarketed -two
packages on microprocessors: Microprocessors and product design: a course
for engineers, and Microprocessors and product development: a course for
industry. They have been developed as self-teaching packages, and were
produced in response to an approach by the Department of Industry, who was
anxious to provide industry with suitable training courses in micro-
technology. Two target groups were identified: Managers and decision,
makers in manufacturing industry who were having\to critically evaluate
their product range because of the possibility of having to introduce
mdcroprocessor-based products; and engineers and designers who are

responsible for the actual development of such products.

71. More "recently, the University has begun to consider the provision of
aiditional courses in Real-time mOnitoring and control systems, aimed.at
engineers, scientists and managers who have been practising in industry for
five or more years and find their work transformed by the introduction of
new computer techniques; and Manufacturing, aimed at middle managers with a
scientific or technological background who are in a technical or

supervisory role, and who need increased awareness of new and successful
manufacturing methods.
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(d) Community education

72. The objects of the Open.University, as given in its Charter, include the
promotion of 'the edUcational well-being of the community generally'. The
Venables Committee found a substantial body of opinion which felt that the
University should commit itself to the dev-elopment of adult concern
"courses" and packages of learning materials in collaboration with others.,

73. Calder and Farnes (1981:86) define community education as follows:

Community education is concerned with the learning of adults in
their roles of parent, consumer, employee and citizen in the context
of their family, work place and community. It helps people bo
reflect on their experience through a process of dialogue, become
aware of alternatives, decide What they want and take appropriate
action to achieve this. It is also concerned with community
dvelopment in that, it can facilitate, lnform and enable
participation and help people take action bo influence. the direction
of social, cultural, environmental or economic changes that affect
individuals and their communities. Similarly it is concerned with
social networks in that community education must build on the
resources within the community; the development of "local"
materials and the provision of local support to encourage individual
learners bo draw op and value their experience can lead bo a renewal
of the loCal 'networks, and agencies who are involved in the
programme. There are many local agencies who, although not
primarily educational providers, are concerned with the well-being
of their members 6r clients and who have an educational component to
their activities. They are part of the social infrastructure of
local comMunities.

14. It is these needs which the"Open University's Community Education pmgramme
tries to satisfy. However, while various target groups can be Identified
from amongst the coMmunity in general, they are not themselves a
homogeneous group. "Even if a group of adults at a similar stage with
simdlar roles (eg new parents) is identified as having a particular
learning experience and educational attainment, the level of motivation to
learn will differ substantially between individuals", (Calder and Farnes,
1981:88).

75, The Open University's solution has been to identify target groups along two
main dimensions: materials and support needs, and learning needs. For
example, any given learning materials and student support systems may be
ideal for one group_of learners, yet wholly inappropriate for another, even
_though the learners share the same learning need. Calder and Farnes
(1981:89) show how learning needs within the Community Education programme
have been dichotomised into a number of stages of adult life and roles, and
how the programme has tried to determine the target audience as a whole by
the age and stage the learning materials relate 6'; to identify learning
needs for. a particular target group (eg 'all those about to retire or Who
have retired'). The materials are then designed to reach as wide a range
as possible of learners within the target group, taking intoeaccount the
"need to lend themselves to multiple uses and adaptations"\ and to be
"accessible and attractive to a wide ability range" (Calder'and Farnes,
1981:90).

76. The outcome of this philosophy can be seen in the titles of the
University's first few Community Education courses: The. first years of
life, The pre-school child, Childhood 5-10, Consumer decisions, Energy in
.the home, Health choices, and Governing schoolS. Others are currently
.planned. Each of these courses is designed bo be studied over an eight'
week period.
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UN9ERGRADUATE COURSES FOR ASSOCIATE STUDENTS (1)

77, In the Cpen university, 'associate students' are those who are registered

on coutes which have either been developed'outside of the undergraduate or

higher aegrees programme by the Centre for Continuing Education, or, which

were originally produced as undergraduate courses but which are now offered

to students who wish to take them on a "free standing" basis - that is, not

directly related to obtaining a degree.

78. .At an early stage in the University's evolution, -it was pointed out that

courses which were being developed for the University's undergraduate

students could also fulfil an updating, refresher or retraining role for

individuals who would not be interested in taking a full degree course. In

1972, one such course, Electromagnetics and Electronics, Nes offered as a

pilot scheme to a limited number of "occasional" students who had not

passed a boundation course in 1971 and who were given direct entry to this

higher level course on a "one-off" basis (see paragraph 60). The following

year a second undergraduate course was offered, together wdth an eight week

block of the thirty two week undergraduate course Renaissance and

Reformation presented as a course on Reformation Studies. In 1982 a total

of seventy-one undergraduate courses will be available to associate

students. In principle any undergraduate oourse, With the exception of a

foundation course, can be offered to students under this scheme. In

addition five others which were .originally developed as 'post-experience'

courses, and which were available only ta associate students, have been

taken into the undergraduate programme and can be counted for credit

'towards the BA degree.

79. Associate students pay a higher fep than undergraduates on the same course.

For Example, in 1981 the associate student fee for half credit course's was,

£100 or £120, while for-undergraduates it was £49. This is because of the

different nature of the funding arrangments for associate students whose
programme, unlike that of the undergraduates, is intended to be self-

financing (see paragraph 59).

80. Students can move frcm the associate student programme to the

undergraduate. Associate Students with satisfactory performance in both

the end of the course examination and continuous-assessment are awarded a

Course Certificate which they can transfer for credit purposes tydards the

BA degree if they decide, at a later date, to enter the undergraduate

programme, and provided\the course is eligible for such transfer. (A few

16-week continuing education courses, as well as all the shorter ones, are

not.) If they fail or do mat sit the examination, and provided their

written work is of a sufficiently high standard, they.are eli9ible for the

award of a Letter Of Course Completion. This, however, can not be
transferred bor credit purposes towards the BA Degree.

Footnote

(1) The University has changed its terminology for these students a number of

times. Those on the 1972 pilot scheme were, as we have seen (paragraph 60)

known
3

as 'occasional student '. Fram 1973 to 1977 they were re-designated

'post-experience students'. j In 1978 the current term 'associate student'

was introduced (though they )still take post-experience courses).
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THE HIGHER DEGREE PROGNAPNE

81. The Open university had from its inception a number of full-time
postgraduate students undertaking research degrees. Very early on, it was
decided to provlde an opportunity for students to work part-time towards a
higher degree. The first such higher degree students were members of the
University's own staff, of which there we 3 registered for a degree in
1969. Three years later, the University thgan accepting part-time external
students for postgraduate studies.

82. .Full-time research
full-time academdc
who are registered
part-time students
'They work usually
research facilities

students are supervised by members of the University's
staff, as are those msebers of the University's staff
as research students on-a part-time basis. External
are hame-base5 and generally in full-time employment.
with an external supervisor, and use locally based

83. All these students are working for research degrees, of Which the
University Offers three. The Bachelor of Philosophy (B.Phil) is awarded to
those who have undertaken a research programme or a literature re(riewbf a
given field. The n)rmal minimum periods of study for this degree are nine
months full-time oJI twenty months part-time. The degree of Master-of
Philosophy (M.Phil) is awarded to candidates whose degree not only includes
a critical review of the literature but also provides evidence of research
Ability, and represents a distinct contribution of scholarship in the
field. The normal minimum period of. study is 21 months full-time'or 40
months part-time. The degree of Doctor of Philosophy has to represent a
significant contribution to knowledge; worthy of publication, and must
provide evidence of the candidate's Ability to undertake further research
without supervision. The normal minimum period of study for the PhD is 33
months full-time or 60 months Part-time.

84; A particular problem faced by the University was to-quantify the amoUnt of
, time spent by its part-time research students on their studies. The
problerd was solved, at least in theory, by- inventing the notion of a
'research credit' Which was defined as a period of study equivalent to
three months of full-time study and research. Each student's supervisor(s)
was asked to report on the student's progress, and students had to
undertake a minimum of work in order to continue their registration. A
B.Phil degree was thus held to be equivalent to 3 credits, M.Phil to six
credits, and a PhD 'to nine credits. In 1979 this system was dropped in
favour of the simpler one of half-yearly teports.

85. In addition to these opportunities, members of the University's full-time
staff whohave been in post for at least three years may apply for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy on the basis of work which they have had
published and which, taken as a whole, represents a coherent contribution
to research in a given field and at a level equivalent to that of a
doctoral thesis. .

86. More recently, the university has approved a two-year B.Phil in Advance:17/
Educational and Social Research Methods which would be based on the
satisfactory study of printed course materials, and the completion of
projects during the first year, together with the preparation during the
second year of a dissertatiOn in the form of a detailed argument for a
piece of research on a topic of the student's own choice..
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87. The Planning Committee had taken-the view that the main emphasis of the

University's postgraduate programme should be on the provision of

opportunities for higher degrees for those unable to satisfy the normal
residential requirements imposed by Universities. Similar opportunities

were, in fact, already being provided by the Council for,National Academic

Awards (C.N.A.A) so, to this extent, the University was not really
innovating but rather increasing the range of opportunities open to,

individuals. Indeed, many details of the Cpen University's scheme were
based an practice already instituted by the OMA,

THE RESEARCH PROGRANNE

88. Therer was never any,doubt in the minds of its planners that the Open
Univeisity should be a univerSity in fact as well as in name. One ofthe

distinctive features of; a university, as opposed to other educational
institutions, is that it engages in research, giving it as much priority as

teaching.

89. At least initially,-the efforts of academic staff went into the design and

writing of the University's undergraduate courses but, with the passing of
time, greater emphasis has been given to the encouragement of private
research within the frainework of terms and conditions of service tor
academic staff at British universities. Progress in the fixst five or six

years was, however, sUbject to other lirqitations - including the relatively

small size of the library and the lack of laboratory facilities. However,

more.recently the University has achieved a better balance between teaching

and research. It has fostered the latter not only, on an individual basis,
but in the form of reSerach groups of Which there are now 25. Three of

them (the Brain Research Group, the EnergY. Research Group and the

Petrogenesis Research Group) have the status of sub-units within their

faculties. The main source of research funding has been from external
grants, Which amounted to over £600,000 in 1980.

THE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH PROGRANNE

90. As an innovative institution, the Qpen University has from the beginning
actively fostered institutional research, with a firm commitment to

evaluation of its educational processes. In 1970 it established its own

,Institute of Educational Technology (IET), to assist the faculties in

course development and to carry out a progrdlime of educational and social
research in the Open,University.

91. The activities of the Institute's various esearch groups have been
described in same detail in a recent University publication, Research in
the OU (The Open University, 1981a: 33-4), fram' Which the following

paragraphs 92 to 104 are taken.

Audio-Visual Media Research Group

92. The group _studies the use of audio-visual meaia in the Open University.
For example, it carries out surveys to determine if students are using the
broadcast elements of their courses, how they are using them, and When. A
series of studies has been made on the feasibility of providing replay
facilities in stddy centres as repeat broadcasts are phased out due to
shortage of air time.

93. A major part of the group's work, is the evaluation of inAvidual
broadcasts, aimed at deriving design principles of new courses.

4
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94. The group is increasingly concerned with evaluating the educational

potential for the University of new technological developments. For
instance, it is managing and evaluating a British-Telecom-funded project
on the use of CYCLOPS for audio-visual tutorials via the telephone in the
East Midlands region.

Continuing Education Research and EvaluatiOn Group k

95. Evaluation research within the Centre for Continuing Education is
conducted by this groups: 4search is carried out right fram the policy
formulation stage through to the dissemination of courses and learning
packages.

4. Current studies include evalaation research on the extension of access to
continuing education provision, the development and use of low resource
learning packageS, the role of yolunteers in both formal and hon-formal
support networks, and outcomes of study for students and users of
continuing education materials. These studies are grounded in course or
project-based research so that relevant findings can directly inform the
design of new courses and learning packages.

Student Assessment Research Group

97. The research of this group is designed to improve the University's methods
of student assessment. Studies include the reliability of tutor-marked
assignments (TMAs) and its improvement; the writing of TMAs; statistical
and script monitoring of TKA marking; tutor commenting Ratterns on,TMAs;
the writing of computer Marked assignments (CMAs)"- a number Of handbooks
on CMA writing have been, produCed and evaluated - and the use of
criterion-referenced testing and its relation to'course design..

Study Methods Group

98. This group is investigating how students learn in the Open Uni"Versity by
using a student-centred approach to research. Using qualitative method-
ologies, PC is indicating that What students learn from a.course is
related.to their orientation to study, their development as learners, and
the particular demands of the learning activities,

Survey Research Department

99. Because the Open University teaches at a distance, survey research has
been used as a major source of infOrmation on the interaction of students,
local staff and media, and on access to those media vd, to the teaching
provision, both by faculties and the administration.

100. The department uses various survey techniques; self-administered
questionnaires, telephone interviews and panels for quantitative data, and
'depth interviews and group dfscussions for qualitative, data. Projects
range from .short-term studies to longitudinal research over several years.

101. Many new courses are monitored using unit-to-unit feedback forms. Every
course team receives detailed profiles of students taking its course six
times a year, giving full details both of those making good progress and
those who have dropped out.

.

/

i

,

02. Other studies .examine tr,ends in public awareness, intake, student costs,
course demand, what háppens to graduates and so on.
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Textual Communications Research Group

103. Tfilis group studies the Ctoeil University's printed materials, and the way
students learn from them. TWO reading recorders have been designed and
research on cognition and reading strategy is under way. Techniques for

analysing the graphic, linyuistic and subject-matter content of texts are

being developed. The Group is also investigating compaer text hiandVng

systems, with the aim of developing on-line aidor writer, editor and
deSignerg.

Other projects

104. TWo other research groups are sponsored by the Institute: the Distance

Education Research Group is carrying out two international studies of
distance education, while the Camputer Assisted Learning Research Group is
investigating uses of camputers at various levels of education.

105. These research groups have produced a wide range of reports, most of Which

are publically available, on various aspects of the Open University and

(in the case of the Distance Education Research Group) of other distance

teaching projects.

ENTEMMIONAL ACTIVITIES

106. At an early stage in the Open University's development, it became apparent

that it was a source of world-wide interest as an innovative educational

institution. Use of distance teaching methods at University level was not

a new phenamenam; indeed, universities had been teaching students at a

distance - by correspondence tuition for many years prior to the

foundation of the Open University. Such' activities were normally

assaciated with an extra,mural department working within, and organisa-
tionally attached to, a conventional university.. Universities as a whole

did not teach only at a distance. In this respect the University of,South
Africa, (Which was reconatituted in 1951 specifically to teach external
students, largely by correspondence) and eleven distance teaching

universities in the USSR, were for many years exceptional. There had,

too, long been considerable experimentation with thel.wse of broadcasting

at various educational levels. By the 1960s, higher educational

institutions in the United States, Australia, United Kingdom, France and
so on were making limited use of both radio and television.

107. If one ignores the establishment in 1889 of a thort-lived Correspondetice

fli

University at Ithaca, "F'Yark State, the. Ope University was only the

thirteenth such institdtion to be Wholly cammitt to teaching students at

a distance, add it was the first to be fully c itted to a multi-media

approacy,2 (The others were the University of South Africa and the ,11

Soviet institutions mentioned above.)
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168. Inevitably, the\Open University attracted great attention. Everrbefore it
began teaching in 1971, plans had been.formulated for a distance teaching
university in both Spain and Japan. Not every country that has considered
establishing such a university has in fact done so, but the number of
institutiona modelled either explicitly 'Or implicitly on the British Open
University, or influenced by its development, slowly increased during the
1970s with the foundation of the Universidad Nacional de Educaci6n a
Distancia in Spain (1972), the Free University of Iran (1973), the
FernUniversitat in the Federal Republic of oGermany (1974), Everyman's
University in Israel (1974), the Allama Iqbal Open University (formerly
People's Open University) in Pakistan (1974), the 'second' Athabasca
University in -Alberta Province, Canada (1975), the Universidad Nacional
Abierta in Venezuela (1977), the universidad Estatal a Distancia in Costa
Rica (1977), the Sukhothai Thammathirat University in Thailand (1978), the
Central Broadcasting and Television University iR the People's Republic of
China (1978) and, most recently, the Sri Lanka Open University (1981), the
Dutch Cpen University (1981).

109. Plaria are ,also well advanCed tO establish the University of the Air in
Japan, and the Open University in Nigeria, while UNESCO has been involved
in a feasibility study for a Palestinian Open University. There is a
proposal for an American Open University (building on experience gained in
the ill-fated University of Mid-America project), and proposals for
similar institutions in,, for example, Portugal, Finland and Denmark.

110, The emergence of these Universities is one of the most obvious4indicators
of the British Open University's influence on the development of higher
education on a world-wide basis. Beyond thig has been the .considerable
interest - once sceptical, now generally favourable - that it has
attracted since its plans were first made public. This interest has shown
itself in a variety of ways: the constant stream of people (still over
1,000-a year) visiting it; the demands for information on the system; and
the requests for technical assistance of various kinds.

111. The University's response to these pressures has varied over the years
In 1974 it established a small Consultancy Service to respond to requests
for advice and technical assistance fram governments, and national and
international agencies. This was expanded in 1977 and redesignated the
Centre for International Co-operation and Services (Oums). It was
closed down in 1980, following the withdrawal of British Government
financial . support, although a small International Office (reporting
directly to the Vice-Chancellor) has been -retained to provide admin-
istrative support in this area.

112. From 1974 to 1980 this Unit organised familiarisation .visits bo the
University; arranged short-term technical, assistance missions bo a large
number of countries; managed two long-earm contracts for the supply of
technical assistance bo the Free University of Iran and the Universidad
Nacional Abierta of. Venezuela; co-ordinated UKOU technical assistance
through the UK Ministry of Overseas Development tid the Allama Iqbal Open
University, .Pakistan; and developed and'presented a number of trear9ilng

aroourses ori vious aspects of distance education (Kaye, 1975; OU, );
SpIce 1980, when OUCICS was closed, the University has worked in
partnership with the British Council in responding to requests for
technical assistance, While continuin to meet the needs of short term
(dhy) visitors from its own resources.
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A+,

MARKETING AND EXTERNAL USE OF OU COURSE MATERIALS

113. It was quickly realised that the Open University would amass a wealth cf
educational erials, bqh printed and audio-visual, which could be of
great potenti e tua other,institutions. From the start, therefore, the,

University v the copyright in all course materials in itself and not
in individual authors.

114. The economic.exploitation of the University's teaching materials is made
difficult by'ihe integrated, multi-media, nature of its courses. Most of

the written texts Are not self-eufficient in their own right. There are

cross-references tO commercially published text books and other works, as
well as to broadcAsts and other audio-visua/ elements. Nevertheless, in

spite of these d'fficulties, the University has successfully marketed its
materials both this the United Kingdom and overseas. Individual items

and whole dour have been translated into,other languages. .

115. TO sfArt witty, these commercial activitfts were handled by A Marketing
Division attatihed tua the Vice-Chanc%llor's office. In 1976:however, the
liniversity /formed a limited company, Open University Educational

/Enterprises/ Limited, which is entirely controlled by the Courcil of the
University; to promote the sales of course materials and to 1iirect the
activitiee of the Open University6Press.

116. In the lited States, a samewhat different approach was taken. North

Merich institutions Uere by the mid-1970s 'Beginning to consider the
shared use of educational materials - and a number of them shoued interest
in us/ ng complete Open University courses. The attraction for them was

that/ buying ready-packaged materials was a cheaper way of increasing
course offerings'than hiring more academic staff. Three universities in
thcir USA (the University of Maryland, Rutgers University, and the

Uft,iversity of Houston) participated in a pilot experimerto evaluate the
use of Open University materials with funding being provided lAr the

Carnegie Foundation, and evaluation of:the project being undertaken by the
Educational Testing Service' in Princeton (Perry, 1976: 274-6). The

interest generated in the use of its materials'in" the United States 140
the Open-Universityto establish an office.in Washington (later New York).
At the time of writing this office (the British Qpen University Foundation
Inc.) is still operating, although its future,is under review.

117. In the United Kingdom, Moss and Brew (1981) sent a questionnaire to staff
in three British institutions of higher education (University College
Cardiff, Bristol Polytechnic, and the University of tssex) to determine

thie degree of familiarity of those staff with Open University materfals,
the extent of use of such materials, and the influence of the Open
University on teaching ideas and s ra ies. They showed that About
eighty percent of conventional hig r edudation staff in those thr.F
institutions have had same contact with Open University texts and tele-
vision programmes, while About 60 percent had listened to same of the
radio programmes. Less than half the staff recommended Qpen University
course texts, and ten percent or less of conventional lecturers made
direct use of its texts. Those conventional staff who have acted as part-
time Open University tutors or tutor counsellors tend Ono make greater use
of Qpen University materials than those who have not held such jobs (Moss
and Brew, 1981: 146). While warning that their findings need to be viewed

36
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with caution, Moss and Brew concluded that, "comparing the take-up of Open
Univrsity 'ideas in other institutions of higher education with the take-
upv of ideas emanating from other organisations Which have a positive
policy towards dissemination, or with the extent tows which ideas are
exchanged withln and between other universities, then tAe degree of Open
University infiltration is remarkable" (Moss and Brew, 1981: 147).
HOwever, there are limitations to this trend.. The incorporation of ideas
gained from Open University materials into a conventional lecturer's ownprogramme, or the recommending of Open University texts as additional
reading for on-campus students, is straightforward enobgh. But Brew
(1978) ShoWed that it was much harder to integrate Open UniVersity courses
into a conventional university. She cited a number of reasons: the
difficulty campus-based students have in accessing broadcasts; the very
different nature of the experhnental and,assessment camRonents in OU
courses; and the difficulty of reconciling a self study grogramme with
associated tutorials with the cOnventional lecture programme Which is at
the basis of the allocation of much staff teaching time in conventional
universities..



5 NEDIA AND METHODS

EARLY IDEAS

118. The 1966 AdviSory Committee report had indicated that the preentation of

.
courses would variously involve a combination of television, radio,

correspondence materials, programmed instruction, tutorials and

,practicals, ahort residential courses, and study and discussions at
community+ viewing or study centres. In .retrospect, the Idea of a

'University of the Air' gave.undue emphasis to the role of broadcasting
an emphasis Which the 1969 Planning Committee Report did much to correct:

Direct beaching by broadcasting supported by printed literatuwo may
provide all that is required for a ahort course of professional
refreshment. It is, however, neither practically possible nor
pedagogically sound to rely on broadcasting as the principal or
exclusive means of dnstruction in an operation designed to provide
disciplined courses at university level. The'serious student needs
to make the facts and ooncepts that have been presented to him his
own by using them. He must undertake regular written work,
same of Which must be corrected so as 'to help him with his
individual problems and errors and to permit aasessment of his
progress. The only methl of individual instruction. capable of
being made available eve ywhere, and capable of indefinite
expansion as new needs arise, is correspondence tuition, which can
readily incorporate these new techniques.

119. The structure of the courses was alsq sketched out in considerable detail.
Each course would have a substantial correspondence component. The, text

would form the nucleus around. Which an integrated sequence of radio and
television programmes could be built. The programmes themselves would in
turn be supportive of the main teaching text (1). Students would send in
assignments by post, which might be linked to subjeCt material contained
in the broadcasts as well as the other elements of the course. The

University's courses would be paced by broadcasts (and assignments) during
the academdc year, which would run from January to December.

120 Discussions with the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) on the

possible links between it and the Open University dated back to 1966.
From the Government's point of,. view, use of BBC facilities had the

attraction that no major capital costs would be involved in the project,
such as would arise if a dedicated educational channel were to be made
available to the University. Perry (1976: 20-1) indicates that much of
the credit for the success of these early diecussions between Government
and BBC must go to Lord Goodman (Chairman of the Arts Council and Prime
Minister Wilson'S personal solicitor) and Sir Hugh Greene, Director-
General of the BBC. Even so', there had been those both within and outside
the BBC who were more sceptical about the Open University, and critical of
the proposal that it Should make use of scarce transmission resources.

Footnote

(1) e programmes were to be designed primarily, for the needs of the
e general public would be free, and welcome, to 'eaves6rop' on

Committee recognised that they might "get considetiable

sat and value" from them, as well as an opportunity to "measure
their pacities" against the demands of a course "before enrolling as
studen

4.
may thereby open up the possibilities of higher education

for many people Who would not otherwise discover dlem". These comments
proved bo be Shrewdly prophetic. Even, now, about one-tenth of the
applicants say that they first learnt of the-University, or were drawn to
it, through its broadcasts, which are seen and/or heard by an average of
pp to half a millionlrople at any one time. -
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121. Very considerable attention was given bo the relationship between the Bpc
and the University. The BBC was charged with the task of producing arid
transmitting the University's programMes within the .context of an
Educational Partnership, 'the tuts of Which were enshrined in a legal
agreement between Ehe two institutions, periodicalry renewed.

122 The Report of the Planning Cammittee contained the following statement in
an appendix on the. nature of the BBC-OU educational partnership:

The radio and television:programmes, required by the University and
provided by the BBC, are to be planned on the basis of an
educational partnership between University and BBC staff. In
practice, this partnership will extend aver the Whole range from; the conception of the course to the final recognition by both
parties that, While effective education is the overriding
objective, and Ehe ultimate responsibility of the University under
its Charter, each has a specific professional role to play. The
University wiil prescribe the academic objectives and general
character of, the broadcasts, in relation yn the other camponent
parts of each course, while Ehe BBC will provide the necessary
presehtation and production skills. In the overlapping 'area -

, where Ehe inter-relationship of content and presentation is worked
out - a reasonable degree of fleiibility on both sides is essential
in order to secure the pro r concern of the academic staff and the
fullest use of the experien e of t4e broadcasting staff.

Within this area, such matters as the choice of principal academic
contributors to programmes and Jthe, inter-coihnection of subject
instruction and 'broadcasting method will be of tirst importance to
both paitners. While the BBC recognises he 'right of the OPen
University finally to determine any such points that may be at
issue, thAUniversity agrees that full participation of BBC staff
in all discussions pertaining to these matters is a necessary
condition of working effectively together. The key relationship
between Contributors and production staff jointly engaged in
producing material and programmes for broadcasting will thus be
secured.

f

Thew will be a continuing need to secure the educational
effectiveness of the programmes by the application of organised
feed-back, research and other evaluative procedures to all the
elements at the University courses, and appropriate provision will
be made accordinglY.

MULTI-MEDIA COURSES: THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMME

Texts

123. gpen Univerdity undergraduate courses are written around the structute of
the' academic year, Which runs from 1 January to 31 December. Within this.
period, there is a single 'term' of about 38 weeks, 32 of which are usedfor teaching. Teaching begins in. early February and finishes in mid-
October. The usual teaching routine is disrupted during this period when
the normal pattern of broadcasts is suspended aver the Easter holidayperiod and by major sporting events in the summer (e.g. the Tennis
Championships at WiMbledon). End of course examinations are held during
the final three weeks of 'term'.
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124. The length of the teaching period itself is determafoi as much by the
operational and academic pctivities Which take place between the end of
one such period, and the beginning 6f the next, as 'by the number -of
teaching weeks, in 'the year and their disruption due to breaks in the
normal Pattern of" transmissions. These operational activities include,
for example, the marking of examination scripts; the conflation of
examination and dontinuous assessment scores to give an overall grade;
the allocation of students to new courses, and to tutors;. the collection

of tuition and other fees; and the, despatch Of the first packs of tourse4

materials to students.

125. Each teaching week has been planned on the assumption that students on a
full-credit,course will spend from 12 to 15 hours work on it,,while those
doing-a half-credit course will have half this workload.

126. The correspondence course texts are oormally .the core of the .system.
these are specially written and designed paperback-text-books in large
format (A4), called - in Open University jargon - course units. Each' unit

indicates the overall and specific Objectives of the students' study, and
contains within the text a number _of self-assessment questions which the
student is encouraged to do in order to check on his own progress and
understanding. Answers to these questions are also prOvided in the unit.
The quality of the printed units is very high. , Recently, hot4ever, the

University has been developing same new course models. A high level
project-based ,course in technology eschews the usual Open University
course components - printed units, broadcasting, summer schools, home
experiment kits - and has as its main teaching component one-to-one
tutorial provision. The Faculty of docial Sciences is developing a series
of Guided Study Qptions - half credit courses Which will have abaximum of
50 students, no more than one unit's work of material, and will be tutored
by full-time central or regional staff. The format is,ideal for a subject
which dates quickly or which is of topical interest. Both project, and

a Guided Study, courses rely more heavily on Set books and tuition, and
expect students to study in a mote independent fashion. .

127.. Students on most courses are given,a list of set books whiah they are
recommended to buy rather than borrow through libraries. Same of these
will have been written by Open Unive5sity academics or consultants
specially for the course. In other cases, they are commercially published-
books which- were already on th market when the course 'came to be
designed. -the University tries ensure that these' books will continue
to be available throughout the litLf the course (wHich may be.up to ten
years) by reaching agreements with the publishers. Students are also
provided trith a list of recommended books for optional extra reading,
which they are not expected to buy. ,In general the set books support the
course. However, one'course, vn Differential Geometry, is based dh a set
book, Which isjtself supported\by specially written course notes.



Broadcast and other audio-visual materials

128. The majority of courses have a number of broadcasts associated With them -both radio and television programmes. These programmes are broadcast atregular intervals - from weekly to monthly - depending on the varying
level of broadcast support allocated to the courses. The television
programmeg are of 25 minutes duration and are broadcast on,BBC-1 and BBC-2
channels. ln 1982 they are to be on weekdays from 0640 to 0755 on both
channels, and from 1705 to 1735 on BBC-2 only; and at weekends from 0625
to 0855 (both channels) and from 0855 to 410 (on BBC-2). Radio
programmes, of 20 minutes duration, are broadcast,on the BBC's VHF Radio 3
and Radio 4 channeTs. Transmissions on Radio 3 are from 0555 to 0655 and
2315 to 0015 daily:(with additional optional times from 0015 to 0055), and
from 0655 to 0755 on Saturdays and Sundays. Transmissions on Radio 4.are
from 2330 to 0010, Mondays to Thursdays; and from 0655 to 0755 on
Sundays. A number of courses have either no television or no radio
programmes. Most of those with no radio transmissions have audio-
cassettes provided. One course has none of these media.

129. The- total national networked transmission time in 1982 is 35 hours
(television) and 19 hours 40 minutes (radio) per week.

130. The Cpen University's volume of transmission is much higher than that of
most other distance teaching universities. In spite of this it was, in
the mid-1970s, -faced with a Shortage of air time in reSpect of overall'
needs for its undergraduate and continuing education programmes. In 1976,
for example, it put forward its case to the government-appointed Annan
Committee on the Future of Broadcasting for a total of 76 hours per week
oritelevision and 58 hours on radio (Cpen University, 1975: 2).

131. The University is competing with, \general service needs and othereducational and specialised users for limited, nationally networked,
broadcasting times. Critics point to the low number of students on many
of its courses, giving an average for each of only about 500 per year, and
sometimes considerably less - a figure Which is insignificant in audience
terms. For this reason the University has had to use marginal viewing
times, While its allocation of peak hours (particularlY in the early
evening) has been severely limited. Unfortunately the Universitylg
students, as working adults, can in general view programmes only outside
normal working hours. As a direct result, transmissions tend to be in the
very early morning or late at night - with weekend morning television
being a notable exception.

132.. For -its part, the University has always insisted that its programmes
should be integrated with the course texts, and that they fulfil beaching
functions which cannot be achieved as .well through other media. Veryearly .in its history, the University developed an analysis of the
pedagogical roles of broadcasting, and then used it to allocate television
and radio programmes to courses (Open University, 1979c). It is therefore
important that students should be Able ta watch or listen to thebroadcasts. Indeed, same course teams make the pOint that it is virtually
impossible bo deal with certain assignments adequately without doing so.
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133. For this reason, the University from its early days broadcast all

programmes twice. However, studies undertaken in the mid-1970s indicated
that, given its growing total of courses, the number of programmes which
it would need to broadcast bo students would rise but without a pro-rata

increase in transmission time. As a result, an increasing number of
programmes could not be repeated. A report by Bates (1975) indicated that
the loss of transmission times was likely to reduce the number of students
Able bo watch or listen bo any particular programme by between 20 and 35

percent. By 1979, the television viewing rate for post-foundation courses
with repeats was 57 percent, whilst for courses without repeats the figure

was 43.8 percent. The viewing rate averaged over all courses had dropped
from 63.7 percent in 1974-78 to 55.5 percent in 1979 - and this trend, it

was believed, would continue strIless the University could find additional
transmission times (perhaps on Pndependent television channels or On new
ones made possible by the introduction of satellite broadcasting) or make

use of other media.

134. The Shortage of transmission acne led the Qpen University to examine the

use of alternative media technologies. Its courses have always made use
of appropriate ancillary materials - records or tapes, film strips, slides

and so on. In 1977 it began seriously to consider alternatives bo the
direct trarismission of audio-visual materials (Bates and Kern-, 1977).

135. As early as 1971-2, the University provided audio and video cassettes of

foundation course programmes in its study centres, on the grounds that
this would help students who did not own receivers or Who mere unable bo

_receive the programmes. The poor quality of reproddction, and the cost of
extending the service bo cover all courses, led bo its Abandonment in
1973. Next year, however, the University began bo use new video-cassette
recorders on an experimental basis. In 1977, an audio cassette library
service was introduced, by which students could moque* taped copies of
radio programmes for their own use. Same courses had by then already
begun- bo make use of audio cassettes, sometimes in conjunction with

printed materials (audio-vision) . Interest began bo develop in other
forms of audio-visual contact at about the same time, including the use bf

data .information access/visual display services like the British Post
Office's Viewdata, the BBC's Ceefax, and the Independent Broadcasting

Authority's Oracle. The ,use of electronic blackboards began bo be

researched - culminating in the introduction for limited, experimental,
use of the University's Cyclops system, which allows students and tutors
to use light-pens bo write and draw on ordinary television screens, and
transmit the signal- down a telephone link to the recipient's screen. By

1981, boo, a limited video cassette library-based service was available,
whereby students on 'courses which had less than 400 students nayonally,
,and Whose television programmes were broadcast only Once,"could borrow a
video cassette copy of the programme.
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136. In essenCe the trend has been from the use of open air-transmission, with
. th& University providing a back-up service of radio and television

receivers in study centres (from 1971), through an extended back-up
service of study centre based video cassettes (experimentation from 1971)
bo the provision of a library service of audio cassette recordings of
radio programmes (from 1977) and video-cassette recordings of televisicet
programmes (from 1981), towards an increasingly home-based system in which
students will have their own audio and video-cassette players (and play
the tapes which are sent or loaned to them as part of the course
material). As a further step towards ,encouraging use of this scarce
resource, the University has started a scheme of loaning VCRs to students,
particularly in difficult reception areas, who are willing to let their
fellows in the district came to their hames and view with them - an
extension of the 'self-help' group principle discussed in paragraph 145.
Eventually, students may be able to record programmes broadcast during the
night by means of recorders linked to time switches, for their own
subsequent use. Already, a number of courses are producing audio
cassettes rather Chan radio programmes, or producing video programmes fram
the start for use, from the start, only on cassette..

o137. In step with this trend, and further reduce the pressure on
transmission time, the University has recently agreed that the annual
level of production. of new programMes, which for many years was planned to
be at a level of 300 on each medium, should (in 1981/2) be reduced to 230
television programmes and 300 radio or 'audio-cassette programmes, with a
further red4tion to 220 telpvision programMes from 1983 onwards. The
reduction in evision production will also be reflected in smaller
allocations of progranines to new courses.

138. The move to cassettes has in effect solved the University's transmission
problems on radio. In the period 1976 to 1980, it transmitted 25 hours 10
minutes a week on radio. As we have noted Above, a number of programmes
could not be repeated, even with this level of transmission. The
increasing use of audio-cassettes led to a small reduction in output in
1981 (24 hours 40 minutes) and a further one in 1982 (19 hours 40
minutes). 'Moreover,' in spite of this, in 1982 all radio programmes will
have repeat trawmissions.

-

Tuition and counselling

139. One of the major functions which has to be undertaken in-any correspon-
dence teaching..system is the need to correct students' assignments. In
addition, the University. was in its.early days very conscious of those
critics who forecast thatIle system would fail in the face of excessive
and unacceptable student rop-out rates. Tb meet this problem, the
Planning Camtittee not only proposed the provision of limited face-to-face
tutorial contact, but also a student counselling service to provide
general educational, as opposed to academic, support to the students.

140. In its first teaching year (1971) these three functions - that is,
correspondence tutor, class tutor and counselling 7 were separated.
R.H. Beevers, the University's first Director of Studies of Regional.
TUtorial Services, justified the distinction between tutorial and
counselling services as follows:

Adult education experience suggests that at least 50% of a given
student's needs are not strictly related to the subject in hand.
That is not to say that his' needs are solely psychological and
unconnected with the content of study; the help he needs is of an
educational kind, even of an academic kind, but not strictly
subject based. It becomes possible therefore to conceive of a
function for the counsellor which is totally related to the whole
tutorial process (Beevers, cited in Keegan, 1981:6).
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141. In this system,' the counsellor's roles were various: contact with nd
encouragement of the student'in relation' to study, personal and social

problems; the organisation at study centres of student meetings and group

discussions; providing Students with remedial help; keeping retords on
students and contacting those unable to attend the study centres; and

generally preventing drop-out.
4

142. The distinction drawn in 1971 between class tutors, who were subject
specialists employed to give face-to-face tutorials to groups of students
in the local study centres, and correspondence tutors, who marked and
commented on student assignments, was less clear-cut. In 1972, thereforer

the two roles were amalgamated into one - the course tutor. Students

continued to be attached to counsellors, who, while they were encouraged
to fulfil a!tutorial role in respect of courses where they-had a subject

expertibe and where they felt they could help on an individual basis, were
in fact employed primarily as counsellors (as described in paragraph 141)
whose 'tutorial role' was in practice more theoretical than actual.

143. As the number of higher level courses proliferated and average student

numbers per course fell (because the number of course options was
increasing more rapidly than the number of students, and because same
higher level courses attracted relatively low populations), so it became

more difficult to provide a locally based face-to-face tutorial service in

all study centres for all courses. The role of the.counsellor was also
under discussion - with same people arguing that the counsellor should

have a wholly educational role, 4ntrammelled by the obligation of the

course tutor to pass judgement an students' academic progress, while

others held that counselling could be more effective if the person

carrying out this unction had a close knowledge of the student's academic

Work. Tb cope with these and other problems, a new system was introduced
in 1976, and which has remained in operation since. In it there are two
kinds of part-time staff. Tutor-counsellors are appointed with full
tutorial and counselling responsibility for an annual group of About 12
students following a common Foundation Course. They remain Counsellors to
each such group thereafter up to a maximum, including those on a current
Foundation Course, of 56 students in all. The tutorial role at post-

Foundation level passes bo the various Course TUtors, who provide

correspondence and other tuition to groups of approximately 20 students
following specific higher level gpurses.

144. It Should be borne in mind, however, that the amount of face-to-face
tuition provided on many courses is extremely Timited and that tuition is
essentially a back-up service supportive of the major teaching element
the written course'textsi together with their associated broadcasts, set
books, etc. The average allocation of tutorial contact time for a half

credit course is 7 hours (15 hours for a full-credit course) for each

tutorial group of 20 or 21 students. Students in any such group may,
however, be spread over a large geographical area.(and even over adjoining
regions) and, as a result, the best that can be managed may be a single
day school or two half-day Schools during the course. In same cases, no
face-to-face contact can be provided, and tutorial support will be on a
one-to-one basis by telephone, with the 7 hours being apportioned between

the whole group of 20 students (giving about 22 minutes eac4). In others,

tutors are linked up with number of students (five or six)'by means of a

telephone conference network, a form of distance tuition that the
University is doing much o pioneer.
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145. Generally speaking, students who cannot attend a study centre are free to-
oontact their tutor or counsellor by telephone, as well as by letter.
More significant, however, are recent technological developments
Prestel-type facilities, video-cassettes, 'and Cyclops - which will allow
information ,to'be relayed to students more quickly. The updating of
course material will be easier, feedback frob students can be incorporated
more easily, and their individual programmes may be accommodated more
successfully. The Ability to improve course materials and to respond
flexibly to the needs of students, coupled with telephone tuition, may
make it easier ha react quickly to the needs of individuals and groups of
students. They may offer the more personalised teaching which is needed,
and which the University is udable to provide through its restricted face-
to-face tuition mentioned Above. In paragraph 218 it is suggested that
the provision of a compfehensive' support sYsteM is a major factor
underlying the University's success in minimising drop-outratgs. Yet the
current situation (as the figures Ln Table.22 on page 69 show) is that
increasing drop-out and falling pass rates, particularly at third level,
give cause for ooncern. If there is a direct link between the lack of
personalised support on the one hand, and drop-out and failurie rates on
the other, then the neW technologies now becoming available ma/ameliorate
the situation. One further point can be conveniently covered here: the
University has long encouraged students, especially those who live far
from a tutor or who can but rarely meet him, to form 'self-help groups'
and thus achieve a modicum of contact and mutual support. Despite their
necessarily ad-hoc nature and duration, these groups have proved of great
value ha many students Who might otherwise have given up_their studies.

Regions and studycentres

146. The overall organisation of tuition and counselling services takes place
within the framework of the University's regional system. The country is
divided into 13 regions (see Figure 2), each with its own Regional Office
and its own complement of full-time academic, administrative and
secretarial/clerical staff.

147. The Regions administer the University's local Study Centres, of which
there are About 260 natiOnally. Study centres are usually based in local
colleges or schools, and are open on weekday evenings and sometimes on
Saturdays as well. Students are able to meet there for tutorials and
mutual help, and for individual and group discussions 'with tutor-
counsellors and course tutors. Students are not obliged to attend the
centres, but many find it helpful to do so. Study centres provide a range
of resources. Spx instance, students can watch television, or listen to
radio programmes They can also follow the latter with tapes.and a
replay device, and same of the former (on cassettes bookable in advance
from certain regional offices) on the television set.available there.
Sets of Poundation course units,-and Post-Foundation.guides, are usually
held. About 170 centres have computer terminals so that students taking
courses Which include computing can gain practical experience. Many of
the institutions ,housing OU study centres allow students to make use of
the library for reference and private study.
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FIGURE 2 : OPEN UNIVERSITY REGIONS
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Residential Schoolp

148. While attendance at tutorials is not compulsory,' there is one element of
the University's face-to-face contact programmes Which is the
residential schools (most of which are known in the University as.Summer
Schools). Residential schools are normally one week residential
programmes.which students on certain' courses are required to attend. They
are generally held at conventional university campuses, parts of Which the

Open University hires ,for the purpose. Most of them are held in the
summer vacation period (July early September), but there is also one
held at Easter.

149. Residential schools are an integral part of all fout1ation, and many post-
foundation, courses. Here students are given the opportunity to Immerse
themselves in what they are studying, meet fellow students on the same
course, and a varietY of tutors. Fdir same courses, they have access to
stecialised equipment and laboratories. Same Idea of the scale of the
operation is indicated by the fact that 35 different summer schools were
organised in 1980, with just aver 30,000 student-week attendances.

Home Experiment Kits

150. A particular problem faced by the Open University is to teach science and
technology adequately to home-based students who, apart from a 'week at
residential school and,the occasional (voluntary) Saturday school, may
have little or no opportunity to undertake practical experiments on their
own. The University's solution to this problem is partly to demonstrate
experiments in television programmes, and partly to provide students with
kits which they can use in their own home to conduct their own experiments

following the detailed explanations provided with them in home
experiment guidance notes. In 1981 there were some 43 different kits,
with a value ranging from £2 sterling to £250. 31,500 in all were_
despatched to students in that year. The various items in the kits are
classified as durable or consumables the latter being written-off each
yeae, while the former are lent to.the student for the duration of the
course, and must be returned by him or her at the end of it, for reissue
to another student in the following year. Kits vary in their size and
complexity; that for the first Science foundation course kit had no less
than 272 separate components, including, slides, chemicals, rock samples
and other items.

MULTIMEDIA COURSES: THE CONTINUING EDUCATION PROCOAPNE

151. in general, the pattern of course presentation and the choice of media
made Ln the Continuing Education Programme it similar to that found in the
undergraduate one. Greatest variety is to be found in the Community
Education courses, where materials have been developed in a variety of
formats, and adapted to particular delivery and support systems and to the
needs of different subgroups within the target population. Calder and
Farnes (1981: 91) list some of the various print formats that have been
used, as follows:

1 Multi-media Course Materials: consisting of eight 32 page full
colour structured learning booklets, a resource pack containing
leaflets, posters and cardboard cut-outs, computer marked assign-
ments booklet,,Study Guide, Information booklet; 4 x 25 min. TV
programmes, 4 x 20 min radio programmes, 3 x 20 min. gramophone
discs.

Book of the Course: 256 page full colour version of the 8 booklets
mentioned Above, reprinted as a single volume for sale, in retail.
bookshops.
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Part Wbrks: 20 x 16 page partworks sold by newsagents bi-weekly.

4 Booklet: 64 page boalet based on course materials adapted for
distribution in clinics.

5 Booklet: 16 page booklet adapted fram course materials for use in
conjunction with 6 local radio broadcasts.

6. Leaflet: leafleti reprinted from course materials for use by
Health Visitors in clinics and hame visiting.

7 Extracts: half-page adapted extracts from the course material
published in 8 issues of a mass circulation magazine:

ASSIGNMENTS, EXAMINATIONS AND chlaIFICATION

152. Assessment consists of two parts: regular assignments which the student
is required bo do during the year, and a final examination at the end of
the course.

153. Assignments are of two kinds. There are tutor marked assignments Which,
as the name implies, .are marked by the student's course tutor Or tutor-
oounsellor; and cdoputer marked assignments (CMAs). The latter are,in
general multiple choice questions. Same oourse teams make considerable
use of them, particularly in mathematics, science and technology. They
are not however required bin set such questions. TUtor marked assignments
(TMAs) may include Short-answer questions, essays, or longer projects.
The University requires all courses to set TMAs. A full7credit course has
to have a miniMum of 8 TMAs or their equivalent in assessable student
projects, although same pourses,have more.

154. All undergraduate BA degree courses and most of those available to
associate students (but not- those within the community education
programme) have a formal three hour invigilated examination at the end.

155. Many courses assess Students on the best 75 percent or so of 'summativel
assignments - that is, those designated as necessary for assessment
purposes - submitted by them. Those not so designated are described as
'formative' i.e. purely for practice, or teaching purposes. Students
are naturally encouraged .to do as manif as possible of both kinds, for'

their own benefit.

156. A student final grade depends upon the relative weight given bo assignment
and examination scores. Overall, there is considerable flexibility for
course beams bo assign. weightings bo each element (except that the one for
the examination may not be less than 40 percent of the whole; it iS
normally about 50 percent), as well as to individual assignments, same of

'which, especially those of a project or similar nature, may be double-
weighted or more,

157. Students are required bo submit their assignments by a fixed date. This
'cut-off' date, as it is called, for -the receipt of an assignment is
defined as'the date on which the tutor receives it (for a TMA), or the
Examinations Office receives it (for a (MA). However, there are
procedures, relating bo TMAs only, for granting students same extension of
time mhere there sppelts good reasons for doing so.-

158, The University has procedures whereby assignments are monitored bo ensure
that the grades awarded are fair and reasonable, and as far as possible On
a consistent nationwide basis (essential for such a far-flung distance-.
teaching institution). There are also procedures, too, mhereby students
may appeal against a grading.
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159. Undergraduate students Who gain an overall pas2 grade on continuous
assessment and examination are awarded a Course Credit. Associate
students in the-same position are awarded a Course Certificate. In
certain ragps (see paragraph 80) these awards are interchangeable. The
conflation oe continuous assessment and final examination grades, results
in -an overall-score which determines the overall grade awarded to the
student for a particular course, and Which therefore is taken into account
in the classification of his or her honours degree (see paragraph 43).
Associate students are similarly awarded a Course Certificate - and the
overall grade for tins course Which will be taken into account if they
subsequently transfer to the _undergraduate programme* Associate students
who have decided not bo sit the final examination, but have passed on
continuous assessment, may be awarded a Letter of Course Completion. In
same cases (including all Short courses) a Letter of Course Completion is
the only award for Which students are eligible.

160. By and lirge, the ippen University takes great care Ote both fair to
individual students and WI maintain academic standards (by, for example,
appointing external examiners bo itS courses). Father, a/proportion of
all assignments received are monitored bo ensure that the tutor's gradings
are fair and broadly in line with the grades awarded by other tutors on
the course in accordance With the.course team's guidelines (see paragraph
158); and where tutors are identified as marking too leniently or too
harshly, more thorough checks of their work are instituted, and are taken
into account in considering the performance of the student(s) concerned.

HOME-BASED, SELF-PACED STUDY

161. The Open.Univeraity was established to capitalise on the pechniqups of
correspondence study linked with the new educational media. /

162. The use of oorrespondence teaching methods at the higher education level
was not in itself a new development, nor was the use of broadcasting
(radio and television) for educational purposes. pie Cpen University's
special contribution bc) the development of distanceleducation has been bo
take these various media to integrate them in highly itructured
oourses which are g recognised as being of Outstanding quality,
both acaidenically and pedagogically.

163. A particular aim of the University is to provide home-based learners with
a flexible means of study. By and large, students can study the,porres-
pondence texts, listen bo audio-tapes, and do experiments, in their own
time.

164. Students are, -however, constrained by the fact that the teaching period
has a fixed start-1nd finish, with a formal, end of_term examination Which
they must attend if they are to gain credit in the 6burse (see paragraphs
123 above). During the year the students have to complete and submit
assignments for marking by tutor or computer. These assignments have due
dates for submission, and cut-off dates'-after Which they will not normally
be accepted. Assignments are an important element of the overall
.assessment strategy - hence it is not surprising that the main pacing
mechanism detenmining students' work and progress is the assignment
system.
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165. Early on int)rhe University's history, it was thought that the regular
broadcast transmissions would have an *portant pacing 'function on

students - but the relatively infrequent transmissions on same courses
(e.g. once a month) and the groblems of viewing have meant that this is
not the case. Indeedthe move towards cassettes (audio an4 video) must
represent a further freeing of the'student from some of the rigours of a
timetable. Since the student learning activities mott constrained by time
and place (tutorials and, to a lesser extent, broadcast transmissions) are
optional, it is 'clear that they do have Na great deal of freedam and
flexibility in pacing their work. At.the same time, the assignment system
provides an incentive for them to keep pp with their studies.
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6. =mar manummalcw, bTUDENTPAEACTERISTICS AND lopENT PROGRESS

STUDENT ADMINISTRATION: ADMISSIONS AND REGISTRATION PAWED

166. Reference has already been made to various aspec ts of st
istration and the rules regufating student progress (e.g. in
student progress through various course levels within the

rit admin-
lation to
rgraduate

programme - see paragraph 45; in relation bo credit exempti -- see
paragraphs 53 and 54; and in relation bo assessment and examinations -
see paragraphs 152 bo 160).

167. Regulations vary according bo the programme of stfidy in which a student is
registered. Ibe most important distinction bo bear "in mind is that
undergraduate students, and associate students enrolled on the Diploma in
Reading Development, are expected bo progress from.opurse bo course over a
number of years. Postgraduate students e initially enrolled for a
higher degree; which one i9,not specific y decided till after the first
or second annual report depending repetively, on whether they are full
or part -time, students; in,gpme cases there may be further deferment if
additional work is felt bo be needed before a decision can be made.
Associate students on °courses other than those associated with the Diploma
in Reading Development are regigtered for such oourse(s) individually.

168. Applicants bo the undergraduate programme wishing bo begin A foundation
course in a particylar year have to apply from seven to twelve month8
before the °Purse Begins. They are asked to ir,icate which foundation

0 course or °purses they wish to .take, indicating Their 'ideal choice()-!
first. Broadly speaking, they are enrolled on a first-come, first
accepted basis subject bo various course, regional, sex and other quotas.
AppliCants may be offered a place, or they may be bold that none is
available. In making its offer, the University takes no account
whatsoever of the applicant's preVious educational qualifications, and at
no time'does it refuse a place because it considers him or her to be in
any way unprepared for study with the University. Rejection is determined
solely by the fact that there have consistently been more applicants than

/
places available.

169. Undergraduate applicants who are accepted are asked to pay an initial
tuition fee. Payment of this ensures their initial registration as a new.
student. Only in March of the year in vinich they have begun their studies
(that is, when they have been students for some three months) are they
asked to pay the balance of tuition fees. Tnis allows them to test the,
system and bo decide whether or not the Cpen University's learning methods
are Auited bo their needs and temperament. About one in four new students
decide not bo continue with their studies past April'of their first year.

170. Once a new undergraduate student is finally registered (in April of his or
her first year of study), it is assumed that he will continue bo study
with the Cpen University in the following year, ahd he (along with all
other students) is asked to nominate the courses he wishes bo take in the
following year. At this stage, a student conditionally registers for
further °Purses: his registration may be conditional on the results he
obtains on his current course, and also on the University's ability to
'accept,him on the desired °purse (same higher level courses, particularly
those with residential schools or home kits, may have mavimum student
quotas imposed on them). Continuing undergraduate students effectively
confirm their conditional registration when they pay their course tuition
fee in January of the new academic year.
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171. Admission and regiqtration procedures for associate students not taking
communityeducation courses are broadly comparable. That is, they apply,
are offered a place, and are required to pay an initial tuition fee, todie
folloued by the balance at a later date. Community education students
send in the course fee (E16) at the same time as their application form.
Acceptance (and hence registration) is automatic. Higher degree students
are dealt with in a very different way. Their- application forms are
vetted by the faculty or discipline area with which they wish to study -
and they are accepted only on the basis of their academic or other
qualifications, on the suitability and acceptability of their research
proposal, and on the ability of the faculty to provide supervision.

APPLICANT DEMAND

172. The Open. University has, frcm its inception, been committed bo widening
access bo higher education. No formal educational qualification's arb
required of applicants bo the undergraduate, and continuing education
programmes,. although Higher degree applicants normally, have bo have a good
first degree of a British university or the (British) Council for National
Academic Awands, although candidates with suitable alternative
qualifications, experience, or research can be considered, exceptionally.

173. However, the expectation that students on the Diplana in Reading
DeveloFment and on some other INSET courses will be in-service teachers
also presupposes certain academic qualifications on'their pert, as well as
an occupational 'qualification'.

174. Applicants for the University's academic programmes normally have bo be
aged 21 or over, but anyone aged 16 or more is eligible to take the
community education courses, and the University will, in certain
circumstances, make exceptions for those aged 18 bo 20 in other
progranines.

175 When the Conservative Party was returned to Government in 1970 the then
Minister of Education, Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, asked the Unikersity tt,o

consider "the contribution that it can make to the development of higher
education provision in the future" - and specifically in relation to 18 to
21 year olds. The University replied that it felt that its teaching
system is unsuitable for stlw,91-4eavers, on the grounds that this group
generally lacks the maturity and sheer determination required to.istudy in
isolation at a distance. 'Nevertheless, the Government insisted and, on
provision from it of the necessary funding the Univeraity admitted three
experimental intakes of younger students, in 1974, 1975 and 1976. In all,
3,132 individuals applied to the Cpen University for admission under the ,

scheme, lbe original intention was that, for comparative purposes, the
intake should be equally divided between those with, and those without,
the normal minimum qualifications for entry to a British University two,
General Certificates of Education at Advanced level (GCE 'A' levels). In

the event, only e third of the 1300 students admitted under the scheme had
the stipulated qualifications, an imbalance that was one of the reasons
for extending the scheme beyond its originally intended single' intake.
Evaluation of the project book several years and the final report was not
published until 1980 (Woodley and McIntosh, 1980). It shous that the
younger students were less likely to finally register after the initial
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three month provisional registration period than were the older ones (61
percent compared 'with 75 percent) and that those who finally registered
were lesslikely to gain credit at the end of their foundation course (63
percent compared With 81 percent). However, those who got this far,Went
on bo make satisfactory progress in subsequent years:' On the -whole the
younger students found the .Olien University a very hard road to follow.
However; the evaluators did not conclude that distance learning is
inherently unsuitable for the younger age group. .Although thei argued
that it is preferable for young people to attend full-time courses
wherever possible, it is, nevertheless, possible tnat a distance teaching
system could Ice devised uhich would be "more appropriate to,the needs and
circumstances of young people" (WOodley and McIntosh, 1981: 74, 78).

'The undergraduate pregramme:

176. Dmnand for entry into the University's undergraduate 'programme has
consistently exceeded the number of places which it is able to Offer.
Table 4 prcniides basic information.

Table 4 Vplication for entry as an undergraduate student
of the Open University

Year of application
(for entry in the
following year)

Number:of
Enquiries fram
Persons interested

I

Number'of
Applicants

,

-Number of
New Students
Provisionally
Registered to
study in the
succeeding year

1970 123,556 43,444 24,200
1971 .77,722 35,182 20,501
1972 71,757 32,046
1973 81,392 35,011 14, 76
1974 109,858 52,537 19,8 3
1975 86,433 52,916 16,311
1976 75,541 49,956 19,886
1977 0 87,335 45,293 20,882
1978 . 81,783 42,754 20,719
1979

tp

93,399 45,311 19,448
1980 84,051 43,016 20,332
1981 " 102,045 46,460 25,311
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Continuing educationfasiociate student programme

177. Demand for entry as an associate student, to take the various typos of
course8 summarised in paragraph 40 (b), haS aiso increased steadily over
the years although the numbers are not'as significant as those in the
undergraduate programme (see Table 5).

Table 5- Applicants and Applicant-courses for entry as an associate
stUdent Of the Open University. (excluding short-courses)

Year of .

Application,
for entry in
the following
year

NUmber of
Applicant
Courses

NUmber of
Registered
Student .

Courses

NUmbpr of,

Applicants
(individuals)

NUmbef of
Registered
Students in
the following
year

1972 3,422 2,026 n/a n/a
1973 4,019 .2,868 n/a n/a
1974 8,324 6,259 6,993 4,188
1975 , 8,645 4;771 6,245 4,578
1976'!"- 10,754 6,276 8,552 5,576
1977 11,355'' ,7,580 9,532 6,923
1978 14,391 9;518 11,955 8,778
1979 13,870 8,668 10,567 7,889
1980 14,223 7,972 10,492 7,595
1981 14,188 7,714 10,948* 7,311

* Provlsional

178. -,Table 6 provides information on the "number of students taking
University's Short Community-education courses.

TaBle 6 Number of students taking Open UnWersity short
community-educatiOn courses

1977 . 6,095
1978 13,677 ,e7

,1 1979
1980

10,236
13,03

1981 161475

the

Highem, degree programme

179. Aptgications frau persons hoping to enrol-as part-time ecternal post-
graduate students have remained fairly constant Over the years (Table 7),
avecaging about 436 per year.

Table 7 Applications for entry as a part-time external pOstgraduate
student of the Open University

Year NUmber of
Applicants

1971 454
1972 417
1973 425
A974 403
1975 , 386'

1976 ( 465
1977 434
1978 450
1979 , 477
1980 447

5 4
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ENT FEES AND FINANCIAL HARDSHIP

180. e .\fee levels for undergraduate and associate ' students are not
egligible. Undergraduate students pay £98 per credit (1981 levels, half-
redft pro-rata). Associate students pay up to £170 per credit (half-

credit Courses £100 or £120). In addition, students taking a course with
a residential school are required to pay an additional £75 per week (1981
1evelp4. The set books for same full-credit courses cost in excess of
£25; and there are the associated costs of travel, materials.and possibly
equipment which students may have to bear.

18 Fee levels for 1981/1982 higher degree students are as follows: full-time
students pay\ a composite annual fee of £1,320 for the academic year
1981/82 (£2Z for ts-baSed; and £3,600 for science-based, overseas
students). t-time 1xterna1 students pay an initial registratioh fee of
£45.followed bi)a six-r4onth1y registration fee of £45, and an examination
fee of £40, £50 or £60, depending 'on Whether he or she is sUbmitting a
B.Phil, M.Phil or PhD thesis.

182. There is evidence that increased lee levels, coupled with the general
economdc situatipn in the United Kingdom, is having an adverse effect on
the number of persons who enquire about the Open University but decide. not'
to apply; on the number of new undergraduate students who decide not to
continuenit their; studies beyond the initial registration period; and
on. the r of ;continuing undergraduate students who confirm their
conditional registration 5or their course(s) to be taken En the following
year (see paragraPti 170). Table 8 dhows that the rate of non-confirmation
of initial or conditional registration by new and continuing students has
increased steadilyL year by year, as fee levels have gone up.

Table 8 Non-conqrmation of registration by undergraduate students,
comparedfwith fee levels

Year

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975
1976

1977

1978

1979
1980

1981

.Tuition
Fee

£

20

'Summer
School

; Fee
£

25

Non-confirMation of
initial regiatration
by new students
(as a % of all new
students)

19.15

NOn-confirmation of
conditional registration
by orrgoing students
(as a % of all continuing-
students)

20 25 23.34 8.10
25 30 24.95 9.95
25 34 24.31 8.42
25 38.5 26.02 10.80
40 49 28.72 13.63
45 49 24.62 14.86
52 50 25.61 15.51
55 52 29.74 15.80
67 62 27.90 16.51

98 75 29.13 18.22
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,183. The seriousness ol these figures is that they indicate a higher level of
student drop-out rate. Blacklock (1981) Shows that Whereas a nuMber of

." continuing students Clearly do not need to register for further courses
(because they have gained sufficient credits for a degree), the failure to
do so on the.part of students who have not campleted a degree programme is
more likely to be because they feel themselves prevented from studying by
domestic or work difficulties (70%), and not because they are tired of
studying or uncammitted to their selected course(s). In her survey, about
one in three of the students who did not register mentionel finance as a
reason Bor not continuing, including lack of money at the time the fees
demand was made; higher fees than those expected; other financial

commitments of greater iiiportance bY them than their OU studies; the fact
that older students 'found their pensions 'were nbt keeping pace with
inflation; the need bb econamise given current unemployment or the threat
of it; and uncertainty about. their ability to meet future OU costs.
Generally speaking, financial hardShip was.much,more likely to be found
among wamen students than among men (proprotionately about twice as many
wamen'as men reckoned to have severe financial hardship in meeting the
fees and expenses of Open University study). One in ten housewives
claimed 'severe hardship', as against six in a hundred blue collar workers
and just over one in a hundred white collar workers.'

184. There is also evidence, Although somewhat dated, that the financial cost
of study with the Open University deters same potential applicants.
Waodley and McIntosh (1977: 21) found that 24.6 percent of respondents to
a questionnaire placed in 103,800 Guide for Applicants for Undergraduate
Courses 1974, and aimed at those who decided not to apply for entry gave,
as one of their reasons, the fact that the financial commitment'wes too
great.

185:`' A major difference between the position of undergraduate students at the
Open University and those at other British universities is that the former
are not eligible for mandatoryy, grants from Local Education Authorities
(LEAs) in support of their studies. LEAs have always been able to

exercise their own discretion in helping Open University students with
their Bees. However, given their financial problems, the LEAs have, not
surprisingly, cutback on the level of support they have given students; so
that, whereas in 1974 58 percent of English and Welsh LEAs would pay the
full ammer school Bees of students,,by 1980 only 11 percent were doing
so.. In 1981 the situation riad deteriorated further, tc 28 percent, and
the indications are that this trend will continue.

180. Against the decline in the level of LEA support, the University has itself
provided sam financial assistance to students. In 1979 it helped in

2,460 cases fthere studenti asked for financial assistance; in 1980 it
helFed in 3, 17 cases, and expended £146,000 on the activity. However,
there is a 1 it to the amount which the University can do by itself.

187. The overall evirience is that the cost of undergraduate study with the Open
University is a significant problem for many applicants and students.
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188. Comparable studies on the effects of student 'costs in the associate
student/continuing education, and higher degree, programmes, have not been
made. However here, too, costs and fees have been increasing, and the
dtpirical experience of the areas concerned is as follows: Associate
student numbers appear, surprisingly, to have remained remarkably steady,
though this means that there has not been the hoped-for increase. One
must, however, remember the high level of fees see paregraph'59 and
the fact that About two-thirds of the student's pay their own. As regards
postgraduate students, there has been a drop in those/. who are part-time
since these boa largely pay their own fees. There has'been little effect,
so far, on full-time students, since these are largeEy funded by various
bodies. Any cut in the finances of the lattei.Tfor exdOple, the Social
Science Research Council). would obviously reduce the number of students
receiving assistance, be it at the Open University of elsewhere.

CHARACTERISTICS CF A2PLICANT AND STUDENT POPULATIONS:

,Undergraduate Programme

189. Broadly speaking, the characteristics of Open University applicants are
very simdlar to those individuals who eventually register .to take a
foundation course. ..There are, however, same slight differences. In

particular, those with lower educational qualifications are more likely to
decline the offer of a place and therefore form a smaller proportion of
students than of applicants.

190. The four tables (9-12) below show a break-down of certain characteristics
of applicants, by year of application, as follows: by occupation
(Table 9), Sex (10), highest educational qualification (11), and age (12).

191. One of the most noticeable factors is the high percentage of teachers and
lecturers Who were attracted to the Open University in its early days, and
the steady decline of this group as a proportion of total applicants since
then. In 1970, over one DT-three applicants were teachers. By 1974 this
had fallen to one in four; by 1977 About one in five; while in 1981 it
was only one En seven. The early demand from teaethers came particularly
from the large pool of non-graduates amongst them. Britain has been
moving increasingly towards an all-graduate profession, although in 1978
(the latest year for which detailed figures are available) , there remained
some 298,000 non-graduate serving teachers in schools in England and
Wales, of whom about 150,000 were under 40 years of age. Cf these, same
65,000 were wamen aged between 25 and 29, only 38,000 of whom might be
expected to remain in the profession after the age. of 30. With the
planned reduction in the number of teachers, from 438,000 in 1978 to
424,000 in 1981, and thence to 386,000 in 1983/84 (according to the Public
Expenditure White Paper of March 1981), one cam assume that the non-'
graduate pool will decline even further, and that this aspect of the
University's work will became less important.

192. The period 1970-1981 has also seen-a marked increase in the number of
students 'at home' or 'not working'. By 1981, one in four (26 percent) of
students fell into these categories, compared with only one in ten (11.7
percent) in 1971. Otherwise, there has been relatively little change in
the proportion of various occupational groups amongst applicSnts,
particularly since 1971.
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TABLE 9 ALL APPLICANTS BY OCCUPATION EN YEAR OF APPLICATION 1970 - 1981

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

No of Students = 100% 40,817 34,222 30,414 33,220' 49,550: 50,340 48,234 44,839 41,321 45,125 42,493 45,667

% %

At home 9.2 11.0 13.0 14.6 14.3 13.8 13.8 14.4 14.4 14.3 16.8 17.8

Armed Forces 1.7 1.6 2.2 2.6 2.5 2.8 2.5 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.7

Admin. and managers 6.9 4.6 4.3 3.8 4.3 4.6 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.9 2.4 4.4

Education 35.9 30.2 29.6 /29.0 24.0 23.1 23.3 21.2 21.2 18.1 16.6 13.9

Professions and arts 11.9 .12.6 11.6 11.7 11.1 11.5 11.5 12.2 11.9 11.7 12.4 11..4

Scientists and engineers 8.0 4.4 3.7 3.0 3.1 3.2 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.2 2.9
A

Technical personnel 7.5 11.9 11.2 9.8 10.0 10.2 10.2 9.9 10.3 11.3 11.2 10.5

Skilled trades 1.8 3.0 3.1 3.0 4.0 4.1 3.7 3.5 3.6 4.9 4.8 4.6

Other manual 2.3 2.2 2.5 3.4 3.5 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.7 4.0 3.42.8
Communications and transport 1.3 1.6 1.5 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.5

Clerical and office 8.2 9.4 9.8 10.1 11.7 11.3 11.4 11.7 11.6 11.5 12.3 11.1

Shop and personnel 3,4 -4.4 4.4 4.2 5.4 5.3 5.2 5.0 5.0 5.7 6.4 6.2

Not working 2.5 3.1 3.1 4.1 3.9 4.3 5.9 6.8 6.9 5.8 4.2 8.2

In institutions 0.2 0.2 0.2 0,2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.4

\
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TABLE 10 SEX OF APPLICANTS

1970 1971 1912 1973. 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

No of Applicants = 100% 40,817 34,222 30,414 33,220 49,550 50,340 48,234 44,839 41,321 45,125 42,493

Male 70.0 67.1 62.9 57.4 58.2 58.4 58.1 55.7 55.7 57.8 54.5

Female 30.0 32.9 37.1 42.6 41.8 41.6 41.9 44.1 44.3 42.3 45.0
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TABLE 11 APPLICANTS BY LEVEL OF HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION ATTAINED AT APPLICATION DATE (%) 1973 - 1981

No of Students = 100%

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

33,220 49,550 50,340 48,234 44,839 41,321 45,125 42,493 45,667

No formal educational qualifications 9.1 12.6 11.3 10.4 10.6 9.6 11.0 )
10.8 11.1

CSE, RSA, or school leaving oart. in 3.2 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 4.5 3.6 4.4

1 or more subjects

GCE '0' Level, 92E '0' grade, school
cert. or equielent in 1-4 subjects

9.3 10.4 10.4 9.8 .10.4 10.3 11.9

23.6 23.4.

GCE '0' Level, 32E.'0' grade, school
cert. or equivalent in 5 or more
subjects

10.9 11.7 11.9 11.2 11.5 11.4 11.5

GCE 'A' Level, SCE 'H' grade, ht6her
school oart. or equivalent in 1
subject

4.2 4.3 4.8 5.0 4.8 4.8 4.9

16.6 16.1

GCE 'A' Level, SCE 'H' grade, higher
school oart. or equivalent in 2 or
more subjects

9.9 9.5 10.3 10.7 10.3 10,4 10.3

ONC/OND 3.4 3.8 4.1 , 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.e 8.2

HNC/HND 6.2 6.3 6.6 6.7 6.2 6.4 6.5 7.8 8.6

Teachers Cert. or equivalent 27.4 22.4 21.5 22.2 21.3 21.5 18.1 16.1 13.9

University dep. or equivalent based
on at least I year'squIl time study

8.5 7.1 7.5 7.2 7.3 7.0 6.7 5.1 5.4

University first degree 6.3 5.7 6.4 69 7.8 8.6 7.6 7.0 7.5

No information 1.4 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.1 0.1 0.1

Postgraduate degree .

1.1 1.1
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c
, TABLE 12 APPLICANTS BY AGE IN YEAR CF APPLICATION

Application for (%)

Age
Group

1974 1975 ;976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

21 25 25.2 23.3 22.4 21.8 21.6 21.0 20.3 19.9

26 30 29.1 28.4 28.6 2§.6 28.4 27.9 27.4 26.1

31 - 40 27.1 27.8 29.1 28.7 29.6 31.7 33.3 34.8

41 50 13.6 14.2 13.9 13.3 13.0 12.8 12.6 12.7

51 - 65 4.9 5.7 5.9 5.9 6.5 5.9 5.8 5.7

65+ 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7
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193. The University has -attractld relatively few- applicants from 'working
class' ..occupations. OnlY about 10 percent of them came from the skilled
trades, 'other manual' and communications and transport groups. In this
connection, it should be pointed out that.degree7level Opportunities for
study in the United Kingdom are normally available to a highly selected

)

ten percent of school leavers. As McIntosh, Woodley and Mor ison (1980:
44) point out, .'The barriers to access educational, fi ancial and
cultural are formidable and unlikely to be overcame by man other than
the most Able and motivated of people from such disadvantaged
backgrounds'. McIntosh and Calder (1975: 113) remarked that only a
minority of Open University students appear 'to have been genuinely
disadvantaged at the initial level, i.e. not having been given the
opportunity to study at a grammar or equivalent level school', and that
this disadvantage was more common amongst men than women. Interestinglye
they showed that the majority of Open University students (four out of
five) have gone.on to do same kind of post-school education as adults
either taking 'further' or 'adult' education courses, or teaching or same
other vocational qualification.

194. McIntosh and Calder (1975: 133) also note tnat many Open University
students from low occupational status backgrounds have deviated greatly
fraM What one might describe as the expected route through education for
this group, not only by entering high status schools, but also by
obtaining a high level of post-school qualification; and that even those
who 'initially attended low status schools and left school early have
"caught up" on their schooling since, gaining high level post-school
qualifications'. The same researchers also found that the educational
background of the parents. of Open University stdaents appears to be
similar to that of the adult population as a whole, and tnat this is in
contrast to the parental background Of conventional university students.
Thus Whereas'in 1966; 64 percent of all econamically active males fell
broadly into the category of manual workers, only 29 percent of
conventional university entrants had-fathers in these categories in 1971.
On the other hand, the middle classes, comprising 14 percent of econamic-
ally active males, contributed 44 percent of conventional entrants. In
contrast, although 82 percent. of Open University students came fram the
middle classes, 52 percent of them gave the occupation of their father
during the -later years of their own schooling as in the 'manual worker'
categories, and a further 28 percent in the lower grade 'white collar'
jobs. Indeed only 20 percent had fathers in the 'middle class' categories
(McIntosh and Calder, 1575: 137-8). 'CU students therefore appear to be
different from conventional students in tnat the parental background of OU
students is nearer tO that of the general population both in terms of
education and occupation" (ibid.; 140).

195: Table 10 shows that the number of women who applied to the. Open University
in the first year was quite low, but that since 1973 they have formed
between 41 and 45 percent of all applicants.. Bygoo means all of these
wamen are 'housewives' in the 'at hame' category. McIntosh et.al. (1980:
44) reported *portant increases in the clerical 'and office group, and
showed tnat female teachers continued up until 1978 to form an important
element, whereas the proportion of male teachers has declined. In this
respect, McIntosh (1978: 6) noted that in England and Wales 'teacher
training has been for years the single most significant avenue to higher
education for women.' But the qualification has not been at graduate
level, and the entry qualification has Aypically been five '0' levels
(General Certificate of Education, Ordinary level, gained at age 16),
lower than that for, a degree. The majority of such women could not have
got into university at the time of leaving school, even though they have
subdbquently been'able to qualify at teachers'.
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196. The proportion of women applying to enter the University does not match
4,that in the opilation as a whole ,olhe proportion of women applicants and
Iorovi.sional registdred new studenta in the Open University is, however,
3 little hig r than that of wamen undergraduates in the United Kingdom as
a whole (30 rcent in 1969 rising to 39 percent in 1979).

197. Table 11 Sh w6 the educational qualifications of applicants. Generally
speaking, applicants with low level qualifications are more likely not to
accept the offer of a place than those with better ones. However, the
difference is not great. For example, in 1978, 35 percent of applicants
held nothing higher than levels, whereas 34 percent of the
intake was in this situation. In 1981 this latter figure had risen to
38.9 percent. The total number of applicants with a Teacher's
Certificate, or equivalent, has dropped, in line., with the decreasing
number of teachers entering the University (see paragraph 191). On the
whole, (and bearing out a p)int made in paragraph 193) while the number of
students who can be described aa educationally 'disadvantaged' are
relatively few, research has shown that many Open University students
cduld be described as 'initially disadvantaged' in the sense that many
left school without 'A! levels, or even with no qualifications at all (see
Wbodley, 1981: 36).

198. Table 12 shows the age of applicants. The two younger age groups are
steadily decreasing as a proportion'of all applicahts. Only that in the
31-40 span increasing. The reasons for this are not clear, but may
have something to do with the fact that people with both disposable income
and the inclination to study tetwi to be older.

0,

Associate Students

199. As already noted in paragraph 167, Associate students (with the exception
of those taking the Diploma in Reading Development) are registered for one
or more (but usually <me) individual courses, on a "one-off" basis. It
follows that the characteristics of the student population will tend to
depend on the course(s) being studied to a greater degree-than is the case
in the undergraduate programme. This is particularly true of- -INSET
courses, which are aimed at in-service teachers.

200. Tables 13, 14 and 15 show the occupation, highest educational
qualificatidn, sex and median'bge of registered students in the associate
student/continuing education programme. This analysis excludes those on
community education coyrses.

201. Considering the nature of the associate student programme, and comparing
it with the undergraduate programme, it is not surprising,that a greater
proportion of such students are working, and that there are, for instance,
fewer of them in the 'housewives' or 'at home' category. A much higher
proportion come from teaching, and from the professions and arts, than is
the casf with the undergraduate population as a whole. And fewer students
come from the clerical and offi,pe staff category, The recent decline in
.the proportion of teachers registered. as associate students has coincided
with the deterioration of the national economic situation, and with a
shift in emphasis,nationally from attendance by teachers at courses
embracing "job-embedded" and "school-focused" INSET activities.

202. A much higher proportion of students in the associate student programme
already have a university first degree (22.1 percent in 1980 compared with
5.6 percent, in the same year, in the undergraduate programme), although
this is in part explained by the practice (till 1981) of restricting the
admission of graduates to the undergraduate programme. Generally speaking
fewer associate students have qualifications of GCE '0' level standard and
below.

.
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TABLE 13 ASSCCIATEREGISTEREpipSTUDEMS CCCUPATICN AT CCMMENCEMENT CF STUDIES

No of Students = 100%

housewives

Armed Forces

Administrators and managei's

Teachers and lecturers

The professions & the arts

Qualified scientists & engineers'

Technical persondel : inc. data
processing, draughtsmen & bechnicians

Eleqrical, electronic, metal &
machines, engineering & allied trades

Farmdng, mdning cionstructiOn &
other manufacturing

COmmunications & transport: air
sea, road & rail

Clerical and office staff

.bhopkeepers, sales services,
sport & recreation workers

Retired, independentmeans,
not working (other than
housewives), students

In institutions, e.g prison,
chronic sick, etc

No information

-r 1975 r 1976 - r 1977 1978 1979 1980

4,q18 4,578 5,576 6,923 8,778 7,889

u
5.2 7.4 8.3 9.0. 10.1

0.8 0.8 1.2 0.8 1.0

9.4 6.3 4.4. - 6.0 5.1

47.9 47.3 49.0 54.7- 43.3

21.4 14.7 12.5 10.5 15.6 16.9

5.8 5.3 5.2 4.1. 4:1 5.1

6.1 7.3 6.0 7.3 7.4

1.0 1.1 1.3 1.7 1.9

0.5 079 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.3

0.6' 077 0.7 0.6 1.0 0.9

4.1 3.13 4.1 4.0 4.2 5.1

0.7 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.7 2.4

1.2 1.3 2.3 , 2.9 3.3 3.8

0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.3
t4-

0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 , 0.4 1, 0.0
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TABLE 14 ASSOCIATE' REGISTERED STUDENTS LEVEL OF HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION GAINED

a

No of Students = 100%

1975 1976 1977 1978 -1979 1980

4,188 4,578 5,576 6,923 8,778 7,889

%

No formai, educational qual if ications 5.7 5.5 4.1 3.6 5.9 5.9

CSE, RSA, oY school leaving certificate
in 1 or more subjects

1.3 1.3 1.5 1.1 1.6 2.0

GCE '0' Level, SE 'Q' grade, school,
cert. or equivalent in 1-4 stkbjects

3.7 3.7 3.5 3.3 -5.4 5.2

GCE '0' Level, SE '0' grade, school
cert. or equivalen in 5 or more subjects t 6.1 6.1 6..0 5.4 6.9 7.8

GCE 'A' Level,DE 'IV grade, higher
school cert. or equivalent in 1 subject 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.7 2.4 2.5

GCE 'At. Level, EGE 'H' grade, hi9her
school cert. or equivalent in 2 or
more subjects

3.8. 4.5 - 5.5 5.8

otr/orD 1.9 2.8 \1119 1.6 2.2 2.7

HNC/HND °to 9.6 4. 5 3.9 3.0 3.5 4.3

Teachers Certificate or Aquivalent 27.5 27. 7 27. 5 29.0 23.8 21.2

University diploma or equivalent based
on at lea t one year's full time study

13.0 8.9 7.3 6.0 6.2 6.5

University st degret 16.7 19.0 21.1 23.8 22.4 22.1

Higher Degree, Of CNAA or British University 3.7 4.0 4.4 5.4 4.9 5.0

Postgradua5e diploma or equivalent 10'.0 10.0 11.8 11:5, 9.1 8.4

do
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TABLE 15 AND MEDIAN AGE OF REGISTERED ASSOCIATE STUDENTS

,I.

1975 1976 1977 1978 .1979 1980

No of students = 100i 4,118 4,578 5,576 6,923 8,778 7,889

Male. 53.5 55.6 53.7 48.2 49.1 19.5

Female 46.4 44.4 46.3 51.8 50.9 50.5

Median age (in years) 35 35 33 32 34 33



203. Interestingly, a higher proportion of associate students are women than is
the case in the undergraduate programme, reflecting to same extent the'
extent to Which the courses are aimed at occupational groups (teachers,
social dnd health care workers) with a high proportion of women in them.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENT POPULATION

Higher Degree Students

204. As we saw, the number of applications for entry to postgraduate stUdies
has remained Eairly constant over the years (paragraph 179). The
Univeraity has ,been constrained in the number of students which it can
have registered at any one time, either as full-time, part-time internal
(that is,' members of its staff), and part-time external, stur3ents.
Nevertheless, the numbers registered have steadily increased (Table 16).

205. Tables 17, 18 and 19 give, information on the occupation, highest
educational qualification, sex and age of those part-time external
postgraduate students who were registered on 1 October 1580. It will be
noted that a high proportion of the students are lecturers (28.2 percent),
teachers (22.7 percent) , qualified scientists and engineers (12.6
percent) , administrators and managers (13.0 percent) or in. the
professions And arts (7.2 percent). Very few came fram any other
occupational group. Nine in ten of them have a first or higher university
degree (85.6 percent), and.the majority are males (75.5 percent).

TABLE 16 THE NUMBER CF REGISTERED HIGHER DEGREE STUDENTS
AS AT 1 CCTOBER tF EACH YEAk

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Pull time 1 6 J2 22 31 27 35 50 69 87 117 110

Part-time
internal

3 11 19 31 33 35 44 55 66 58 79 87

Part-time
external

68 140 181 239 285 350 411 459t1, 487

Total 4 17 31 121 204 243 318 390 485 556 655 684
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TABEE 17 HIGHER DEGREE STUDENTS REGISTERED ON 1 CCTOBER 1980: OCCUPATION.

No. of student 100%

-?:=1

485

Housewives

Armed forces

AdministratOrs & managers

Teachers

Lecturers

The professions & the arts

Qualified scientists & engineers

Technical personnel: inc. data processing,
draughtsmen & technicians

Electrical, electronic, metal & machines,
engineering & allied trades

Farmdng, mining, construction & other manufacturing,

COmmunications & transport: air, sea, road & rail

Clerical & office staff

Shopkeepers, sales, services, sport &
recreation w6rkers

Retired, independent means, not working (other
than housewives), students

In institutions, e.g. prison, chronic sick, etc

5.2

1.0

13.0

22.7

28.2

7.2

y2.6

4.3

0.2

0.4

0.8

0.2

3.7
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TABLE 18 PARTTIME 6TERNAL HIGHER DEGREE STUDENTS REGISTERED ON
1.0C1O8ER 1980 : HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS.

at

No of students = 100% 485

No formal educational qualifications

GCE '0' level or equivalent

GCE 'A' level or equivalent

ONC or OND

HNC or HND

Teachers Cert. or equivalent

Professional qualifications

University diploma ogequivalent based on at
least one year's full time study

University first degree

First claps
Upper second class
Second class undivided
,Lower second class
Third class
Pass/ordinary
Overseas

Total

University higher degree

Master's
Doctorate

Total

0.4

0.6

2.1

14
A

6.0

3.9

8.2
17.7

3.3 ,

15.1

4.3

14.8
2.5

(66.0)

19.4

0.2

(19.6)
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TABLE 19 HAEEK DEGREE STUDENTS REGISTERED ON 1 OCTOBER 1980: SE AND AGE

No of students = 100%

Male

Female

19 25

26 - 30
31 35

36 40

41 - 45
46 50

51 55

56 60

61 65

66 70

Over"70

485

75.5

24.5

10.5
22.3
19.0
14.2
12.2
9.9
6.6
2.3

1.0

0.2

STUDENT PROGRESS AND DROP-OUT AT THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

The Undergraduate Programme

206. Drop-out, student progress and graduation rates are of prime concern in

any innovative educational system. Open University studies of the first

two (as of course the third) have concentrated on undergraduates.

207. Applicants who _accept the offer of a place in this Programme pay a'

provisional registration fee (see paragraph 169). After three months

study, the 'provisional registration' period, they are asked to pay the
final tuition fees for the rest of the year (although there are facilities
for paying these by instalments) . The decision whether or not to continue

is Made entirely by the student. None are debarred from continuing on

academdc grounds (but see paragrapti 215, last sentence) . On the other

hand, their experience during the provisional registration period may lead
the student to dectde not to continue, and this may be for a variety of,
reasons perhaps because they do not like the courses or the method of
study, perhaps because they cannot fit the study'commitments into their

lifestyle, perhaps for economic and financial reasons. The proportion of

new students who decide not to continue is shown in Table 8 (paragraph

182). The majority (seven Ln ten) decide to continue. However, as Table

8 indicates, the proportion not continuing has risen (from around one in

four in the period 1972 to 1978 to about three in ten since 1979).

208. Between final,registration in April and completion of the academdc year

(marked by the end of course examdnations in NOvember), there are a number
of hurdles to be surmounted en route to successful completion. These

include submission of assignments and attendance at the residential summer
schools, which is an obligatory part of all foundation, and many higher
level courses. Students who fall behind in their studies obviously run

the risk of dropping-out.

209. le 20 shows the number of finally registered students in each cohort

wh continued to be registered in the following year, and the number who

ha e graduated with BA and BA (Honours) degrees.
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IABLE 20 UNDERGRAEUATE grucEmr PROGRESS AT THE OPEN WIVERSITY

(a) NUmber of finally registered students by cohort.

Cohort

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 Total

71 19,581

72 16,186 15,716

73 13,254 12,390 12,680
74 10,580 10,488 10,232 11,336

75 E1,055 8,287 8,767 9,419 14,830

76 6,095 6,454 6,661 ,7,872 11,681 12,231

77 4,248 . 4,834 5,096 5,982 9,905 10,186 15,146

78 -3,014 1,380 3,851 4,610 7,636 8,616 12,049

79 2,285 2,480 2,860 3,569 5,923 6,617 10,138

80 1,663 1,828 2,070 2,543 4,553 5,149 7,579

81 1,156 1,290 1,442 1,760 3,156 3,948 741

15,622
11,853
9,755
7,056

14,854

11,845
9,?26

14 I 022 V

10,682 1 14,410

19,5E1

31,932
38,4:4

42,f?E
49i?E8
50,994
55,3°-
58,-9
60,E-9
61,C3-
59,058

(b) Numiotr of students in each cohort continuing from one year to the next,
as a percentage of finelly registered students in each cohort.

Cohort

71

Year 1 (100%)

Year 2

a

4

5

611'

7

9

10
, Year 11

19,581

82.66
68.20
54.03
41.14

31.13

21.69
15.'9
11.67

8.49
5.90

72

15,716
78.84

66.73
52.73
41.07

30.76

21.51

T5.76

11.6

8.21

-r

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81

12,680
80.69
69.14
52.53
40.19
30.37
22.56
15.12

11.37

11,336
83.06
69,44

n52.77

40.67
11.48
22.43
15.51

14,630
78.77

66.79
51.49

39.94

10.70

21.2P

12,231
63.28
70.44

54.10
42.10
32.28

15,146
79.55
66.94

50.04
17.90

15,622
75.87
62.44
45.77

14,854
79.74

62.78

14,022
76.19

14,410
79.E-

66.°9,
51.6E1

40.4?

31.12
21.c-9

15.-E



c) BA Ordinary graduates by cohort 1972/81

Year
1

1971 .(A) 1972 (B) 1973 (C) 1979 (D) 1975 (E) 1976 (F) 1977 (G) 1978 (H) 1979 (K), 1980 (L) OREINARY
GRADUATES

TOIAL

1971 19581
1972 898 898 31902
1973 3318 322 3690 38929
1979 2636 2292 252 5180 92636
1975 1699 1793 1859 217 1 5969 99358
) 976 1259 1399 1995 1693 229 1 6027 50999
1977 561 1)22 1066 1251 1819 177 c 5996 55397
1978 323 599 881 790 1369 1923 192 10 5532 58778
1979 198 285 998 832 1082 1097 1700 159 17 5818 60579
1980 129 200 268 936 , 1101 892 1266 1570 170 6031 61007
1981* 60 90 150 215 575 970 1025\ 1150 1700 165 6)00

Total Graduates
by cohort 71-80 10966 7862 6269 5219 5591 3591 3163 / 1739 187 9959)

Graduates as 4

-% of finally
reg istered 56.00 50.01 99.99 96.09 37.70 29.39 20.88 11.13 1.26
students in
cohort

(19581) (15716) (12680) (11336) (19830) (12231) ()5196) (15622) (19859)

* estimate
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d) BA Ordinary graduates cumulative totals by cohort

Cohort:

Year Cum've

71

72.

73 .

74

75

76
77

78

79

80

878
4216
6852
8501

9760
10321
10644

10842
,10966

1 .

%

B

Cum've %

C
;

Cum've, % Cum've % Cum've % Cum' % Cum' ve %

H.

Cum' ve % Cum' ve %

4.59
21.53
34.99
43.41

49.84
2.71

54/36
55.37

56.00

322

2614

4357
5106
6828
737?
7662
!7862

2.05
16.63
27.72
36.31
43.95
46.94
48.75
50.03

252

2111

3606
4672
5553

6001

6269

1.99
16.65
28,44
36.85

43.39

47.32
49.44

217
1910
3161

3951
4783
5219

1.91

16.85
27.88
34.85

42.19
46.04

.230 1.55

,2044 13.78
3408 /22.98
,4490 30.28

5591 37.70

179

1602
2699
3591

1.46

13.10
22.07
29.34

197

1897

3163

1.30

12.52
20.88

169

1739
1.08

11.13 187 1.26
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e) BA (Honours) degree graduates by cohort

Year

1971

1972
1973

1974
1975
1976

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981*

Total Graduates
by cohort 71-80

Graduates as a
% of finally-
reg iste red

students in
cohort 71-80

1971 (A) 1972 (B) 1973 (C) 1974 (D) 1975 (E) 1976 (F) 1977 (G) 1978 (H) 1979. (K) avrAL
HONOURS

14

218 6--

14

224

371 71 6
448

501 205 70 - 5 1 782

436 300 165 47 3 1 952

334 266 22f3 143 55 3 1 1030

276 238 203 162 143 36 7 1065

206 201 213 200 208 ,103 53 9 1 1194

130 145 170 190 220 155 150 53 5 1220

2356 1287 885 557 410 143 61 9 1 5709

12.03 8.19 6.98 4.§1 2.76 1.16 0.40

(19581) . (15716) (12680) (11336) (14830) (12231) (15146)

* estimate'
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f) BA Honours graduates cumulative by cohilt

Ilort

Year

71

72

74

75

76

77

78
79

80

a

A

Cum' ve Cum've % Cum've % Cum've % Cum' ve % Cum've %

C

CUm've Cum've %

14 0.07
232 1.18 0.04

603 3.08 77 0.49 ,6 0.05
1104 5.64 282 1.79 .76 0.60 5 0.04
1540 7.84 582 3.70 241 1.90 52 0.46 4 0.03
1874 9.57 848 5.40 409 3.70 -195 1.72 59 0.40 4 0.03
2150 10.98 1086 6.91 672 5.30 357 3.15 02 1.36 40 0:33 8 0.05
2356 12.03 1287 885 6.98 557 4.91 4)6 2.76 143 ,-1.16 61 0.40 9 0.06



210. These results, Ear exceed the early forecasts (in, for example, Ue Times
Educational Supplement) that completion rates at the Open University would
be unlikely to exceed ten percent. NO less than 56 percent of the first
(1971) cohort have graduated with their BA (Open) degree,- and a number are
still studying. Later cohorts also Show every sign of doing well.

211. Graduation rates depend, at least in part, on the number of credits a
student has to take in order to graduate. BA degree students are required
to take siX credits; those aspiring to BA Honours, eight. However, as we

4 have seen, students can obtain credit exemptions (paragraph 54), a large
number of which have in fact been awarded (Table 3). Students with the
maximum of 4 Directly Transferred Credits (see paragraph 55) can graduate
in one "further year 'of study, with the Open University, if they

0 successfully complete two full credit equivalents of courses therein.
Those with two or three credit exemptions can graduate in two years of
study, since they can take pp to two full credit equivalents'in any one
year, in attaining' the six needed for a. BA degree. The minimum period
needed to graduate without any advanced standing, is therefore three
years; but, :again, only if two full credit equiv ents in courses are
successfully completed in each'consecutive year. Th 1 foregoing gives same
dndication of the most rapid jotential exit patt rns of students as

graduates. B4., as has been made clear, this depends to a large extent on
the number of credits they registeeed for and pass each year; and, as
Table 21 shows, the average for this has been declining since 1971.

f TABLE 21 AVERAGE NUMBER.CF CREDITS FOR WHICH STUDENTS REGISTER

New
Students

Continuing
Students

All

.Students

1971 1972 1973 1974
'opt,

1975 1976

0
1.11 1.05 1.05 1.01 1.0611..05

1.30 1.16f 1.10 1.04 1.02

1.11 1.18 1.12 1.08 1.04 1.03

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1.05 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03

1.00 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.93

1.01 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.95

212. McIntosh, Wbodley and Morrison (1980: 51-55) examined graduation rates
amongst certain sub-groups of the 1971 student population. They show, for
example, that those Who had at least the normal educational qualifiations
for entry to a conventional university (2 'A' levels) were likely to
graduate more quickly than those who had not. By the end of 1978, 62.5
percent of the former had graduated. Amongst the unqualified students,
the proportion was 39.5 percent. These findings are.not surprising. They
suggest that the proportions now going on to graduate from each cohort are
such that the 'unqualified' are unlikely to' catch up with the qualified
group. Nevertheless, 'four out of ten of those students.who, judging by
the educational qualifications, were not "univeesity material" had'

obtained a degree' (McIntosh et al. 1980: 55):



0

213. McIntosh et al. also show that, of the 1971 intake, more women (5 9 percent
of all women) had graduated than men (52 perceAl of all men) (ibid.; 55).

214.. A major factor affecting graduation rates is the proportion of students in
the various occupational groups who reachtheir goal. Of the 1971 intake,
teachers fared best with around seven out of ten (69.5 percent) gaining
their degree by 1978. The proportion of housewives is not far behind
(60.5 percent), but the corresponding figures for clerical ,m-id office
staff are only 41 percent (four in ten), and for manual workers only 26
percent.

21.5. One factor which McIntósh et al. identify is the proportion.prstudents
who withdraw from the Open University, but who in theory couloT return at
same time to resume their studies. Initially, the University's
regulations governing student progress allowed withdrawal for an
indefinate period of time. Clearly, this is an important element which
provides students with a great deaj of flexibility. However, it meant
that in 1978, while there were'58,788 students actively registered on
courses, there were a further 40,000 'dormant' ones who could, and might,
resume their studies in years to come. McIntosh et al., (1980: 56) showed
that same 84 percent of the1971 entfy r9gister.ed in t:114 year
studied without a break. However, 16 percent studied discontinuously; of
these latter, 66 percent Had a single rest period of one year; le percent
of two years; 12 percent of three, four or five years; and 6 percent two
or more such breaks of.at least one year. More recently, the University
has decided that:, with effect from 1984, a student shall be de-registered
if-he or ghe fails to pass a Foundation Course (or subsequently, at least
a half-credit course) in any four successive years.

216. Figure 3 thaws the number of graduates as a cumulative proportion of the
number of students initially registered in each cohort. Figure 4 is a
rather crude4Bar Chart which shows for each cohort the number of Ordinary
Degree graduates at the end pf 1980, the number of students still studying
in 1981, and ttke number without a degree not studying in 1981, as a
percentage of finally registered students in the cohibrt. In interpreting
this figure it should be borne in mind that (1) some of the students
studypng in 1981 will already have obtained their RA degree and will be
studiing for an Honours degree (and hence are counted twige in 'these
figures), and (2) some of. the inactive' students will be 'genuine' drop-
outs.who will not return, while others may be tempOrary inactive and have
the intention of re-entering the system in a subsequent year.

217. It is clear -that large.numbers of student,s can.study successfully at a
distance although the Open- University's experience (see paragraph 175)
is that younger ones do not do,as well as those who' are older. By the end
of 1980, 10,966. ofthe 19,581 students who finally registered in 1971 had
gained a BA degree. That is, more than half (56 percent) of them had done
so. 12 percent of the cohort had gained a BA (Honours) degree. The
University had produced 44,591 BA degree graduates in the period 197,1-80,
while 5,709 (just under an eighth) had one on to Honours. These figures
roprnsent a real achievement.

218. AnalysIng the University's success in reducinq drop-out rates, Sewart
(1978) and Keegan (1980: 51) both point to the importance of the
institution's, 'continuity of concern for students ih,a system of learning
at a distance'. Elsewhere, Keegan (1980: 524 /nd SoWart (T491-:- 12)
at-tribute the success of' the University to its ability to implant a
cohesive balance between dis ahce teaching (the develOpMent .ofhigh
quality learning materialb) nd distance learning (the .provision, of ,a
c6mprehensive support for st ent learning from the mafcrials proOdol).
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219. In spite of its successes, however, the University is not complacent about
drop-out. As the figmes above indicate, while 50 to 60 percent of each
cohort are likely to gain a degree, 40 to 50 percent will not. There is

it evidence UD show that those without previous etiucational qualifications,
or with low ones, are less likely to gain a degree than those who are7
qualified. Pentz (1981: 11) has pointed out that students with previous
tertiary level education are about thirty times more likely to gain a
science degree than those whose education stopped at no more than.five '0'
levels. Moreover, while the average pass rate on the Science foundation
course has been 72 percent, taken over the years 1971-80, that for second
level science courses over 1977-80 was only 63 percent, and 60 percent for
those at third level courses.

220. Behind Pentz's cannents lies a more general concern at the proportion of
finally registered students who, firstly, sit the end-of-course exami-
nation, and, secondly, pass the course. Table 22 sunnarises the position.

TABLE 22 THE PROPORTION OF STUDENIS EXAMINED AND AWARDED PASSES,
BY LEVEL CF CCURSE

% registered student examined

Foundation T Second
Level Courses : revel Courses

Third and Fourth.
Level Courses

1971 81.4
1972 78.1 75.2
1973 80.7 79.0 84.2
1974 82.0, 78.0 79.1
1975 81.2 73.6 75.3
1976. 83.9, . 73.4 73.8
1977 83.44 71.8 72.7
1978 82.8 71.7 70.4
1979 84.5 69.9 56.9
1980 82.0 71.1 65.7

% examinees awarded pesses

Foundation Second Third and Fourth
Level Courses- Level'Courses Level Coutses

1971 .92.5

1972 93.3 93.7
1973 93.3 93.0 96.0
1974 94.3 93.1 93.0
1975 93%4 91.2 96.4
1976 93.1 89.9 9/.6
1977 91.8 89.4 91.8
1978 91.0 90.0 90.6
1979 90.8 88,5 99.7
1980 90.8 9P.6
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221. These figures show that:

(a) At foundation level, examination attendance and pass rates have
changed very little over the last 10 yeats.

(b) Attendance and pass rates at second level have also been fciirly
constant (particularly in the last 5 years) , but nevertheless a
second level'student today has more than a one in three chance of
failing his course. The non-attendance rate of second level
examinations (just under 20 percent) is 'almost twice -that at
foundation level.

(c) Over a period of 8 years, examination attendance at third and
fourth level hasdropped from 84.2 to 65.7 percent. In the tame
period, the percentage of registered students awarded a pass has
fallen from 80.8 percent Ls 1973-to 58.2 percent last year. Thus,
the 'general .Lncrease Ln drop-out has been most pronounced at third
and fourth levels.

Associate Students

222. Detailed studies comparable to those in the undergraduate programme are
not available on student progress in the continuing education/associate
student programme. They are more difficult to mount because, as explained
in paragraphs 167 and 199, the majority of associate students are taking
these courses on an individual ('one-off') basis although, as with
undergraduates, up to two full 32 week lengrh courses or their equivalent
can be taken in any one year. An internal survey undertaken by 9wift
(1980a) showed that 70 percent of associate students registered in 1979
were. "doing a course Ln a field they 'felt at home with'"; that 92 percent
wete registered Dolor one .course only; and that only 19 percent were
studying for the Diploma. 23 percent of them had either been disappointed
in trying to gain entry to the University as an undeegraduate arid were s,
filling Ln time before re-apPlying for a place, or were sampling the OU
before deciding to apply for one."\ On the other hand, 34 percent were not
interested in this aspect. The main exception to this rule are student
registered on the Diploma in Reading Development whe are expected to study
o/cr two years, preferably consecjotive where possible.

223 r\ second factor to be taken into account, arises from the nature oLthe
examination system in regard to associate students. For' instance, there
are no' examinationS for community education courses. Of the rest, same
are mandatory (e.g. for .tnose studying for the Diploma), but most are
optional. It follows, therefore, tfiat not all associate ;students sit
terminal examinations (and,indeed same, as we have noted, can not) . The
proportion.of those that do DD is thus necessarily lower than is the case
for. undergraduates. The types of award available to associate .students
also' reflect. the v4rious .circumstances just described. Ttibse who
successfully cOmplete a coutse (other than a. short one) , including dne-
examination aee eligible'for a.Course Certificate (Which is often, but pot
always, transferable towards, a BA degree in the event of subsequent
registratio s an Undergradmi0). Those who choose .not to sit'an
options] amination (or who are .taking a couise for Which none is.-
provided) ceive a better of Course Completion on the basis of their
continuous.assessment gradeg;, (see paragraph 159). However, the number of
those gaining a Letter of Course Completion is not suffic.ient tO explain
the poorer performance of associate students, although those whO dq SitL
the examination seem to fare as well as theiOundergraduatc colleagues
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(a fact which perhaps reflects their previous interest in the subject).
Asked about their interest in certification, '40 percent of the students
surveyed by Swift repoirted being very concerned at the time they

registered to get a Course Certificate and 35 percent reported being
fairly concerned with this. However, 24 percent were not very/not at all

concerned. Almost two thirds of the respOndents said it was important for
their own satisfaction, and 55 percent saw it as being 'potentially

useful'. Clearly, those who intended or considered .entering the

undergraduate programme had a further Lncentive to gain a Course

Certificate (provided they were registered on a course where the Course
Certificate is trahsferable towards the BA .degree). Asked to state

whether they regarded a Letter of Course Completion as having value or use
to them, over four in ten said 'no', and a further two in ten were

uncertain. Table 23 provides comparative information on a number of

courses presented in 1979. Overall it seems reasonable to suppose that
while same associate students are not interested in being assessed, and
hence do not submit the assignments necessary to gain even a Letter of
Course COmpletion, others, lacking the experience* of a foundation course
or other courses, find studying high level ones at a distance a far

tougher proposition than do their undergraduate colleagues. These

suggestions, however, need to be supported by empirical evidence.

TABLE 23 COMPARATIVE DATA ON-STUDENT PROGRESg: UNDERGRADUATE AND
ASSOCIATE srummrs

Course Programme No. examined
as a percentage
of those finally
registered

No gaining
credit as a
percentage of
those examined

% awarded
,Letter of
Course
Completion

A202

A322

D204

E321

MDT241

S26

T242

Ug.

aSSOC.

ug.

assoc.

ug.

aSSOC.

ug.
assoc.

Ug.
assoc.

ug.
assoc.

uq.
assoc.

77.7
49.6

54.2
25.4

86.4
68,8

58.9
38.2

61.7
42.9

80.0
44.4

74.0
47,1

" 92.8
74.8

94.8
93.3

84.2
86.4 .

89.2
97.9

84.3
93.8

88.3
85.7

87.6
92.5

n/a
12.0

n/a
13.6

n/a
14.1

n/a
18.2

n/a
17.0

n/a
12.7

n/a
5.9

ug = undergraduate student
assoc = associate student

n/a = not applicable
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Higher Degree Programme

224. An internal :review of the UniVersity's higher degree.programme (Open
/ University, 1981b) showed that of the 697 part-time external higher degree

)
students aamitted between 1972 and September 1979, 59 percent were stil
continuing with their Studies, 9 percent had been awatded a higher degre ,and 32 percent had dropped out. The paper points out that -Win ve
progress and drop-o6t rates will dot be available until such time as allthe students in .a 'cohOrt have left the system, but that of the 1972cohort, 32 Tercent had graduated by September 1979, 16 percent were still
studying, and.52 percent had dropped.out. Although the wastage rate isaccepted as high, recent surveys by the United Kingdom's, Science, and
Social Science, ResearCh Councils showed that the proportion of full-time
students who had not submitted theses after four to five years of study
ranged from 30 to 50 percent.

.

225. Overall, as at 31 December 1981, 149 higher degrees had been awarded by
the Open University, as follows; .

A

4

TABLE 24 lufiAL NUMBER CF'HIGHER-DEGREES AWARDED TO .1981

B Fhil M Phil PhD Tolal degrees
E.iwarded (by._

category of student)

Part-time
external
students

24 25 32 81

Pasrtt-time

internal .

students (OU
staff)

2 3 17

Full-time
students

3 43 96
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STA1US OF OPEN UNIVERSITY GRADUATES+

226. One final aspect of student progress needs bo be considered here and

that is the status and acceptability of the learning that has been
accomplished by.the students.

227. Betty Swift of the Open University's Survey Research Department has
already begun extensive research int8 the success. of British Open

University graduates in secpring better jobs or pay. Swift (1980) reports

that the vast majority of Open University graduates (83 percent) were in
full-time employment on entry. At the time they joined the University,
graduates were orientated more bowards self-development than bachieving
material benefit from their studies, although a -signifitant number.(45
.percent) mentioned one or more of the following factors as having been
important: promotion, financial benefits, oc a new occupation. Swift

found, however, that study with the Open University motivated or

encouraged almost two in three of its graduates bo try for better pay,
promotion 6r job change. Overall, 38 percent .of graduates benefitted
solely because of their Open University qualification, 16 Ocercent

indicated that the degree had helped their progress, 15 percent said that
they had made progress independently of their qualification, and 31

percent reported no change in their circumstances. Apart from any effects

on their career, 71 percent reported that their studies hadhelped them
improve their job skills and their ability bo perform their work.

228. Swift also Shows that a large number of students had gone on to do
research degiees (1,723), taught masters degrees. (2,781), professional
diplomas and- certificates (1,772) and academdc diplomas and certificates
(492), thus. indicating the general acceptability Of the Open University's
degree as a passport to professional training and postgraduate work.
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7 ORGANISATION AND DECISIONMAKING STRUCIURES

INIROCOCTION

0

229 Distance teaching universities represent a new departure in the
organisation and manageMent of t.lniversities. Broadly speaking, there are
two features whichaffect their organisation: firstly, they are designed
to serve the needs of adults unable to attend a conventional univesity,
and who are often in full-time employment and can therefore:study only on
a part-time basis. Secondly, since the students do not calime to a campus
for instruction, the teaching materials and local support services must be
made available to them in.or near their homes.

As a direct result of the need to produce and distribute course materials,
the distance teachtng universities have had to undertake, directly or
indirectly, a number of quasi-industrial processes. This has led to the
need to define clearly the inter-relationships between two broad areas,
one of which is more in the nature of a business enterprise requiring
appropriate management and icontro1,40. while the other is -closer to
traditionally conceived academic areas, in which the staff expect a style
of management or governance reflecting accustomed forms of management in
conventional universities.

230

f
231 The later, at least in Britain, have an essentially cellular structure,

in which each cell represents one academic discipline or department. As
Rumble (1981: 181Y obsetmoes:

The control of the teachihg programme is noemally- vested in the
head of the department and his/her staff. Most decisions are
localised and have very little Umpact outside the department in
which they are taken. Decisions which affect the whole system tend
to be avoided, or couched in such a way that they permit a variety
of Unterpretations. There are frequently rit5 university policies
On, for example, admissions or study requirements, nor is this felt
to be disadvantageous.-? In this situation the role of the
professidnal administratot- is to maintain a watching brief over the
activities of largely aiitonomous departments, and where necessary
to initiate requests that departments reconcile conflicting
policies..

A

232 In contrast, distance learning raises managerial 'Problems of a high order.
Some of the factors causing this to be 910 in the Open University are:

the extensive resear.h and strategic- planning required to make
effective use of th various media ava11able

the large nuirter of, students studying ary 1.isinq material:, on
differerlt.timescales

coordinate-ig and scheduling the preparation of materials, their
delivery to a widely scatter(,d home-based population And the
provision of tutorial and,other local services/

the Pxistence of a course creditelective system with great freed
of student eourse choice

ttle existence of several
(undergraduate, aSsociate,
for students to transfer
(associate to undergraduate
the first two ooursps of
versa)

inter-related programmes of activity
higiiitce-t degree, research) with facili ',.s.

e edit from one programme to ano her
-- a fairLy common occurrence and, for
P Diplamoi in Reading nPvelopment,vvice
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the division of responsibility for the preparation and teaching of
materials, and the assessment of students

the technological basis of the University's teaching system and the
consequential need for specialised staff

4

Nthe participative, denocratic, decision-making that is an inherent
part of the University's government, structure which, linked with
'the elective or Short-term nature of appointments to a number of
posts within it (e.g. most Deans. of Faculties, Pro-Vice-

Chancellors) "has implications for the professional administration
who are thus required to act as a "permanent civil service" and
prOvi-de a lead to ensure that office holders maihtain a continuity
of approach

the relatively _ill-defined role which the professoriate plays

within the University

the existence of various external constraints (some of which are
vaguely, .or only partially, defined) within which the University
has to operate

financial limitations, and the, need to agree and control

expenditure against budgets in situations where costs may be
generated in one part of the Univ rsity but incurred (i.e. paid) in

other parts.

233 These factors give rise to a situation in which the role of the

instkution Cannot be restricted to the formulation of broad polioy

guidelines, with much of its day-to-day running left to individual

departments or teachers. Instead, "the management of the learning process
requires the- creation of a complex and interdependent sYstem which needs
constant administrative attention and teamwork" (Daniel and Snowden,

1979). The result is that within distance teaching universities
institutitional planning, coordination and control become a necessity.
The organisational structure of the institution has to meet this need
(Rumble; 1981: 182).

4
234 At an early stage in its development, and in consonance-with its full

University status, it was decided to establish an institution which would-
have overall control over the design, production and distribution of
multi-media teaching materials, and the admission, registration, tutoring,
assessment and accreditation of the students. The basis of this thinking
- which differs radically from the 'network' approach of institutions like

tne Norsk Fjernundervisning (the recently opened 'Norwegian Institute of
Distance Education') - was the belief that the University should have full
control of the design and teaching of its courses. Where recourse was

made to the expertise of an independent broadcasting authority the

jiritish Broadcasting Corporation - the 'agreement between the COrporation
and the University sought to delimit very carefully the powers of each,
and to leave the prescription of-academic ,Objectives to the latter (see
paragraph 122).

4v.
A SYSTEMS-BASED ANALySIS OF THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

235 Superficially the systemic similarities of the autonomous di.tance
teaching universities are striking. A systems-based analysis off such
universities has been provided in Kaye and Rumble (1981-: 19-22) following
the application of-ideas originally developed by Miller and Rice (1967).
The latter use the term operating activities to describe those that

directly contribute to 'the unport, conversion and lplport %processes which
are characteristic of open systems, and which deeine the naftte of the
enterprise and differentiate it from othlors.
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236 Two major operating sub-systems can be distinguished in distance teaching
universities. The courses, sub-system is concerned with the,; design,
production and distribution of teaching materials. The course design
process converts academdc ideas and teaching stragegies into a prototype
course using appropriate media for the achievement of defined curEiculum
objectives. The course production process turns the prototype cOUrse into

.

a finished product, either in the form of. a single copy (e.g. a master
tape) or of multiple copies (e.g. books or cassettes) . Distribution is the
process which takes the product from ies point of production to the point
at which it is available for student use.

27 The student sub-system is concerned with advertising academit programmes;
admitting students and allocating them to courses, tutors, local.tentres,
counsellors, and collecting their fees; the provision of tutorial
services (by correspondence or telephone, or in face-to-face sessions);9

the counselling of students; their assessmentr examination and
certification; and the maintenance of student records.)'

t

238 A third operating subL.system, that of research may also be found in'ArrrUs
. (Autonomous Distance Teaching Universities) . It is not in itsel integral
to distance education:" In addition, logistical activities procure and
replenish the resources required by -theinstitut4on .(staff, equipment,
consumables) 6:991 regulatory activities relate the various sub-systems to

, 'each oither, and-tYle organisation bo its environment through the activities
of planning, control and evaluation; and they albo Jdetermine policy..
These ideas are summarised in Figure 5.

FINV 5 : A SYSTEMS BASED VIEW CF A DISTANCE EDUCATION SYSTEM

From Kaye and Rumble, 1980: 21.
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239 In the Open University, the first stage of the courses sub-system
L. uprises the development of curriculum objectives for each course, the
design and development of multi-media matéials (print, kits, broadcasts,
etc) , and the development or specification of teaching, learning and
assessment instruments (tutorial contact, residential schools,
assignments, examinations) . Responsibility for these activities is vested
in a course team,sall of Which are project-groups administratively located
in the faculties. They draw their membership from the basic academic
units of the University (the faculties or the Centre for Continuing
Education)," aided by thecnInstitute of Educational Technology's Course
Development Division, BBC/Open University Productions staff and faculty-
based Staff TUtors located in the regions, and supporlted by editorial and
administrative staff. Additional specialised support to meet the'academic
computing needs of course teams is provided by the Academic C9mput ing
Service. A more detailed discussion of the role and functioning f course
teams and aducational techwalogists follows but-, qverl 1, cou se teams
have to work within a defined structure of academ c and operating
regulations, and keep within resource constraints that'are specified at an
early stage of their development.

240 The second seage of the courses sub-system is that of course production.
This covers those processes which turn the prototype of the course into a
finished product. Responsibility is divided- between the University's
Operations Area, respodgible for the editing and design of printed
materials (correspondence texts and supplementary materials such as
student broadcast notes, tutor notes, and assignment booklets) , and the
preparation of multiple copies of audio-visual materials (such as audio-
CaSSetteS); the BBC's Open University Production Centre, which has studio
facilities on the University's campus, and Which is responsible for the
production of broadcastrprogrcuones (both radio and television) and
cassette programmes; the different groups of technicians who work in the
faculties on the preparation of items for Home Experiment Kits (see
paragraph 150); and the various commercial firms which print or prepare
materials on behalf of the University.

241 The third stage of the course sub-system is concerned with course
delivery. The Operations area is responsible for the despatch of printed
material to students and tutors (through its Correspondence Services
Division), and 'the -packing, despatch, receipt, refurbishing and
maintenance of experiment kit (through its warehouse at Wellingborough, a
town some 22 milesL away from the University's main campus). It also
maintains stocks of printed and other course materials, and operates the
audio and video-cassette library schemes (see paragraphs 135-6). The BBC
is responsible for the transmisSion of Open University programmes on its
national networks, in accordance with Sohedules determined by the Open
University.

242 Course teams specify the type(s) and number of assignments, and hours of
tutoxial contact, which they require the former being subject to
University approved minima (see paragraph 153). TUtor marked assignments
are graded by part-time tutors or (in the case of Foundation Courses)
tutor-counsellors. The selection of assignments for-monitoring is done by
the Administration's Assignment Handling Office at the Open University's
central campus. The scripts are themselves monitored, partly by central
academic staff and partly by faculty-appointed but regionalW-based full-
time Staff TUtors. grades are allocated, collected and 'stored on the_
University's4 central L computerised files (maintained by t

Administration's Management Services Division). The grades awarded b

\\d
each tutor are also analysed by computer to ensure that tutors are ncjt
eparting from the normal distribution of grades. This provides a second,
check on the quality and consistency of their work. Computer-marked
assignments are dealt with by the Assignment Records Office in conjunction
with the Management Services Division.

i
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243- Regions organi e study;centres and face-to-face con opt between students,
and course tutors or tutor-counsellors. They are /responsible for the,

selection, training and general monitoring of the tutors' work a job
which falls to Staff Tutors (see-also preceding paragraph). Regions have
great flexibility.in deploYing the resources at Eheir command to meet the
needs of course teams, and to the student and other circumstances
pertaining to their areas.

244 The resident al schools are organised partly from the centre (in respect
.of negotiati ns fot facilities and the allocation of students), and partly
from the r ioriS (in respect of the day-to-day managemdnt of the actual
residential schools) .

245 Monitoring and controlling the overall achievient of design, production
and transmission schedules, and relating theSe to the activities to be
carried out by the student, is the Project COntrol OffiCe. This Office
acts as an interface between faculties and other academic areas, and the
,Operations area using Critical .Path Analysis and production-smoothing
techniques to ensure that the System operates as well as possible. A
general discussion of these techniques is given in Kaye and Rumble. (1981:
73,88). An early analysis of the Open University's own system was made by
Lewis (1971).

246 The studellt sub-system ig cncerned with the" admission of students, their
registration for courseg'and the collection of fees, their allocation to
regions, Study centres, tutors, and summer schools, the arrangements for
examinations, and their certification. The system also vets applications
for advanced 4andin4 (credit exemptions and directly transferred
credits), for excusal from various regulations goVerning student progress,
and prmides support for,student learning for those who are disadvantaged
(for example, by identifyIng academically weak applicants who may require
special advice and preparation; or for disabled students), as well as
runnfng special study schemes for students who are in prison, in the
British Armed Forces stationed in Cyprus, or the Federal Republic of
Germany, or Whose life-style is subject e6, considerable disruption (fOr
example, merchant seamen).

-

L

247 Responsibility for the student sub-system is'shared between the Central
Administration and the Regions as 'is tesponsibility for tutbrial and
counselling services. The former is responsible for the admission of
students.. The Administration maintains centralised. student' recOrds -
although those needed are also passed to regional staff\f Readers
interested in a detailed discussion of certain aspects of the record
systems and particularly the way in which it interacts with academic
support services - should consult Sewart (1980), The Central
Administration also services thoze committees which take policy decisions
in respect of student progress,-'and which make rulings in particular
cases. However, in so doing, account is taken of specialised advice and
recommendations forwarded from,tutors, tutor-counsellors, staff tutors and
senior counsellors. The actual allocation of students to tutors and
tutor-counsellOrs is done by the regions, who are also responsible for the
operation of the study centres. Finally, student fees and the issue of
all forms of certification is the responsibility of the Central
Administration.

?48 The activities of the regions .are directed and co-ordinated by'a small
central unit, Regional TUtorial Services.

249 The research.sub-system was discussed briefly in paragraphs 88-9 above.
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250 Rumble (1981: 183-5) has described the decision-making functions of the
University as follows:

"Although heads of departments report to the Vice-Chancellor, it
should not be assumed that the Vice-Chancellor- 8 explicit I

managerial authority aver departmental heads. :Ind pe explicit
powers of Vice-Chancellors in British universities Je extremely

limited. Zhe success of.a Vice-Chancellor stems ..a.§ely from his

or her powers of leadership, rather than flOmi,a statutory

authority:

A
As well as being the chief academrc officer.of the UniVersity, the

Vice-Chancellor is also its chief administr#tive officer. In

fulfilling his administrative functions he isqlided by two groups
of persons. The first are the numerous acadeTio members of staff
who occupy positions in the decision-making structure by virtue of
their meMbership of committees. The chairmen of these committees,
also academics, are empowered to take decisions on behalf of their
committees, and therefore play an important role in the decisiorr
making structure. They are aided by a group of professional
alninistrators (the bureaucracy) , responsible for the execution of

agreed policy. Traditionally, the bureaucracy'has had a relatively
low status allotted to it in British universities. Moodie and

Eustace (1974) remarked.that:

'Their position is best illustrated by their relationship to the
committee structure of the university. They attend committees,

in many cases they supply the briefs arid documentation without
which committees would not know what they are deciding, and they
are expected to see that committee dedisions are carried out:
but they are seldom full voting members'of the most'important
committees.'

Also, in Britain a very substantial amount of administration in
convftntional universities is done by the academic staff. This is

not ticossible in distance-learning systems. One can view the
government structure of the UKIDU as an attempt to reconcile the
pressures arising from the complexity of the management process
with the traditional governing structure of conventional

universities.

The first difference bo be noted is that in the UKIDU the academ,ic
membets-of staff comprise "a relatively Small proportion of the
total staff of the institution (22.6 per cent). To operate the
complex managerial systems of the UKIDU there is a large.

professional administrative and managerial staff (19.6 per cent),
together with clerical and secretarial supporting staff (40.8 per
cent), responsible for the execution of the Univ rsity's student
administrative system (admissions registration, c rtification) and
teaching system (tuition, counselling, assessment and exaMination);
for the desigri and production of course materials (graphic and

photographic design, editing, publishing, audio-visual Materials
production) and for their sUbsequent disyribution; and for the

provision of administrative services) (committee servicing,

financial and data-processing services, management and maintenance
of buildings and equipment). These non-aCademic staff are

organised on a hierarchical basis. .In common with traditional UK
universities, -the decisions which they ate asked to execute are
generally taken by committees, whose nnbership is,almost



exclusiyely academic. on the other. hana, UKOU
probably have greater influence on the work
committees (i.er those concerned with the means by
executed, as opposed to the'definition of policy)
their attendanCe at meetings and their, preparation
in the case in conventional universities.

For managers and desision-makers the essential problem is the
separation of policy' formulation from its executive implementation.
Lmplementation of policy cannot be efficiently 'carried out through
a Committee Structure yet, as Perry observes::

'Academics, jealous of their rights as the supreme authority,
tend bp-want to retain control'of t,he implementation as well as
of the formulation of policy (and the borderline is difficult to
draw) and to be hesitant About delegating decision making about
Lmplementation, save in. routine. and .ttivial matters, to
admlnistr tors over Whom they feel they have no control.'

One particular problem is that the efficient'management of the
institution is hindered by the bi-cameral nature of the government
structure. Most academic decisions have resource implications, or
bear upon the berms and conditions of'service of staff. As a
result, many issues have to be considered by both Senate and
Council and their appropriate specialist sdbcommittees, The result
is .that the formal decision-making process is'both cumbersome and
slow. This is aggravated by the requirement placed cpri the
government structure that it laIlow participation by members of the
University bp tke maximUM degree commensurate with its effective
operation'. Typically, policy proposals are .formulated- in detail
by the appropriate committee bpfore being sut to academic units for
comment. The committee then reformulatee its proposals in the
light of comme4s received, and they are then put.to Senate and
Council, as appropriate. This process can take sqme time."

administrators
of 'technical'
whiCh policy is.
, by virtue of
of briefs, than

Perry has comMentid that the Vice-Chancelror is continually forced
by circumstances to take decisions without .waiting for the
University's government structure bo operate. , In this he is helped
by the full-time appointed Pro-Vice-Chancellors who are responsible
for the organisation of policy formulation in.the area of teaching
policy, student affairs, .planning, staff affakrs* and continuing
education. These officert, working in conjunction with the
professional atuinistration, and consulting with the heads of
academic areas, the directors of the University's thirteen regions
and other senior staff as necessary, can and frequently do take
decisions outside the formal committee structure. TO a very large
extent this 'informal' structure is a response,to the managerial
problems faced in the UKOU and the shortcbmings of an ,over-
cumbersome committee structure. However, an important' implication
of this state of affairs is the- emphasis which it places on the
personality of the Vice-Chancellor and his senior administrative
staff and on the quality of their leadersh.ip."

The post of Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Staff Affairs) has been in abeyance since
, July 1981.
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.251 'Supporting the management and'decision-making'functions of the Univewity

are various wecialist groups (for example, the Financial Planning Office

within the Finance Division, apd the Academic Planning Office withih the

kOminiptration, as well as' various specialist aaministrators within.the.

latter). Thee University!,s programme of institutional research is also

supportive XJ10 a greater or lesser extent of the management apa

decision-making functions.
les

252 -the logistical sub-system comprises a number of areas Finance,'

Management Services (i.e. D.P.), Organisation and MethodS, Staff Services

(i.e. Personnel), Rurchasing, Buildings, Estates and Maihtenance,'

,Security, and so on, all of which fulfil functions which-are vital tortine-

smootti running of many organisations.

THE ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE OPEN UNIVEREITY

253 The University's organisational structure has developed in response to the

functions it has to undertake, and in relation to the geographical divide

of the teaching-learning process between the centre and the regions, and

the similar divide between regionally organised student support services

and a centralised student administration.

254 Organisational structures were proposed in both the AdviSory and Planning

Committee Reports. Changes have been made feom time to time since the.

University was established, although the preSent structure (Figure 6) is

recognisably derived from that existing in April 1971 (Figure 7.). the

most notable differences being the institution of a team of Pro-Vice-

Chancellors to help the Vice-Chancellor in the exercise of his

responsibilities; the amalgamation of divisions responsible for various

aspects of course production and distribution into an Operations area;

the growth of research groups;- the establishment of the Centre for

Continuing Edpcation, and the 'hiving-offl, of marketing activities into a.

separate Limited Company, .01pen University Educational Enterprises Lbd.,

whose- Shares are'rholly owned by the Council of the Univeraity. The

University also has an educational partnership with the BBC, which has

established a separate production -cntre to meet its needs. Tile current

structure of the BBC's Open Universi Production Centre is shown in

Figure 8. .

Early Development of Faculties and Course Teams

255 The early development of the faculties and course teams is discussed in

The Open University (1977: 156, 160), as follows:

Ever since the report of theybiversity's Planning ,Committee,.the

University haS been opposed' to the development of subject-based

departments or disciplines as the basic unit of academic

organisation. Initially the basic unit of organisation was the

inter-disciplinary Foupdation Course Team, but by early 1970

thought was being given to the dekrelopment of Second Level Courses.

The creation (out of the original 'lines,of qtudy') of faculties,

which would be the basic organisational units to which staff would

be apRointed and resources allocated, seemed a natural enough

development. There was, however, 'concern that the creation of
faculties as governmental (that is, decision making) bOdies would

undermdne the philosophy of the Planning Committee that 'the degree

of the Open University should ... be a "general degree" in the
sepSe that it'would embrace studies over a range of subjects rather

th.En be oonfined to a single narrow speciality'. Despite the

1 (.1 tr -86-
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general comMatment .to ihterdisciPlinary courses within a faculty
e boundary, there was concern that the existence pf faculties 'would'

inhibit the development of inter -facultcf- courses... Ihe extract
below, taken frcm the Report of the University's Government
StrUcture. Study Group (1973),,best expresses the reasons which have
been put forward against the growth, of formal recognition of
deptrtments:

1 It ld impede, the development of a coordinated academic
programme and of innovatory and inter -disciplinary'research;

2 The Course Team approach might be hampered;

3 With both -Course Teams and dePartments the multiplicity of
subsidiary units would increase re., cbMplexitY of academic
administration;

1

V
4 A large nunber of small academic groupings would exercise very
much less influence hn the University's policTmaking anl decision
taking processes than a lesser number of more viable units;

. 5 The number of central academic staff in each digcipline is
smaller "in this university than in others, and it is academically
desirable in the Cpen University context to establish large
grouping's encompassing

, more than one. traditionally dist4pct
discipline;

.6 ,With 'the faculty rather than the depertment as the basic
academic'-unit there are likely to be greater 6cortunities for
participation by staff at all aevels of seniority. - .

256 In fact, departmentalisation ha's subdequently occurred for two very good
reasonsl firstly, because the size, of the faCulties now makes this
desirable; nd, secondl, because they act as natural foci for research
activities.

257 Course teams, however, have continued to be the basic administrative unit
for the design and development of courego.

. 4rr

The Concept bf the Course Team

a 258 Perry (1976: 91) wrote:

What, then, have e(ae learned from our.experience of the course team
method? There, seems to me no doubt that e course prOduced by this
method will,inevitably tend ba be superior hn quality to any course
produCed bY an individual. The concept,bf the course team is, I
-believe, the most important single contribution of the Open
University to teaching practice-At a tertiary level.
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259 Perry's book describea the operation of the course team in mime detail,
and in idealised circumstances (Perry, 1976: 83-91). Course Teams have
delegated to them authority for the contdht, nature and method of
presentation of the course, together with full r6sponsibility for lts
academic and pedagogical standards, and for creating it in accordance with
agreed _production achedules and within agreed resource levels. Ihe Team's
first task is bo determine the syllabus of the course. Once this has been
done,' it is possible bo sketch out in greater detail the subjects of
varioue blocks or unite of the course, and bo identify the'resources which
will be needed bo mount it. Thia includes the nomination of block or unit
authors. At this stage the team, Which is of an informal nature, Puts its
proposals to the Faculty Board and from there to,various specialised
committees, and ulthmately to the Senate. Course proposals when given
academdc approval, receive agreed levels of resources. The Course Team
itself becomes a 'legal' entity at the stage that the proposal receives
this' approval.

.260 Suboequently, the course outline in refined,snd the authors begin to write
the various units. The number of authors and consultants may vary from
one or two bo twenty or Do; 6nd the process by which the units -are
prepared and put through their various drafts also yaries considerably.
Throughout, the team has the problem of integrating the various media.
lhis may be difficult if the production schedules for individual
components (print, broadcasts, kits) are not adequately synchronised.
Figure 9 gives a simplified outline of the course design process.

4
261 Membership of course teams varies but typically consists of subject

content specialists (mainly central academdc staff, but Staff Tiltora also,
on occasion), one of whom i11 normally ee the course team chairmen, an
oducational technologist from the University's Institute of 'Educational
Technology, a BBC prbducer, a member of regional academio.staff (to advise
on tutorial aspects) , an editor and a course co-ordinator (responsible for
providing administrative support bo the course team) . Ihe work of the
course team is supported by designers, librarians and oqier administrative
and specialist staff. The responsibilities of these staff are explained
in smne detail in, for example, Ihe Open University (1977: 92-95). In
addition, external consultants may be brought in bo do particular tasks.

262 Course teams operate in two distinct phases. The first is concerned with
the initial design and development of the course, ready for its first year
of presentation.. During the second, and subsequent, stage thr course has
to be 'maintained' during its course life. In this maintenance stage, new
aseignments and examination papers have to be prepared, and course content
altered in the light of feedback from teaching and to reflect changes in
the subject matter of the çourse. Typically, while the majority of
members of a development cour e team will be reassigned bp new dutien at
the end of the development çâiso, one or two members, supported by a
course co-ordinator, will retain responhibility for the course during its
presentation.

263 Some courses are 'developmentally tested' in prototype on a few students.
Ihe essence of this is that they are required to comment in depth on the
draft materials, thereby providing important feedback to course teams in
helping to resolve any problems of matter or pr.sentation before,the
course is offered bo students genbrally. Ihe precess may take one or two
forms:
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(a) Where the course is reasonably complete it may be developmentally
tested 'fOr credit'. That is, the student mby be eligible for a
credit at the end of it. In those cases they pay. their fees in the
usual way, but cantreceivo an ex-gratia payment up to the mount
involved.

(b) Where,a course is far from complete in essentials, or where it is
. desired to best only a part or parts of it, students receive
payment for What they.contribute but no question of a credit ie
involved.

1

The practice requires students to work on materials which aro not as well
produced as the final versions, and hence could, unless controls are
adequate, disadvantage them, to same extent. Henderson and Nathenson
(1976: 33) found that students Who developmentally tested a course were

,,apending 30 to 50 per cent leas tbme studying than those who later studied/ the same (but fully developed) units. *Ivor, ess, provided that the
educational package in whole or part, as apprei ate, is tested, that the
testers and the conditions under which they study closely approximate bothe target student population, and that the evaluation combines "both
objective and subjective data and is .capable of identifying, faults in the
material and generating potential solutiTia" (Henderson and Nathinson,
1976: 33), thdre are obvious institutional advantages in doing this.

264 The course' team model is net without its problema. Perry (1976: 91)
acknowledged that 'it is a very expensive way of writing courses, that can
be juatified only if the course materiala are used for a very large number
of students'. The greatest criticiam, hoWever, has come frOm Drake, who
contends that 'far from being the eighth wonder of the world, tho courseteam le a menance to the academic output and reputation of the Open
University and that where good courses have been produced and maintained
thin hart been in spite of, rather than, because of it,1 (Drake, 1979: 50).
Drake Makes it clear that ho-is not against the incorporation into A teamof broadcast producers, graphic- artidts and debigners, editors,educational technologists, and regional staff, together with various
administrative and support staff; this argument is against the idea, that
suecena and quality can be asnured :by having a group or university,
lecturers work together as a team to initiate, produce and maintain a
course. He points tO the great variety in the units produced by different
academics for A particular courAe: 'One will find, within ono and the
WIlle course, some units filled with illusttrations and others with scarcely
any; aame units bursting with aelf-assesament questions (sACe) and others
with none or but a token one or two' (ibid: 50). This, he believes,
'reflects not the conscious decision of the group, of the course team, but
the idionyncracies of the individual academic and his or her relationship
with the particular members of the wider beam designers, producers,
educational technologists' (ibid: 50). -

265 Drake argues that the real importance of the course tepm is that it
provides not only a social setting within which the academic can operate,
but also that it assures, particularly in the early stages of course
design, 'a wonderful environment for academic discussion' (ibid: 51).Herein, however, lies the problem, for academics, keen on wloring
possibilities and on discussing what might be done, do not actually have
to do anything: As Drake puts it (ibid: 51)
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One doesn't actually have to do.anything; no decisions must be

made; there are no deadlines to be met. But When the time comes

for decisioBs and deadlines, most academics are ill-equipped. So

dourse teams become less attractive to their, academic members and a

source of great anguish to the multitudes of people who serve them

- aftinistrators, producers, editors, designers etc. Tragically

.the root cause of this malaise has been almost totally ignored,

with the result that the attempts at solving it have actually made

matters worse. For one solution has been ta increase the number of

academdcs on a course team.

266 The second drawback,'identified by Drake is that the course, team'places

,more emphasis on content than on teaching.'

Most academic0 are more interested in gathering and analysing

information than on projecting it. Teaching is_not their primary

interest. Put a group of academics together, isolate them from

students and you exacerbate this tendency (Drake, 1979: 52).

The nature of the Open University's gl.rstem aggravatFg this situation

because central academics have little or no responsibility for teaching

(although there are same Who voluntarily do act as part-time tutors and

most do one or tWo weeks each year at the University's residential summer

schools). However,-there haVbeen an interesting departure from this

state of affairs in that, in 1982, a Tourth level Social Science 'guided

study course' is being offered for the first time in which the small

numbers,of students involved are entirely tutored by members of the full-

time staff.

267 Drake bel/ieves that When the time cOmes for writing,'the course team

begins to. disintegrate. Although in theory draft unitS are distributed

for 'comment to fellow members of the team, 'the amount of feedback is

frequently miniscule of quantity and microscopic in value' (ibid: 52). He

suggests that same members,lack the interest (or subject expertise) to

comment, on content otz teaching strategies; and' that the 'course team

discussion format gives the articulate, the.domineering and the thick-

skinned an influence out of all proportion to their numbers Or their merit

and conversely weakens the role of qie,shy, the less verbal and the more

sensitive' (ibid: 52).

268 There is,-of course, same sUbstance to Drake's.criticisms. Both Mason

(1976) and Newel/ 0975) have thrown an interesting light On the behaviour

of .course teams and course team chairmen. Newey suggests that in some

courses 'the course team chairman may see himself as a chairman in the

,prOper sense in that he appreciates that each member of the'course team

has particular skills, exrerience, knowledge and ideas to offer; and ...

In such a case, the course Which is finally.produced is "the product of

manyminds" and the team.is a team in the real sense of the word' ONewey,

1975: 484. On the other hand, sometimes there .'are internal pressures

within the team not to comment adversely on other academics' units; and

pot to thrash out a set of aims for the course: and of objectives for the

'students, .but to accept compromise solutions, 'leaving much of the

integration and "overviev," to be worked out by the student', and that

these pressures may fragment the course and the team. Also, 'as deadlines

approach, each member of the team has his own problems to worry about, and

even though ths will may be there, he becomes less and less inclined to

read and comment,on his colleagues'*draft units, to check their computer-

marked assignments, to contribute to discussions of ideas for television

programmes .... and even to attend course team meetings' (Newey, 1975:

49). <
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269 Newey'e experience was that the system did work, at least in his cane.
Indeed, many feel that Drake's objections to the course team method of
working can not be generalised. .Oostello (1979: 53), tesponding to Drake,
holds thattIgt is not true hoWever that all these [adverse] features
attach themeKves be all course teams', a comment also made by Blowers
(1979: 55). True, 'it is unlikelythat a course team dould ever function
without some Conflict and without some pressure from production areas'
(Costello, 1979: 54) but 'far from being a mmilignant cancer the course
team is rightly the web of much Open University'ac-emic work and enables
its members to retain their academic integrity and void the pressures to
become Iserely part of a course "ducing factory' (ibid.: 53). Blowers
(1979:55) points to the fact that the vast majority of courses are'
presented on nchedule, so that the course team is not just a 'talking-
shop'. _Moreover, to say that content and.teaching are separated in the
Open University's system in bo miss the irtthat enormous resources have
been pilt into 'inventing, ddVeloping and re ining a teaching system that
in the envy of the world' (ibid: 55).

270 These who have responded te Drake's criticisMs have not themselves boon
against change. Blowers (1979: 55-6),has called for a more flexible
approach bo course production - particularly 'the initiation of
cheaper-,eyntemn of continuous production .in which courses ore able -to
evolve and in which the present ,distinction between produbtion,
presentation and maintenance is increasingly blurred'. And Mills (1981:
61) has suggeeted that there in _advantage in studentn 'foragiing' for
themnelves and learning more from librarton and lens from written
correspondence, and recommended annociated, texts.

271 Kleewhere, Riley 8 : 69-70) has lointbd out that 'there cannot be an'y
ideAl model for course bsokr0 and that the Open University already has
,experience of ht leant four radically different models from the
traditional large academic course team. rem she lists as:

, the very nmall course team

the small core beam with many conbultants

joint boama with other institution:::

teams which use an academic editor to aeOraft material from both
internal authors and consultants.

.In addition, there is a wide variety of:!, approach in other distance
teaching universities (see, for example, Kaye and Rumble, 1980: 105-113),
and no dearth of ideas for other models for .use within the Open University
(Riley, 1981: 70).

272 Overall, t.he course team environment appears to have been a source of
inspiration and satisfaction for many academics, providing an opportunity
to work within 'the one invention that was truly innovative' (Blowers,
1979: 55). There are signs, however, that the evolution of new course
models, the desire bo cut coets on high level courses, and the wish bo
experiment with new forms of course development, are resultgng in changes.
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The Role of the Educational Technol..ist

273 One of Che aims of the Universaty's Institute of Educational Technology is

to improve student learning by adviSing and assisting course teams, a

function which is carried out by its Course Deve;opment Division. Various

strategies, are proposed for the-attainment of this Objective, including

the design and developmental testing of learning materia)s and systems;

the evaluation of courses and their components"with a view to improvement

or replacement; the investigation' of the characteristics of Open

University students and of the impact the University has on their livel

(undertaken by Ehe Institute's Survey Research'bivisi'on); the development

Ofleduction and in-service-learn4pg experienceS for academic colleagues

at the centre and in the regions, tn response to their requests and on a

collaborative bosis; and the,development of appropriate machinery tok

ensure that advice and feedback cancbe used collectively by course team&

and other bodies.. '

274 Within these broad Objectives, Ehe, precise role of the Open University's

educational technologists remains ill-defined. Gale (1980: 5) cites

various Opep University technologists in support ot this contention. For

example, Lawless and Kirkwood (1976a) who,'point out that !educational

technology is not a discrete disciplinel`'.it draws from a number of

diaeiplines ond its_ emphases are developing:; and Burt (1976) who

contends that "educational ,research .has not been .succesSful in

establishing very many principles whaciv haye general ,validity".

Certainly, Open University educational technologist", stress the diversity

of roles thei, have to fill, including that 6q being a consultant

(Hendereon, 1979; Macdonald-Ross, .1976); a source qf information

(Hondersqn, 1979); an applied, Scientiet impleitenting a Jechnology of

teaching (Macdonald-Roes, 1976); a systematic technician, starting with

well defined' thjectives and ending with multiple=Choice questionl

(Macdonald-Ross, 1976); a problemr-Aolver (Macdonald-Ross, 1976); a

students' advckate (Macdonald-Ross, 1976; Lawless and K'rkwood, 1976b);

an initiator, who stimulates the 'course team to con:icier issues of

assessment and pedagogy when those of content are all pe asive (Lawless

and Kirkwood, 1976b); a reactor be draft materials (Lawless Kirkwood,

rl976b); a transformer who mediates between the expert ahd the reader,

putting the former's message into words Which the latter will be able to

understand (Macdonald-Ross, 1976). 'Elsewhere, Duchastel (1978: 164766)

lists, wite minima comment and in caricature form, the diversity of

Which surround Open University educational technologists.

(

.275 More, generally, 'Lewis (1980) agrees !with critics who claim that

educational technology is in an unsatisfactory intellecfual condition!,

but xgues that 'these critics are deluding themselves if they think that

other professions are significantly better'; and Hawkridge (1981: 17)

stresses the multi-disciplinary origins of educational technology, and

noes the practibe of it as extending far, 'touching upon the territories

of dereat number of disciplines'. Given this, one can -understand the

pervading Dense that the University's educational technglogists sometimes

have difficulty in defining their role, and indeed, find themselves

Niopting various roles at different times, depending on the circumstances

of the project or course on Which they are working.



DECISION-MAKING: 'THE OOMMITTEE STRUCTURE

276 The' University is an autonomeus institutjon, Jestobliohed by a Royal
Charter which proOides the basic formal framewo by setting up a minimum
number lof formal governing bodies and officers, and which umpowers the
University to ciente or modify its own detailed internal government

. structure as and when required. y

,277 An early decision.was taken be give the University a government structure
firmly based within the evolving traditions of university governance
wit in the United Kingdcm. Thus, while. its Charter recognises the

41\41
essertial differences of the Cpen UniverSity in many respectS, it
never eless establishes the normal organs of government- of a British
University. Very broadky these are:

,
.

.

)4.

Council: consitutionally mope:viable for the overall management of
the University, in terms of its finance and its physical plant, it
is described in the Charter as 'the executive governing body of the
University';

I ,

Senate: the 'academic aLithority of Lhe Kiversity', it remains
'subject tx) the powers reserved to the Council' by the Charter and
Statuteb, and there is therefore an elemegf subordination in4
Senate's relationship bo Council.

Notwithstanding the legai position, it in perhapA more realistic to Bee
the situation in terms of a separation of powers, or airlystem of checks
and balances so, that, to all intents and purposes, the Selnate is supreme

. I in academic matters, and influential in those Olich properly fall under
4 the jurisdiction of Oouncil.

278 The aim of the University's government structure has been to establillh
Camnittees which will ensure effective decision making, coordination, and
participation. In 1969/70, the imodiate need was to formulate academic
policy in time for Uma preparation of tho first courses, and for the first
teaching year. This was done through Senate and Council (meeting'
monthly), a Senate-Council executive committee (meeting weekly) , and a
number of ad hoc working groups. This fairly simple structure (Figure 10)
developed quickly, but in such a wayt. that there was considerable
drylication of effort on4the one hand, and some startling gaps in the
deeAsion taking structure on the 6ther. An initial review led to the
introduction of a new government structure in July 1971 and a further
planned review led to another revised structure, introduced in 1971, and
which hah essentially lasted until the present time. (see Figure 11).
however, a further review is at present taking place.

279 The perticipative nature of the University's government structure has been
achievol by having a large Senate, to which all members of the
University's academic, and.a large number.of other? staff belong. Current
mpnbership is 820. Academic staff are also members of verAqum faculty,
Institute of Educational Technology, Ragional lUtorial Services' and Centre
for Continuing Fducatien bodies. Both Senate and the vario4 grass-roots
Wards related CD these and other areas provide Academic'staff with a
chance to discuss policy proPonals and to malw comments on them. Senate
is also, as indicated above, the supreme legislative body on acadmic
affairs.
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FIGURE 10 GOVERNMEW MU-MIME , CCTOBER 1969
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280 The cellular natune of conventional universities means thet decision -
making and participation occur within the deparbnent concerned. As
indicated in paragraph 233,.decision -making at the Cpen University cannot
be cellular in nature. As a direct result, there has been a proliferation
of central Univereity committees Adth heavy faculty, educational
technology, and regional representation-on them. These "middle tier"
committees operate at two levels: major Boards with broad functional
responsibilities; and npecialised committees, sub-committees and working
groups, which report to the'boards.

281 Figure 12 attemPts bp summarise these rolatiOnships in diagrmnnatic form.

LEADERSHIP 4ND THE INFORMAL STRUCTURB*

282 Although the Vice-Chancellor. has few specific powers under the Charter, hV
is the most 'important figure in the Uniliersity. As.Cllairman of Senate,
and with a poinerful voice on Council, he is naturally at the centre of .

discussions involving 'broad questions of policy. Aiaing him in the

academic direction of the University, and in the promotion of policy over
wider areas than the Vice-Chancellor,00uld himself reasqnably manage, are
the ProWice-Chancellors. Ihe Vice-Chancellor therofote needs bp meet,
and discuss issues With, his Pro-Vice-Chancellors, and with other senior
members of the Universiey - and thoso. meetings constitute in essence its
corporate management boam. Such meetings have no powere, and are a part
of the informal structure of the University.

SUMMARY

283 Tho number of structures involved En the Cpen Univeesity have cr--:;&d
_their own problems. Perry (1976: 215-21) summarieed them ma follow:

administrative responsibility. Ihe hierarchical management chain
between thp Vice-Chancellor and Heads of Spending Units and sub-
spending units, deparbnents, nections and officee. The hiorarchy
is strongest in non-academic arms (Administration, Cperations) and
weaker in academic ones, particularly Faculties, where a more
"cellular" structure exists based on disciplines Or subject areas
on the one harla, and the course teams and research groups on the
other.

functional responsibility. Perry apecifically refers to the role
of the 'Pro-Vice-Chancellors, although one post (PVC Continuing
Dduccition, created eince his book was written) can perhaps be
considered more of an administrative, than of a purely functional
mature, given the discrete but kindred entitim that comprise it
(see paragraphs 61-81). The administrative and functional aspects
can coincide (for example, within the Socretary'n Office, which is
organised into Divisions on a functional basis).

participative democracy. The means whereby individuale can affect
policy and otherwine contribute through repreeentation on
committeen and at Senate but also through the extensive staff
comultative cannittee etructure.

corporate management. The means whereby tho Vice-Chancellor c'an
consult on a my-to-day bmin with those reporting to him (neo
paragraph 282).
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FIGURE 12 - THE GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE OF THE OPEN' IVERSITY1901
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284 Commenting on it, he noted that 'no single tidy chart can ever illustrate
the complexity.of the real situation, because the various objectives of
the institution impose different infrastructures; consequently the system
must inevitably exist in a perpetual state of conflice (Perry, 1976:
221). Such cdhflict is not, however, necessarily destructive. 'Ttle

apparent incoherence of our overall system does not reflect a state Of
chaos; rather it representa a calculated attempt to achieve objectives
which individually demand conflicting solutions' (ibid. 221). Overall,
'each [of the four structures) has its own internal coherence, but ....
when taken. together, [they] appear utterly inchoate' (ibid. 213).
Although there are costs involved in making the system work, and changes
are currently being considered, there is no doubt that the system as a
whole works fairly well. The important point to note, though, is that it
is very different from the situation found in conventional universities,
and much more complex.
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8 MST-EFFICIENCY AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS

285 From an economic point of view, the Open
extensively studied of the distance teaching
papers have been published: Laidlaw and
Ritchie, 1975; The Open University, 1977;
Wagner, 1972, 1973, 1976 and 1977.

University has been the most
universities, and a number of
Layard, 1974; Lumsden and
Mace, 1978; Rumble, 1976;

286 Laidlaw and Layard (1974) studied the relationship of fixed and variable
course costs, and Showed that While the variable cost ler student-course
was, with one exception ()281 New Trends in Geography), lower in the Open
University than in conventional British universities, the fixed costs were
much higher. They concluded that:

the real strength of the Open University teaching system, aside
from its social aspects, is the potential economics of scale Which
can be reaped by substituting capital for labour. This means that
a major part of the costs of the course became fixed and invariant
with respect to student numbers (Laidlaw and Layard, 1974: 456-7).

287 The same researchers showed that in the Open University the break-even
point at Which it was as cost-efficient as conventional British
universities, given its 1972 levels of activity, was 21,691 students.
Expansion of OU student numbers above this level would result in a fall in
average student costs, and this constituted the case for the University's
rapid expansion. On the other hand, the case for developing and
presenting higher level courses with relatively smaller numbers of
students has to be justified 'on the grounds that they are an integral
part of a system provlddng wider access to complete degree courses rather
than on the ground that they are a cheap way of doing this' (ibid. 458).

288 Wagner (1972, 1973) had also concluded that the Open University was cost-
efficient and that there wp a convdncing case for expanding it. His 1972
study Showed that the avErage recurrent cost per student per year was
about a quarter of that at conventional universitie , although it fell to
about one-third if allowance was made for the greate1 research activity at
the latter. On the other hand, the cost per graduate was likely to be
only one half that of conventional universities owing to the higher drop-
out rate of Open University students (Wagner, 1972: 181),1

289 Wagner did another study in 1976 (Wagner, 1977). He first of all checked
and broadly confirmed- his 1972 conclusions concerning the relative cost
advantage of the University in 1973, and then went on to consider the
average cost per undergraduate student for the period 1974-6 (for Which
figures existed) and for 1977-9 (using a simple equation for projecting
expenditure). His results are given in Table 25.

Table 25 - Average Cost Per Year Per Open University
Undergraduate Student (at 1976 price levels)

Year Average Cost Status
E Sterling

1973
1974
1975

1976

1977
1978
1979

560
525
494

513

520

498
493

Actual
Actual
Actual
Budgeted
Projected
Projected
Projected

Figures based on Wagner, 1977.
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290 Wagner concluded that 'most 'of the economies of scale of the Open

University were reaped within the first few years of operation and that
since then it bas been following the conventional university pattern of
little increase in productivity' (Wagner, 1977: 371). He advanced several
reasons Why this Should be so, but the main one was that the additional
numbers of students in the system had been matched by an increase in the
number of courses offered. Even so, the Open University system was still

very cost-efficient in cpmparison with conventional universities.

Clearly, however, the extent in Which this remains the case depends in
part on each of the following factors: the number of students in the
system, the number of courses presented, and the media selected by the
institution (see Kaye and pumble,.1981: 231-234).

291 Throughout these studies, there iE an assumption that graduates of the
OpenoUniversity are no different, in teilms of academic quality, fram those
of a conventional university. This assumption was questioned by Carnoy
and Levin (1975: 396) who suggested that the cost savings of the OU's
system might be 'obliterated' by a smaller educational product'. They

argued that the average university student 'reCeives not only instruction
and instructional materials, but he receives substantially more tutorial
services, contact with fellow students, access to libraries, computers and
campus lectures than does his ppen University counterpart'. Accordingly:

.

a more realistic premise is that the limited nature of the %pen
University ed6cation, as well as the credential effect of

particular institutions on earnings and occupational attainments,
would suggest that the Open University graduate is not likely to
receive either consumption or income benefits, fram his education,
that are as high as those of a person from the more conventional
university setting (Carnoy and Levin, 1975: 396).

292 Further doubts are voiced by Mace (1978). He suggests, for example, that
the economic value of an Open University degree to a student (in terms of
increased earning power) will be less than is the case for a conventional
university student, because the average age of Open University students is
higher than that of students in conventional universities, and because
there are powerful institutibnal forces such as internal labour markets
which inhibit Open University students' job mability, and hence the

possibility of their benefitting econamically fram the education that has
been gained (Mace, 1978: 299).

293 There seems no doubt, then, that the Open University is cost-efficient.
That is, it is econamical in the use of resources relative to the output
pro6uced, where the quality of the output is held to be constant across
the various educational systems being compared.

294 Carnoy and Levin, and Mace, raise additional-westions about the cost-
effectiveness of the Open University, both in relation to the quality of
the output (graduates) and the cost-benefit which will be derived by
graduates and the nation as a result of the investment of resources in
their education. Their ,objections are conceptually mo<e difficult to
sustain, and to criticise. Firstly, it seems fairly clear that the rate
of return to graduates in terms of earnings has fallen recently, in

response to- the overall economic situation in which both graduate

unemployment (the situation of not having a job) or urideremployment (the
situation of not having a job commensurate with the abilities and training
of the graduate) may be more prevalent. In this respect, Open University
graduates may in fact be in a better position than conventional university
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graduates at the present time, in the.sense that many of them are already
working. Secondly, it seems clear that a number of Open. University
students study for the sake of study rather than to inmediately benefit
their careers and earning potential. The cost-benefit argument depends at
least in part on the concept 'of education as vocationally or'career
orientated, with measurement of the benefits received being reflected in
salary or wage payments and productivity levels. Education may, however,
have other purposes. And, of course, many Open University graduates have
benefitted economdcally as,a result of their studies (see paragraph 227).
ThirdlY, in' UneUnited Kingdom, conventional university students normally
in the 18 to 23 year old age range, study full-time. During their studies,
they forego earnings and are not directly productive within the econamy.
In contrast, many Open University students are working - a factor,wh,ich
led Wagner (1972: 181) to suggest that the resource cost per Open
University student might be as low as one-sixth that of conventional
students. Fourthly, these critics ignore the fact that the benefit
accruing to an Open University student who enters with low or no formal
educational qualifications may in fact be- greater than the benefit
accruing to a conventional university student who has matriculated from
secondary school. Nevertheless Carnoxand Levin, and Mace, are right to
raise these issues, which have yet to be adequately investigated.
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9 a:INCLUSIONS

295 The Cpen University is a complex organisation serving multiple ends. Any
assessment of its overall success must take into account not only the
varied nature of its academic progranues, but also its success in using
the new educational technologies to teach at a distance, and in creating
new organisational structures to meet its needs.

296 There can be no doubt at all that the Cpen University has had a major
impact on British, educational provision, so far as provision of

credentialiked courses is concerned. Prior to its foundation, such courses
as were provided in the adult evening class tradition were of a non-
vocational nature, and awarded no credit". Moreover, while Colleges of
Further Education presented a wide range of offerings ranging fram the
least demanding and non-vocational to advanced level qualification
courses', and hence pTovided universal access in the sense that almost
anyone could be admitted to,these institutions and fitted on to same line
of study suited bo their abilities, access was not open in a fully
curricular sense. That is bo say, access bo many College.of Further
Education 'courses is restricted by pre-requisite qualifications. Thee

Cpen University was,,, therefore, a major innovator in respect of open
access (Glatter and Mo gan, 1978: 2). In association with its emPhasis on
this last point, it has so been a,prime innovator in the field of credit

transfer in the United ingdom (see paragraPh 53 et seq).

297 Educational egalitarianism, as such, was not of major import in Harold
Wilson's early speeches proposing a 'University of the Air'. As Perry

(1976: 8-9) Commentt, Wilson "was much more concerned with the need for
extendimg technological education and for harnessing technological
advances in the media of mass communication to the service of education".
Moreover, it is the way in which the Cped University has approached the
problems of educating students at a distance, rather than the objectives
of its academic programmes, that' have captured the imagination and
admiration,of the world.

298 Nevertheless, the use of the new educational media implied that the

University was seeking a mass audience. At the smne tine, there was no
question that academic standards would be diluted. 'More' would not, at
least in the context of the. Cpen University', mean 'worse'. The .
Government's White Paper of February 1966, 'A University of the Air',
juxtaposed occellence and mass delivery: 'A distinguished/lecture that at
one time might have been heard only by a handful of students, or a few
hundreds at most, can now be broadcast to millions of listeners' (my

italics) . Not only that, 'it was the glamour-a--1.1Eversity in name and
in actuality that enabled her (Jennie Lee) to win her way' (Perry, 1976:

24). Sor this reason, Lee and her advisers turned their back on the idea
of an Cpen College which might realistically have provided a 'second

chance' to a Ear greater number of people than has the Cpen University.

299 Moreover, as GlAtter and Morgan (1978: 5-6) point out, at least two of the
initially identiEied target groups of the Cpen University's undergraduate
programme (teachers and other professional workers who had not achieved
graduate status, and those who had the minimum qualifications for entry to
a conventional. university but who had been unsuccessful in the campetition
for places) were in fact 'already rather well qualified, so that "the
achievement of a degree would be for them not a breakthrough into a

previously closed world of academic study but a (no doubt greatly desired)
topping-off operation".
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300 More importantly, open access as a policy was not to undermine the quality
of the University's output. The University was_from the start committed
to "excellence" and parity of standardS with other universities. Internal
checks and balances within the British phiversity system - the practice of
appointing an Academic Advisory Committee.during the first years of a
University's existence (with distinguished academics as its members); and
the normal British custom of having external examiners of recognised
academic standing to vet assesgment and examination standards both
ensure that standards in British universities are far more uniform than,
for exdmple, is the case in the United States of America. In addition,
the Open University has from the start appointed to every Course Team one
or more External Assessors. They are always distinguished academics'from
elsewhere, working in the field(s) concerned. Their job is to ensurc that
academic quality is olojectively upheld throughout the course develdpment
phase. Later on, when the course is being presented, same of them act as
the external examiner.

301 an the face of it, the Open,University has not attracted large numbers of
working class or educationally deprived students into its undergraduate
programme: its higher degree programme is as 'elitist' as any in Britain:
and its associate student/continuing education programme is in 'part
'elitist' (for example, the Diploma in Reading Development) and in part
open to mass audiences, but non-vocational and non-credit giving (for

exdmple, the community education courges).

302 Woodley (1981: 57) points out that the Open University has not gone out of
its way to attract working class students. Its publicity campaigns have
been largely aimed at middle class audiences by means of advertising in
quality newspapers and magazines. He suggests that this has been a
conscious policy. He cites Perry (1976: 144) who held that a large
propOrtion of working class students might have been politically
disastrous for the University, and led to its closure: "This could well
,have been its fate had we admitted only those in working class
occupations, many of wham"would have been ill-prepared; the consequent
high drop-out mdght have been politically damning".

303 Certainly, there is plenty of evidence to show that those who are
tefucationally less well-prepared (a factor linked with loW socio-economic
'status) are less likely to succeed in their Open University studies.
Woodley (1981: 59) suggests that "if the Open University really wants to
make a significant contribution to working class education'then it must
become more appropriate to such people's needs and more suited to their
,circumstances. Changes would be necessary in many areas including the
curriculum, teaching methods and the financing of studies".

304 McIntosh and Calder (1975: 98-100) discussed the Open University's
contribution to the British higher education system in ,the context of
TUrner's (1962) classic paper dn the differences in attitude to the
prevailing norms of upward social mobility, Ss these are reflected in the
education systems in England and America. TUrner distinguished between
the 'sponsored mobility' of the British educational system and the

'contest mobility' of the American:
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"Cbntest mobility is a system in which elite status is the prize in
an open contest and is taken by the aspirants' own efforts. While
the "contest" is governed by same rules of fair play, the
contestants have wide latitude in the strategies they may employ.
Since the "prize" of successful upward mobility is not in the hand
of the established elite to give out, the latter are not in a
position to determine who shall attain it, and who shall not.

Under "sponsored" Wobility, 'elite recruits are chosen by the
established elite or their agents, and elite status is given on the
basis of some criterion of suppOsed merit and cannot be taken by
any amount of effort or strategy."

305 Contest mobility -is designed to give elite status to those who earn it.
In this context, judgements About people's ability should not be made
prematurely. Each individual is encouraged to think of himself as
competing for an elite position for as long as possible. The systeM
avoids any absolute points of selection, and delays clear recognition of
the reality of the situation until the individual is boo committed to the
system to dhange radically. Under this philosophy schooling is presented
as an opportunity - and equality of opportunity becomes practically
synonymous with unlimited access.

306 inionsored mobility is designed to make the best use of the talents in
society by sorting each person into his proper niche. The educational
system operates as a filter, encouraging the early selection of only the
number of persons necessary to fill anticipated vacancies in the elite.
Control under the 'sponsorship' system is achieved, according to TUrner,
"by training the masses to regard themselves as relatively incompetent to
manage society, by restricting access to the skills and manners of the
elite and by cultivating belief in the superior competence of the elite.
The earlier that selectiorNpf the elite recruits can be made, the sooner
the masses can be taught toraccept their inferiority".

307 In England, the dominant mode has been to select out the promising from
the unpromdsing early on in.their school life. The 1944 Education Act
effectively split the educational system into grammar schools, catering
for the elite, and secondary modern and techrfical schools, catering for
the majority. The Labour Government's ptogramme in- the 1960s, to combine
grammar and secondary modern schools into 'comprehensive' schools, was
aimed at breaking the elitist mould of English education although the
concept has been undemined by the common practice of streamdng children
within comprehensive schools.

308 The difference between the British and American systems is even clearer at
the higher education level. As McIntosh and Calder (1975: 100) put it:

In America access do higher education is a right. Equality of
opportunity is popularly interpreted to mean "unlimited access to
samd form of college" and as Cheek (1971) commented, "America has
been committed in principle to universal access to higher education
for same time". TO deny access to college is to deny equal
opportunity. .Selection and the setting of standards takes place
within the institution (Clark, 1960). This is in sharp contrast
with the system in England ymce the majority of students
effectively have never been allowed to/drop in (McIntosh, 1975).

Many students th England may be subject/ to no testing at all during
their first and even snarl year of study. In America, on the
other hand, students-are required toii pass a series of tests each
semester and the proportion who do not complete the first year
adequately is very high.
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In this sense the Open University, with its commitment to open
admission, more nearly resembles the American system. Students
have to pass a varrety of tests (credits), and motivation, as in
America, is clearly an important factor. The interesting question

will be to see whether this institution is simply a temporary
Aberration for England, or whether the country is starting to see a
Shift towards the norms of contest mobility. Indeed the

educational philosGphy of the Labour Party is consistent with a
move away from sponsored mObility. The Abolition of the 11 plus,
the Commitment to comprehensives, the introduction of the binary
systeM, and indeed the setting up of the _Open University, are all
moves in the same directiOn.

309 Earlier (paragraph 104), reference was made to research by McIntosh and
Calder Which Showd that the educational background of the parents of Open
University students.is much nearer that of the population as a whole, and
that a much higher proportion of its students have working class-toots
than is the case of conventional university students. As Wolfe (1977:
80) says, 'the major impact of the Open University seems to be in

providing a second chance to people who are already socially mobile and
who have already aspired to non-manual jobs mainly through the acquisition
of educational qualifications. The Open University helps to aecure and
legitimate Ibis-mobility'.

310 iqhile significant numbers of previously disadvantaged persons do succeed
with their Open University studies, there is a peculiar and dynamic
tension between the high academic level of the University's courses, 61e
use of distance teaching methods, .and its open admissions pOlicy.

McIntosh and Wodley (1974: 24-5) expressed it as follows: 'The academic

level of the courses is only part of the problem. The basic irony remains
that we are expecting disadvantaged students to learn independently.
Coming as they do from a variety of backgrounds and widh a variety of
needs, the !face-to-face -dialectic' would benefit them most and could be
most easily adapted to their needs";

311 This leads Glattef and Morgan (1978: 17-18) to'suggest that:

the Open University really comprises at least, two separate major
innovations.in the British context. Firstly a university offering
universal access both into the institution and through its courses;
secondly, a national educational institution using a sophisticated
teaching system based predominantly on distance teaching metho4s.
The two innovations are obviously related up to a point, but they
are also partly copf licting, as we have seen and the fact that they
happened to be-joined together in one i titution may have owed
more than most innovations to historicat accident. There is

j.early no necessary Connection between them: for instance, even
ere geographical access is a prime consideration, requiring

distance teaching, it does not necessarily imply an open admissions
policy.
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It seems possible that the impact of the second innovation is

proving more significant than that of the first, as the nature of
the Cpen University's teaching system has became increasingly
familiar because of the accessibility of the media it emplOys, and
as its materials have became ever more widely used in other
institutions. 'Its uniqueness derives in part frcm the nature of
its students, but more particularly from its methods of teaching'.
(Hall et al., 1975: 231). Such a perception, however, may be role-
'related: teachers elsewhere in higher education may find the
teaching system having the greater impact on them, but the
individual student who would not have been admitted to a
conventional university but becomes an Cpen University graduate
will have no doubts about which innovation he finds the more
significant!

312 Outside of the United Kingdom, though, the significance of the British
Cpen University lies as much in its system as in its particular
objectives. Analysing the nature of requests for 'help and advice
addressed to the Cpen University, Kaye (1980: 11-13), then Deputy Director
of its Centre 5or International Co-operation and Services, pointed out
that hn practice thece seems to be.a relatively small number of key areas
where the level of demand is high. These high priority areas are:

information on available materials

%
advice on the writing of course texts and creation of audio-visual
materials

advice on the scheduling of materials production

information and advice on tuition and counselling practices (including
correspondenCe tuition)

advice on the initial planning of new projects

advice on the financial implications of ongoing plans.

t) LI
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10 BIBLIOGPAPHICAL MATERIALS ON THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

313 The volume of published and unpublished material on the British Open
University is enormous. Inevitably, any selection must be incomplete ahd
will bend -to eflect theoviews of the author. Two works describing the
institution Da ...nsiderable detail are:

Perry,W. (1976) Open University: a Personal Account by the first
Vice-Chancellor. Milton Keynes: The Open University Press.

Open University (1977) The Open University of the United Kingdom:
a Short Course. Milton Keynes: The Open UniversLty Press.

These should be
and by the
the first (116
Accommodation,
years 1971-1981

supplemented by the annual Report of the Vice-Chancellor,
Digest of Statistics which is produced in two volumes,
ng with Students and Courses, the second with

Units,- Staffing and. Firpnce. The edition covering the

is now available.

314 A large number of articles and papers have been written on particular
aspects of the Open University. Its Instiltute of Educational Technology
periodically produces a bibliography of materials on the Open University.

315 Of particular interest On the University's students are the following:

McIntosh,N., Calder,J., and Swift,B. (1976), A degree of
difference. A study of bhp first year's intake to the Open
University of the United Kingdom.. GUildford: SoCiety 'for
Research into Higher Education.

McIntosh,N.E.,1, Woodley,A., and Morrison,V. (l980)\-gtudent demand
and progress at the Open University the first eight years.
Distance Education, 1, 37-60.

Keegan,D. (1980) Drop-outs at the Open University. The Australian
Journal of Education, 24,44-55.

316 The University's academic programmes and the regulations governing student
progress, as well as its general teething system, are described in the
various student and othef handbooks which are produced, usually on an-
annual basis. nhe current range of Dhandbooks are.(with their dates of

4
publication in parentheses):

Guide for Applicants fot 1982 BA >Fee Courses (1980)

First Year Student Handbook. Produced for first year undergrades,e
students and associate students of the Open University in 1982.
(1981)

/be Open University Undergraduate Courses 1982. (1981)

Guide to the Associate Student Proaramme 1982. (981)

Postgraduate Prospectus and Student Handbook 1982. (1981)
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317 (Of interest, too, is

Clennell,S., Peters,J., and Sewart,D. (1977) Teaching for the Open
Univergity. Milton Keynes: The Open Univerl.ty.

This booklet describes the work of the University's course tutors,ard
tutor counsellors. It can be supplemented by:

Sewart,D. (1978) Continuity of condern for students in a system of
learning at a distance. Hagen: Zentrales -Institut fur

Fernstudienforschung

Sewart,D. (1981) Distance teaching: a contradiction in terms?
Teaching at a Distance, 19, 8-18:

There are also a wealth of articles in the Open'University's own Sburnal,
Teaching .at a Distance, Which deals with particular aspects of its

regional system, at well as with many Other matters. Teaching at a
Distance began to appear in 1974, and has been published triennially (now
biannually) ever since.

318 In spite of their age, Lewis's three articles on course production at the
Open University retain interest.. They are:

Lewis,B.N. (1971) Course Production at the Open University I:
Same Basic Problems. British Journal of Educational
Technology, 2, 1, 4-13.

Lewis,B.N. (1971) Course Production at the Open University II:
Activities and Activity Networks. British Journal of

Educational !Technology, 2, 2, 111-23.

Lewis,B.N. (1971) Course Production at the Open University III:
Planning and Scheduling. British Journal of Educational
Technology, 2, 3, 189=204.

319 The, course team has been held to be a major innovation higher
education. The literature on %course teams' iS expanding. Interested
readers could start by looking at the following works:

Blowers, A. (1979) Carry on Course Teams. Teachi
16, 54-7.

Drake, M. (1979) The curse of the course team.
Distapce, 16, 50-53.

Gagen,Q. (1981) ,The well-tempered'course team.
Distance, 19, 67-69.

a Distance,

Teaching at a

Teaching_at a

Mason, J. (1979) Cooperation, in dourse beams at the Open
University. In Cox, R. (ed) Co-operation and Choice in Higher
Education. London: University of London Teaching Methods Unit.

.
Mason, J. C14976) 1,ife Iabide the Course Team, Teaching at'a

Distance, 5, 27-33.

Mills, D. (1981) Course teams for all seasons. Teaching at a rj
Distance 19, 60-1.
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Riley, J. (1976) Course teams at the Open University. Studies in
Higher-Education. 1. ,

Riley, J. (1978) How to Use Consultants Successfully. Milton.

Keynes: Open University. Mimeograph.. -

Riley, J. (1979) I ycoder what it's like to write a unit.

Teaching at a Distance, 14, 1-8.

Riley, J. (1981) Course, team alternatives. 'Teaching at a

Distance, 19, 69-71.

320 Another aspect of the Open University's system which has atilfacted

considerable attention is the role of the educational technologist.
Reference, in an incomplete list, can be had tol

Gale, J. (1980) Proteus in a Kaleidoscope: The educational
' technologist in Open University Course Production. Journal pif

Educational Television and Other Media, 7, 1, 4-7.

and to a number of articles Which appeared in the Open University issue of
the British Journal of Educational Technology (volume 7) in 1976.

321 The formal decision-making and organisational structure of the Open
University is detailed in the regularly updated:

.7
. Government Structure Handbook (1981)

Specific aspects of the decision-Making process as these affect course
production are detailed in two internal handbooks:

Course production/presentation handbook. A practical guide to
the procedures of undergraduate course production and

presentation (September 1980)

Course production and presentation. Manual of procedures for
resource allocation. (January 1981)

Descriptions of the decision-making and organisational structures of the
Open University as they were in about 1976/7 ppear in Perry (1976) and
the Open University (1977) (see paragraph 304).

322 As well as writing about student progress, McIntosh has written About the
problems of evaluating distance teaching systems - particularly the Open
University. -Reference may be had to the following:

McIntosh, N.E. (1972) Research for a new institution. The Open
University. London: Society for Research in Higher Education.

4...

McIntosh, N.E. (1977) Evaluation and Institutional Resea ch: Aids
- to Decision-making Ard Innovation. International urnal of

Institutional Management in Higher Education, 1, 119- 7.
4

McIntosh, N.E. (1978) Evaluation and Institutional Researlsh: the
Problems Involved in Evaluating One Course or Educational
Program. International Journal of Institutional Managem;nt in
Higher Education, 2, 1, 5-19.
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One can also consult Amble's 1981 article, which deals .with the
evaluation of "Open University type" institutions, rather than with the
particular rage of the Open University. _.

Rumble, G. (1981) Evaluating ;Autonomous Multi-media Distance
Learning Systems: a practi approach. Distance Education,
2, 1, 64-90.

323 The economics of- the Open Universiq are dealt with ih a number of
articles, of Which the following are the best introductions:

Laidlaw, B., and Layard, R. (1974) Traditional versus Open
University Teaching Methods: a cost comparison. Higher
Education, 3, 439-68.

Mace, J. (1978) Mythology in the making: is the Open University
really,cost-effective? Higher Education, 7, 295-309.

Wagner, L. (1977) The econdmics of the Open Univeesity revisited.
Higher Education, 6, 359-81.

324 Descriptions of the University's planning anudgetary procedures now
rather dated - are bo be found in:

Rumble, G. (1977) J1anning in the Open University. . Paper
presented to the International Institute for Educational
Planning/British Council course for educational planners, 'London,
11 March 1977.

Rumble, G. and Clinch, J. (1978) Planning and resource allocation
in tq Open University. Module 18 of the Training Programme tor
Newly'Appointed Grade lA Administrators. Milton Keynes: The Open
University.

325 A recent book edited by Kaye and Rumble has discussed 'Open University-
type' institutions in same detail - using a system-based analysis to
underpin the analysis prcvlded. This book:

Kaye, A., and Rumble, G., (1981) Distance teaching for higher and
adult eduction. _London: Croom Helm.

was written by a group of staff attached bp the University's Centre. for
International Cooperation and Services. While it takes an international
viewpoint, it draws heavily on Open University experience. It can be
supplemented by two books, the second of which is still in preparation:

Kaye, A., and Harry, K. (1981) Using the Media for adult basic ;-
education. London: Croem Helm.

0

'Bumble, G., and Harry, K. (1982) The 'distance teaching
universities. London: Croom Helm.

The forMer has a chapter by Judith Calder and Nicholas Farnes on the Open
University's Community Education programme =.amd places this within a
wider British and EUropean context. The latter has a chapter by Keith
Harry on the Open University, and places it in the context of the
international development of autonomous, distance-teaching universities.
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